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- Case Type

. Torts

. Case Status

- Open

- File Date

- 09/13/2017

. DCM Track:

. A - Average

. Initiating Action:
- Defamation

- Status Date:

. 09/13/2017

- Case Judge:

. Next Event: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All Information Party Event Tickler Docket Disposition |

Party Information

Tuvell, Walter

- Plaintiff

Alias Party Attorney
- Attorney

- Pro Se

- Bar Code
- PROPER
- Address
- Phone Number

More Party Information

Marshall, Jack

- Defendant

Alias [Party Attorney J

More Party Information

Events

Date Session Location 1mg Event Judgg Result

04/18/2018 02:00 PM Civil C Rm 610 Courtroom 610 Rule 12 Hearing Barry-Smith, Hon. Christopher K Rescheduled

06/07/2018 02:00 PM Civil C Rm 610 Courtroom 610 Rule 12 Hearing Barry-Smith, Hon. Christopher K Held as Scheduled

 

 

Ticklers

m Start Date Due Date fiyw Co_mpleted Date

Service 09/13/2017 12/12/2017 90

Answer 09/13/2017 01/11/2018 120

Rule 12/19/20 Served By 09/13/2017 01/11/2018 120 08/21/2018

Rule 12/19/20 Filed By 09/13/2017 02/12/2018 152 08/21/2018

Rule 12/19/20 Heard By 09/13/2017 03/12/2018 180 08/21/2018   
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M Start Date Due Date fiyw Co_mpleted Date

Rule 15 Served By 09/13/2017 11/07/2018 420 08/21/2018

Rule 15 Filed By 09/13/2017 12/07/2018 450 08/21/2018

Rule 15 Heard By 09/13/2017 12/07/2018 450 08/21/2018

Discovery 09/13/2017 09/03/2019 720 08/21/2018

Rule 56 Served By 09/13/2017 10/03/2019 750 08/21/2018

Rule 56 Filed By 09/13/2017 11/04/2019 782 08/21/2018

Final Pre-Trial Conference 09/13/2017 03/02/2020 901 08/21/2018

Judgment 09/13/2017 09/14/2020 1097 08/21/2018

Under Advisement 06/07/2018 07/07/2018 30

 

Docket Information
 

Docket Docket Text

Date

09/13/2017 Case assigned to:
DCM Track A - Average was added on 09/13/2017

09/13/2017 Original civil complaint filed.

09/13/2017 Civil action cover sheet filed.

09/13/2017 Demand for jury trial entered.

09/13/2017 Attorney appearance
On this date Pro Se added for Plaintiff Walter Tuvell

09/19/2017 Service Returned for

Defendant Marshall, Jack: Service via certified mail; on 9/14/17 at 836 Main St, Reading MA 01867.

10/06/2017 General correspondence regarding FAX TRANSMISSION DATED OCTOBER 4, 20170- Letter dated Oct.4, 2017 by
defendant requesting time to respond to the complaint.
( Filed in Court this day)

10/11/2017 Defendant's Notice of intent to file motion notice of intent to file a motion for dismissal.

( Fax transmission dated October 9, 2017- Filed in Court this day)

Applies T0: Marshall, Jack (Defendant)

10/17/2017 PIaintiffWaIterTuvell's Motion for

Default Judgment

10/19/2017 WalterTuveII's Memorandum in supportof
motion for default judgment (BIS)

10/26/2017 WalterTuveII's Memorandum in opposition to
Defendant's Motion To Dismiss

02/02/2018 The following form was generated:

Notice to Appear
Sent On: 02/02/2018 08:43:34

03/16/2018 The following form was generated:

Notice to Appear
Sent On: 03/16/2018 10:01:35

03/16/2018 EventResuIt:
Judge: Barry-Smith, Hon. Christopher K
The following event: Rule 12 Hearing scheduled for 04/18/2018 02:00 PM has been resulted as follows:
Result: Rescheduled
Reason: By Court prior to date
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Docket

Date

06/07/2018

06/07/2018

06/07/2018

06/07/2018

08/13/2018

08/21/2018

09/10/2018

09/10/2018

09/24/2018

11/15/2018

11/15/2018

11/20/2018

11/20/2018

Docket Text

Matter taken under advisement: Rule 12 Hearing scheduled on:
06/07/2018 02:00 PM

Has been: Held - Under advisement
Hon. Christopher K Barry-Smith, Presiding
Appeared:
Staff:

Arthur T DeGuglielmo, Assistant Clerk Magistrate

Plaintiff Walter Tuvell's Motion for

email communications

Walter Tuvell's Memorandum in support of
motion for email communications

Walter Tuvell's Memorandum in opposition to
defendant's motion for costs

MEMORANDUM & ORDER:

ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS

CONCLUSION: For the reasons set forth above, Tuvell has failed to state a claim for defamation and Marshall's motion

to dismiss is ALLOWED.

See scanned document for full Decision and Order.

Judge: Barry-Smith, Hon. Christopher K

JUDGMENT 0n Defendants, Jack Marshall 12(b) motion to dismiss against Plaintiff(s) Walter Tuvell.
It is ORDERED and ADJUDGED:
That the plaintiff Walter Tuvell's complaint be and hereby is dismissed.

Judge: Barry-Smith, Hon. Christopher K

Notice of Appeal From the Court's Memorandum and Order allowing Defendant's Motion (and Memorandum) to Dismiss

Applies T0: Tuvell, Walter (Plaintiff)

Court received Notice of Audio Cassette & Transcript: related to appeal
PIaintiff/Appellant hereby notices the Court/Clerk that: (i) the entirety of the (transcript of the electronic audio recording of
the) Hearing of Oral Argument of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is necessary for inclusion in the record on appeal. It is
further hereby noticed that: (ii) the required so-called audio recording "cassette" has already been "ordered"

Applies T0: Tuvell, Walter (Plaintiff)

Court received Notice of Oral Argument Transcriber / Notice of Transcription; Certificate related to appeal

CD of Transcript of 06/07/2018 02:00 PM Rule 12 Hearing received from and Prepared by Walter Tuvell.

General correspondence regarding Notice Required by Clerk's Office

Appeal: notice of assembly of record sent to Counsel

Notice to Clerk of the Appeals Court of Assembly of Record
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Case Disposition
 

D_isposition Date

Judgment after Finding an Motion 08/21/2018

Case Judge   
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Superior Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
County of Middlesex

Walter Tuvell
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867

Plaintiff, Pro Se

v.

Jack Marshall
2707 Westminster Place
Alexandria, VA 22305

Defendant

Case №     1781CV02701    

COMPLAINT (VERIFIED)

JURY TRIAL DEMAND

INTRODUCTION (INCLUDING JURISDICTION)

¶1 Plaintif Walter Tuvell, an individual residing at 836 Main St., 

Reading, Middlesex County, Massachusetts, 01867, complains of 

defamation (“cyberlibel”) committed against him by Defendant Jack 

Marshall, an individual residing at 2707 Westminster Place, 

Alexandria (independent city), Virginia, 22305, and alleges causes of 

action, as hereby related herein passim.

¶2 “Long-arm” personal jurisdiction1 inheres in this Court, as the 

Complaint arises out of activities satisfying the due-process doctrines 

of: (i) “minimal contacts;” (ii) “purposeful availment;” (iii) “express 

aim;” (iv) “efect;” and (v) “fair play and substantial justice.” Viz., 

1 MGL §223A 3(d). See generally https://  en.wikipedia.org/  wiki/  Personal_  
jurisdiction_  in_  Internet_  cases_  in_  the_  United_  States  . Recent Federal case on-
point: Hawbecker v. Hall, No. SA-14-CV-1010-XR (W.D. Tex., Feb. 19, 2015).
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upon knowledge/information/belief:

(i) Defendant: (a) has spent many years of his life as a resident 

of Massachusetts; (b) has held regular employment in Massachusetts; 

(c) has been and remains a “lifetime fan of the Boston Red Sox;” (d) is 

a member of the Massachusetts bar; (e) currently conducts ongoing 

business in Massachusetts, with Massachusetts residents (https://  

ethicsalarms.com/  2017/  09/  11/  morning-ethics-warm-up-91117-irma-  

and-climate-change-hype-democrats-and-anti-catholic-hypocrisy); (f) 

operates a long-running, heavily-traficked, highly-interactive, 

purposefully-nationwide Internet blogsite (¶5); which (g) reaches and 

is visited/read by Massachusetts residents (e.g., readers/writers of the

Boston Business Litigation Blog, http://  bostonbusinesslitigation.  

mt4temp.  lexblognetwork.  com/  employment/  public-employees-can-lose-  

their-jobs-over-online-information); (h) blogs about Massachusetts-

specifc afairs (e.g., https://  ethicsalarms.com/  2012/  08/  04/  

massachusetts-a-state-lottery-shows-its-corrupt-and-irresponsible-

core), and about (i) Massachusetts residents (https://  

ethicsalarms.com/  2012/  05/  19/  the-signifcance-of-pow-wow-chow  , 

https://  ethicsalarms.com/  2012/  09/  27  /more-revelations-regarding-  

elizabeth-warrens-alleged-unauthorized-practice-of-law-and-why-this-

matters); and (j) who for the purposes of the instant Complaint 

actively/specifcally/knowingly reached across state lines into 

Massachusetts (there directly targeting Plaintif) via email and his 

blogsite (passim); by means of which

(ii) he, personally, intentionally entered into specifc dealings/

interaction (via email and blogsite) with Plaintif, personally (passim);

(iii) specifcally targeting Plaintiffs civil action (Tuvell v. IBM) 

Complaint 〈 2 / 18 〉
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and follow-up Judicial Misconduct charge (D.Mass. and First Circuit, 

both courts and Plaintif being located in Massachusetts, as Defendant

knew, since he self-admits reviewing these matters on Plaintiffs 

website) (¶4, ¶14·I), while knowing that he and Plaintif were 

contemporaries who had graduated from “rival” colleges in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts (Harvard and MIT, announced in Plaintiffs

email of ¶6, later reiterated by a post on Defendantfs blogsite (¶5)) 

(Marshall also has another degree from Hampshire College, also in 

Massachusetts), and that the fact of Plaintiffs residence in 

Massachusetts (a widely-perceived “liberal/progressive” state) 

plausibly (but falsely)† imbued Plaintif with characteristics indicative 

of “academicism” that he viewed as negative (¶8); with

(iv) tortious/defamatory efect (passim); while

(v) Plaintif is wholly innocent of any wrongdoing in this afair 

(passim); and he has no cognizable dealings with the state of Virginia 

or its residents apart from this Complaint — beyond which his only 

contacts with the state have been less than a dozen intermittent/

sporadic visits for brief periods (business meetings, visiting friends, 

camping trips, drive-throughs), totaling less than three weeksf time 

over his lifetime.

¶3 All dates cited herein are implicitly understood to occur in the 

year 2017, unless explicitly specifed otherwise. The essential 

substantive events described herein occurred on Sat Aug 26 – Wed 

Aug 30. The (superscript) tags “†” and “‡” scattered throughout are 

explained in ¶17.
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STATEMENT OF FACTS

¶4 Plaintif is a PhD mathematician and software engineer, and is a 

concerned American citizen deeply interested/involved in Judicial 

Misconduct, for which purpose he maintains an Internet website, 

“Judicial Misconduct USA” (http://  JudicialMisconduct.  US  ).

¶5 Defendant is a lawyer, and a (self-professed) ethicist, exercising 

specialized expertise in legal ethics. He maintains both: (i) a national 

ethics training and consulting frm, “Proothics, Ltd.” (website http://  

Proothics.  com  ); and (ii) an Internet “blogsite,” “othicsAlarms” (http://  

othicsAlarms.  com  ), which he advertises as “the per-eminent [sic] and 

most visited ethics community blog on the web” (http://  www.  LinkedIn.  

com/  in/  jack-marshall-86a85b8  ), claiming more than 3,200 “followers.”

¶6 On Sat Aug 26, Plaintif conceived an idea of raising/discussing 

his Judicial Misconduct concerns (primarily, abuse of Summary 

Judgment) with Defendant — thinking that subject-matter (which 

inherently implicates questions of legal/judicial ethics) would provide 

excellent fodder for his othicsAlarms blogsite. To the end of gauging 

the feasibility/viability of such interaction, Plaintif sent to Defendant 

an initial/exploratory private email (as the general public is invited to 

do, “for any purpose,” according to the blogsitefs About page, http://  

othicsAlarms.  com/  about  ), inquiring about perceived inconsistencies 

between: (i) the blogsitefs intended/advertised design/ambitions (as 

articulated on its About page); and (ii) the substantive content in the 

blogs and comments actually being posted on the blogsite in practice.
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Appropriately, the “subject” header-line of Plaintiffs email was “I 

canft fgure you out.”

¶7 Defendant did not reply (directly) to Plaintiffs private email 

(¶6). Instead, on Sun Aug 27, Defendant peremptorily responded 

(indirectly) to Plaintiffs email publicly, via (the frst part of) a blogpost

on his blogsite. Defendant neither notifed nor informed Plaintif of 

that publicly posted blogsite response; nor did he quote any part of 

Plaintiffs email; nor did he respond to the substantive aspect of 

Plaintiffs email query (viz., About-page vs. content-pages disparity). 

Instead, Defendantfs wildly of-the-wall “response” seized on only 

certain (falsely) twisted aspects of Plaintiffs email — peripheral, 

“cherry-picked,” paraphrased, out-of-context, and misinterpreted.

¶8 In particular, Defendantfs blogpost (¶7) (falsely) accused/

attributed Plaintif of being an “academic”† (considered by some 

political/partisan activists to be a derogatory attribution; see ¶9). And 

on that (false) basis, Defendant launched into an unwarranted 

invective/harangue, applying to Plaintif (false) negative political/

partisan characteristics/traits/motives (“… the entire American Left, 

along with its sycophants and familiars, the universities, show 

business and the news media [all this, somehow, crazily, 

encompassing ‘academicsf], have gone completely of the ethics rails 

since November 8, 2016 …”), culminating in false attributions of 

“uniquely un-American … execrable conduct.” All this for the mere 

asking of an innocent/polite/private query about clarifcation-of-

purpose of the blogsite.
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¶9 On this date (Sun Aug 27) and on later dates, several visitors/

readers of the blogsite read‡ Defendantfs (false) blogpost (¶7–¶8), and

themselves posted further comments to it and to other comments, 

similarly (falsely) attacking Plaintif, with no rationale other than 

(falsely) believing/crediting‡ Defendantfs (false) lead attack.

¶10 Shortly thereafter on Sun Aug 27, Plaintif unilaterally 

discovered Defendantfs blogsite post/response and its subsequent 

comments (¶7–¶9), and posted a responsive comment thereto 

(publicly now, since Defendant had demonstrated his refusal to 

communicate privately), attempting to correct/repair the harm that 

had been done. Therein, Plaintif properly/correctly: (i) quoted his 

original email (¶6) verbatim (in full); (ii) asserted/clarifed that he was

interested only in “serious ethical guidance” (and certainly not 

political/partisan “ranting,” as Defendant himself self-admits/

demonstrates he does engage in, in his own blogpost that very day 

(¶7)); (iii) repeated his original query concerning “the deviance of the 

[blog]sitefs content vs. the wording of its About page;” (iv) mentioned 

his sole interest in Judicial Misconduct, referring to his own website 

and ongoing case (¶4).

¶11 The “mob mentality”‡ pattern of ¶10 — false/negative/

unprovoked posts/comments targeting Plaintif, who responds with 

corrections/clarifcations — continued throughout the day (Sun Aug 

27), and carried over to the next day, Mon Aug 28.

¶12 On that day (Mon Aug 28), Defendant (falsely) accused Plaintif 

of “choosing [the] precise [divisive] issue[/subthread]”† of Left/Right 
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liberal/conservative democrat/republican partisan politics. Instead, 

that subthread was in fact started/propagated by others, whereas the 

Plaintif consistently displayed curiosity only about the design-vs.-

implementation of the blogsite itself (via his interest to engage in an 

ethical discussion of Judicial Misconduct), repeatedly disavowing any 

interest whatsoever (“dog in the fght”) concerning the subthread.

¶13 Later on Mon Aug 28, Defendant (falsely) pretended to “defend”

his blogsite, by tallying his Right-leaning vs. Left-leaning blogposts for

the month of July (which Plaintif hadnft seen/read), and purportedly 

showing they were ideologically “balanced” — unaccountably 

avoiding, yet again, Plaintiffs query about design-vs.-implementation 

of the blogsite. Plaintif responded, patiently explaining, yet again, 

that “I donft care about Left/Right anything! What I care only about is 

othics per se …”

¶14 Finally on Mon Aug 28, Defendant (falsely) “went nuclear”† 

against Plaintif, (falsely) “banning”† Plaintif from the blogsite 

(thereby preventing† Plaintif from publicly defending himself against 

Defendantfs false attacks/accusations), and issuing a rapid-fre 

sequence of remarkably malicious/vicious/venomous (false) posts,† 

(falsely) enthusiastically stating/asserting/arguing there was 

“something very bad”† (but there wasnft) about Plaintiffs posts and 

other writings (on his website, ¶4), using incendiary (one is tempted 

to say “crazed/deranged/lunatic/rabid/hysterical”) language† such as 

the following (“meta-comments,” in {italicized curly brackets}, are 

here added for the special purposes of this Complaint, see ¶17):

Complaint 〈 7 / 18 〉
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A I just banned† Walt. … Hefs special.† {false: these negative

acts/epithets are based solely upon the other false 

statements in this Complaint (esp. this list), hence are 

themselves defamatory (“banning” is especially potent in 

this regard, being the “kiss of death” on the Internet)}

B I have already spammed† {i.e., tagged as “spam” and 

disallowed to be published} two more posts by the jerk.† 

{Plaintiff did issue those two (perfectly reasonable) posts, 

but unfortunately does not retain copies of them, due to 

the general nature of the blog-posting protocol}

C ATTENTION: Walt Tuvell is banned from commenting

here. … He sandbagged† me {false: no such 

“sandbagging” happened, in any sense}. He submitted 

nothing but whiny† posts {false: nothing was “whiny,” to 

any reasonable/rational observer} denying that he had 

accused† othics Alarms of being obsessed with partisan 

political topics {false: it was a (private, non-public) 

“observation/query,” not an “accusation”} … initially with 

a link† in a comment to another commenter {false: no 

such link to another comment/commenter was supplied}, 

causing† me to miss it {false: presumably this is the 

“sandbagging” Defendant complains of, but it didn’t 

happen, so “caused” nothing} …

D [He] posted a comment† saying that the blog advertised 

itself as covering judicial misconduct and doesnft {false: 

no such comment was submitted} (there are dozens of 
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judicial ethics posts {false:† here, Defendant (falsely) 

confuses Judicial Misconduct with judicial ethics, which 

are two distinctly/obviously different areas of concern]} …

E Walt issued bitching comment after bitching comment† … 

{false: none of Plaintiff’s comments was “bitching,” by any

reasonable/rational measure, much less a sequence of 

them}

F [H]e fnally† revealed his agenda {false (not “fnally”): 

Plaintiff had already/proactively “revealed”/proclaimed his

(never hidden) “agenda,” namely, a discussion of the 

ethics of Judicial Misconduct, in his very frst post to the 

blogsite (¶10)} …

G [W]hen I fnally† get the link to the ethics issue he says he 

wants a reaction to {false (not “fnally”): it had already 

been prominently included in Plaintiff’s very frst post to 

the blogsite (¶10)} …

H GUoSS WHAT? Come on, guess! Waltfs “issue” is about 

his own case,† {false: Plaintiff’s “issue” was/is avowedly/

expressly/primarily about Judicial Misconduct in general, 

and only peripherally “about his own case”} and the link 

goes to his single issue website† {false: Plaintiff’s 

website (¶4) is not “single issue” (by which Defendant 

means, as just quoted, “Plaintiff’s own case”)} …

I The case is Tuvell v. IBM, and skimming his messy post† 

{false: the case (¶4) is not a “messy post,” by any stretch 

of anyone’s imagination, instead being an extremely well-
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constructed piece of legal writing} that teeters on the 

edge of madness,† {false: Plaintiff’s website nowhere 

exhibits any trait remotely characteristic of “madness”} I 

discern that the reason Walt is interested in judicial 

misconduct is the judge decided the case was lousy,† 

{false: the judge did not “decide the case was lousy,” 

because the judge did not in fact “decide ‘the case’” at all 

— rather, she “decided” a “different” case, one that she 

illegally/criminally fabricated/falsifed the facts of} and 

dismissed it.

J I was going to, as a favor to Walt, because i [sic] am a nice

guy, show my good faith† {false: this wording suggests 

“bad faith” on the part of the Plaintiff, which is in no way 

true} by addressing his issue even though he didn’t have 

the courtesy or honesty to come right out and say what he

wanted.† {false: Plaintiff did certainly “come right out and

say what he wanted,” explicitly/proactively, in his very 

frst post to the blogsite (¶10)}

K Then I read as much of the entry on his blog {false: 

Plaintiff’s website is not a “blog;” it does not even 

incorporate a “blogging” feature (yet)} — which purports 

to be about judicial misconduct in summary judgments 

generally but is in fact only about his case† {false: 

Plaintiff’s website is indeed about Judicial Misconduct 

generally, both at Summary Judgment (¶4) and otherwise, 

while Plaintiff’s case comprises only one of several Case 
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Studies reported/researched on the site} — as I could 

stand …

L [I] realized that Walt is, in technical terms … a few 

cherries short a sundae.† {false: by invoking “technical 

terms,” Defendant represents/alludes to a scientifc/

medical/clinical expertise/credentials that he does not 

possess (which he falsely pretends to “inoculate” as an 

“opinion”); and even if he did possess the requisite 

expertise, his conclusion of “a few cherries short of a 

sundae” is wildly false/insane}

M This became clear in this passage† [extended excerpt, 

omitted here, from Plaintiff’s website (and court fling) 

describing Plaintiff’s (long-term, diagnosed) PTSD (Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder)] … {false: Defendant here 

pretends to inextricably link (via his false allusion to 

medical/clinical expertise, ¶14·L) “a few cherries short of 

a sundae” to PTSD — which all sane/rational/reasonable 

people in this day-and-age know (though which some 

readers of his blog presumably don’t know) to be false 

incoherent/inciteful stigmatization/bias}

N I used to get letters† from people like this, long rambling† 

{false: to characterize solid/full/complete/exhaustive 

documentation/proof of claims/propositions as “long” 

(when in (false) pejorative combination with “rambling”) 

is unfair/false; further, nothing at all that Plaintiff 

submitted to Defendant’s blogsite, nor anything on 

Plaintiff’s own website, can be fairly characterized as 
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“rambling”} things with court cites and exclamation 

points. I answer phone calls† from people like Walt, and 

try to help them if possible, but itfs usually futile, and 

often they keep calling and calling† until I have to just 

duck the phone calls. And I get e-mails† with long, 

rambling documents. {false: whether or not Defendant’s 

invocation of “letters,” “phone calls,” “e-mails” from 

others are correct, Plaintiff pelted Defendant with none of 

these, so linking them to Plaintiff is false/defamatory}

O This is the frst time,† {false: characterizing Plaintiff with 

an “unprecedented” act unduly/defamatorily prejudicial 

(not to mention that it didn’t happen at all)} however, 

someone has abused† {false: Plaintiff “abused” nothing 

whatever} othics Alarms for a personal agenda.† {false: to

the extent that by “personal agenda” Defendant means 

“undisclosed/secret/surreptitious motive,” Plaintiff did no 

such thing at any time} Ifm sorry for Waltfs trouble, but he

was not honest,† {false: Plaintiff was scrupulously honest}

and misrepresented† {false: Plaintiff misrepresented 

nothing} his purpose by the charming device of insulting 

my integrity.† {false: Plaintiff insulted no one’s “integrity” 

(in fact, Plaintiff has no idea what this accusation is 

supposed to mean)} Obviously,† {false: this is not obvious 

to any sane person; instead, it’s a false fgment of 

Defendant’s diseased/putrid imagination} he wanted to 
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check to see whether my sympathies would be with his 

cause† {false, to the extent that by “his cause” Defendant 

here refers to the Tuvell v. IBM case; instead, Plaintiff was

only interested in discovering whether the Ethics Alarms 

blogsite was a suitable forum for (non-political/partisan) 

discussion of Judicial Misconduct generally, and if so, to 

learn Defendant’s thoughts relating thereto} before 

submitting it for consideration. As I tell all my clients, I 

canft be bought,† {false: this language falsely suggests 

Plaintiff was involved in some sort of bribe/fraud} and you

take your chances. Walt was obviously looking for a 

cheap,† as in free {false: this language falsely suggests 

Plaintiff was trying to get “something for nothing,” 

whereas in fact there is no fee whatever imposed for 

anyone posting to Defendant’s blogsite}, expert opinion† 

that he could use in his crusade against the judge.† {false:

(i) on the one hand, even if Plaintiff had wanted/planned/

attempted (which he manifestly/emphatically did not) to 

“use” Defendant’s “expert opinion” in Plaintiff’s “crusade 

against the judge,” it was LITERALLY IMPOSSIBLE to do 

so, because at the posture the case was in (Judicial 

Council/Conference review), no “third party ‘evidence’/

fling” (such as “expert opinion” or “amicus brief,” 

whether or not desired/supported by Plaintiff), was even 

allowable, by rule/law (28 USC §359(b)), to be injected 

into the process (as any lawyer, much less a legal ethics 
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expert, must know well), unless invited/ordered by the 

reviewing body, which was never requested/hinted/

happened; (ii) on the other hand, Plaintiff cannot even 

conceive (though it may be conceivable to mentalities 

similarly compromised as Defendant’s, to which he was 

communicating) of any possible “opinion” that any 

“expert” (much less an un/self-credentialed 

pseudo-“expert” like Defendant) could render that would/

could have any imaginable value for the Judicial Council/

Conference}

P What an asshole! The fact that he may be a desperate 

asshole† {false: there is not the slightest (true) evidence 

anywhere that Plaintiff was a “desperate asshole,” 

however defned} doesnft justify wasting my time, and 

others who responded to him and misrepresenting his 

motives.† {false: there is no evidence anywhere that 

Plaintiff “wasted the time” of anyone, in any sense}

Q For this, Walt earns the ultimate ban.† {for the defamatory

effect of “banning,” see ¶14·A (not to mention that 

banishment was not “earned” in this case) …} He will not 

be re-instated,† {… and, “ultimate” ban of “no 

reinstatement allowed” is especially/emphatically 

defamatory} and if he submits one more comment having 

been so warned, I will delete every one of his comments† 

{by “banning,” Defendant removes from Plaintiff’s reach 

even the potential/possibility of defending/rehabilitating 
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himself against Defendant’s defamation (because Plaintiff 

had no way to communicate to the recipients of 

Defendant’s published lies); and by further “deleting” 

Plaintiff’s comments, Defendant even threatened to 

“cover-up,” by destroying the evidence of his tortious 

defamation (which is why Plaintiff posted no further 

comments)} so the stench† of his abuse no longer lingers 

here.† {being based, as it is, on the preceding false 

defamatory statements, the negative epithet of “lingering 

stench” intentionally imparts further over-the-top false 

defamatory harm}

¶15 On Tue Aug 29, Plaintif sent an email to Defendant, explaining/

clarifying with great patience/reserve/clarity/accuracy the errors of 

Defendantfs posts of the preceding day (¶14). Defendant ignored it, 

and never responded to it.

¶16 On Wed Aug 30, Plaintif sent a “demand” letter/email to 

Defendant, appealing to his senses of ethicality and legality, urging/

imploring him to fulfll the requirement that he retract/correct his 

defamatory claims. Defendant ignored it, and never responded to it 

(neither to the email communication itself, nor to the “demand” it 

communicated), even though he has a history of issuing retractions/

corrections when he recognizes/acknowledges himself to be in error 

(https://  ethicsalarms.  com/  2010/  04/  08/  apology-how-i-became-an-april-  

fool-and-an-ethics-dunce).
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STATEMENT OF CLAIMS/DAMAGES

CAUSE OF ACTION, COUNT ONE
DEFAMATION (“CYBERLIBEL”)

¶17 (See ¶3.) The tags “†” passim indicate, with particularity, the 

Defendantfs (false, defamatory; see ¶18) statements and actions 

(quoted verbatim or explicitly cited) complained-of herein, together 

with accompanying explanatory comments (and meta-comments, 

{…}, in ¶14) inline in situ, regarding their (false, defamatory) 

nature.2

¶18 The Defendantfs statements and actions (¶17) are alleged to be 

— (i) knowingly/intentionally, and/or (ii) exhibiting reckless/fulsome/

excessive disregard for their truth, and (iii) without one iota of 

reasonable/rational/conceivable grounds for Defendant to believe in 

their truth — all of the following: (iv) false (indeed, primarily out-and-

out lies); (v) published/communicated to third-parties; (vi) malicious; 

(vii) harmful; (viii) unauthorized; (ix) unprivileged; and (x) made with 

malevolent intent/efect of signifcantly injuring/impairing/defaming/ 

diminishing/“sliming” Plaintiffs reputation/goodwill with shame/

ridicule/contempt/scorn/disgrace/distrust/disgust/hatred, both 

generally and in special respect of Plaintiffs good standing in his 

position/job/calling/feld as a “champion/crusader/opponent” against 

Judicial Misconduct, within considerable/respectable segments of the 

Internet legal/ethical and Judicial Misconduct “communities.”

2 The tags “‡” indicate that the complained-of defamatory comments were indeed 
communicated/published to unprivileged others (who were in fact (falsely) 
influenced by them, negatively towards Plaintif). These tags are for advisory 
purposes only; they are not actually required here, because of a priori 
assumption of de facto unprivileged publication via the public Internet.
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¶19 As immediate/proximate result of Defendantfs extreme/

outrageous defamatory statements/actions (¶18), Plaintif has sufered

signifcant material/emotional harm/damage/distress.3,4

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

¶20 Wherefore, Plaintif hereby prays/requests/demands this Court 

to render judgment against Defendant, and award Plaintif: (i) (public)

retraction/correction/apology for any/all defamatory statements; (ii) 

compensatory and punitive damages, in an amount to be determined 

at trial (which Plaintif believes to be well in excess of $100,000); (iii) 

other relief (such as injunction against further web/blog publication, 

and all expenses/costs/fees/interest), insofar as it deems just and 

proper.5

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

¶21 A trial by jury is hereby requested/demanded, for all issues 

properly so tried.

3 Noting that under controlling Massachusetts common law, all defamation/libel is 
per se defamatory (Sharratt v. Housing Innovations, 365 Mass. 141 (Mass. 
1974)), hence actionable even in the absence of “special [monetary] damages” 
(claim/proof of economic loss).

4 Noting that under controlling Massachusetts common law, even the truth (much 
less the blatant falsity exhibited here), when uttered/published with “actual 
[‘unrelated to any legitimate interest,f sometimes (incorrectly) interpreted to 
implicate monetary considerations] malice” (a criterion usually applicable only to
“public fgures,” but present here, in the controlling/popular sense of malevolent 
intent/ill-will), gives rise to liability for a defamation/libel claim (Noonan v. 
Staples, 556 F.3d 20 (1st Cir., 2009)).

5 Noting that under controlling Massachusetts common law, “Summary judgments 
are disfavored in defamation cases” (Alba v. Sampson, 44 Mass. App. Ct. 311, 
Middlesex County, 1998). {NOTICo: THIS IS oRROR/MISQUOTo, CORRoCToD 
IN PLAINTIFFfS OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR DISMISSAL, AT Opp 12ƒ17.}℘
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SIGNATURE; VERIFICATION

¶22 Respectfully submitted, and signed, under the pains and 

penalties of perjury:

Walter Tuvell, Pro Se
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867
781-475-7254
walt.tuvell@gmail.com

September 13 2017
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TABLE OF DEFAMATIONS
This Table tabulates the “~57” incidents of defamation pled/claimed/

asserted by Plaintiff in his Comp (Complaint). (The “~” notation indicates 
a certain amount of unavoidable overlap/duplication.)

These ~57 incidents are identified by their “†” tag and “¶” paragraph 
number (as appearing in Comp), with an additional qualifier (a, b, c, …) if/
as necessary. They are briefly described, using boldface tag-words (which 
are referred-to throughout).

The incidents are classified (in both Opp and in this Table) as:
⚫ DGIMF = ~29 Disputed Genuine Issues of Material/False Fact 

(LIES = “ ”)Ⓛ
⚫ CTXDEFIMPL = ~32 Contextually Defamatory Implications = “ ” Ⓘ

(which includes “pseudo-‘opinions’ based on false or undisclosed facts”)

INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†2 Marshall claims Tuvell is “an academic” 
(defaming Tuvell). {Note: This incident is 
defamatory, but has never been claimed 
actionable in the present case, because it 
didn’t identify Tuvell to the audience, as 
explicitly explained at Opp 12ƒ18.}℘

 Ⓛ Tuvell is not “an 
academic” (as 
Marshall later 
acknowledged, at 
OppExhA 8).℘

 Ⓘ “Academicism” 
is defamatory to 
the audience in 
this context (as 
Marshall explicitly 
explained, at 
OppExhA 1–2).℘

†8

†12

Marshall claims Tuvell chose the 
precise divisive issue/subthread (“Left”/
“Right” partisan politics). (That 
accusation defames Tuvell.)

 Ⓛ It was others, 
only, who chose 
and discussed it. 
(Tuvell has always 
disavowed all 
“political” issues.)

N/A

†14a

Marshall “goes nuclear” against Tuvell:
bans him; prevents him from defending 
himself; issues false posts; disparages 
Tuvell’s posts; uses incendiary language.

{These introductory comments are 
prefatory to the subsequent 
defamatory incidents accused in 
Comp¶14, and tabulated in this Table 
infra.}

†14b

†14c

†14d

†14e

†14f
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INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†14Aa
Marshall bans Tuvell from his blog. 
(Banning someone is defamatory to the 
target.)

 Ⓛ His stated facts 
underlying the 
banishment are 
false (Comp¶14).

He (probably) also 
had (still-)
undisclosed facts 
underlying the 
banishment.

†14Ab
Marshall calls Tuvell “special” (referring
to “especially bad behavior” justifying the
banning, hence defamatorily to Tuvell).

N/A

 Ⓘ “Special” refers 
to the banishment,
hence it implies 
false/undisclosed 
underlying facts.

†14Ba

Marshall “spams” two posts of Tuvell’s, 
i.e., deletes them as objectionable 
“spam.” (Accusing someone of 
“spamming” is defamatory to the target.)

 Ⓛ None of Tuvell’s 
posts could 
reasonably be 
called “spam” 
(however defined).

{Marshall illicitly 
destroyed this 
evidence, and 
Tuvell retained no 
record of it.}

†14Bb
Marshall calls Tuvell a “jerk.” (Being a 
“jerk” is defamatory, but it’s not this mere
“insulting” word that’s at issue.)

N/A

 Ⓘ “Jerk” refers to 
the “spam,” which 
was false/
defamatory.

†14Ca Marshall claims Tuvell “sandbagged” 
him. (“Sandbagging” is defamatory.)

 Ⓛ No such 
“sandbagging” 
occurred, in any 
reasonable sense 
(however defined).

N/A

†14Cb Marshall calls Tuvell’s posts “whiny.” 
(Calling posts “whiny” is defamatory.)

N/A
 Ⓘ “Whiny” refers 

to “sandbagging,” 
which was false.

†14Cc

Marshall claims Tuvell “accused” him of
being “obsessed with partisan 
political topics” (harming Marshall, 
hence defamatory to Tuvell).

 Ⓛ Tuvell’s 
comment was a 
private comment/
observation/query, 
not “accusation.”

N/A

†14Cd

Marshall claims Tuvell “linked” to 
another comment (somehow related to 
something harming Marshall — which is 
defamatory to Tuvell).

 Ⓛ No such 
“linking” was ever 
done.

N/A

†14Ce
Marshall claims Tuvell “caused” him to 
“miss” something, harming him (which 
defames Tuvell).

 Ⓛ Never happened 
(refers to the 
“linking,” which 
never happened).

 Ⓘ Marshall’s claim 
refers to the 
“linking,” which 
was false.
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INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†14Da

Marshall claims Tuvell wrote that his blog
advertised itself as covering judicial 
misconduct and doesn’t, harming him 
(which defames Tuvell).

 Ⓛ Tuvell never 
wrote anything 
resembling this.

N/A

†14Db

Marshall claims his blog contains dozens
of judicial misconduct/ethics posts 
(thereby portraying himself to the 
audience as a expert qualified to “dis” 
Tuvell’s Judicial Misconduct claims, 
which defames Tuvell).

 Ⓛ No such “dozens
of posts” exist (in 
fact, not even a 
single post 
appears to exist).

 Ⓘ Marshall is here 
falsely (with intent
to harm Tuvell) 
mis-identifying 
“judicial ethics” 
with “judicial 
misconduct.”

†14E
Marshall claims Tuvell issued bitching 
comment after bitching comment 
(defaming Tuvell).

 Ⓛ No such 
“bitching” 
comments exist, in
any reasonable 
sense (however 
defined).

N/A

†14F

Marshall claims Tuvell finally revealed 
his (previously “hidden”) agenda 
(thereby tricking Marshall, which 
defames Tuvell).

 Ⓛ There never was
any “finally” or 
“hidden agenda” 
— Tuvell revealed 
all his reasons for 
contacting 
Marshall from the 
very beginning.

 Ⓘ Marshall’s claim 
falsely implies 
Tuvell “delayed 
and kept 
something 
hidden,” with 
intention to harm 
him.

†14G
Marshall claims he finally got the link 
to Tuvell’s ethics issue (thereby tricking 
Marshall, which defames Tuvell).

 Ⓛ There was no 
“finally” — Tuvell 
supplied the link at
the beginning.

 Ⓘ (Same as 
preceding item 
†14F.)

†14Ha

Marshall claims Tuvell’s issue 
(“agenda”) is about his own case. 
(This is in the same context as the 
“finally” and “hidden agenda” of the 
preceding two items, hence defamatory to
Tuvell.)

 Ⓛ Tuvell’s issue is 
about Judicial 
Misconduct, with 
his case (Tuvell v. 
IBM) as example.

N/A

†14Hb

Marshall claims Tuvell’s website is 
single-issue (defaming Tuvell, because 
Tuvell claims his website is about Judicial 
Misconduct generally).

 Ⓛ Tuvell’s website 
is indeed about 
Judicial 
Misconduct, not 
only Tuvell v. IBM.

 Ⓘ In context (see 
preceding item 
†14Ha), “single-
issue” falsely 
refers to the 
Tuvell v. IBM case.
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INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†14Ia
Marshall calls Tuvell’s website (esp. its 
Tuvell v. IBM case study) a messy post 
(defaming Tuvell).

 Ⓛ The website is 
not a “messy post”
in any sense 
(however defined).

 Ⓘ This is not 
“opinion based on 
disclosed true 
facts,” because 
Marshall did not 
actually read 
Tuvell’s website 
(per preceding two
items †14Ha,Hb).

†14Ib
Marshall claims Tuvell’s website teeters 
on the edge of madness (defaming 
Tuvell).

N/A

 Ⓘ This is opinion 
based on false/
undisclosed facts 
(†14Ha,Hb,Ia).

†14Ic
Marshall claims the judge decided 
Tuvell’s case was lousy (defaming 
Tuvell).

 Ⓛ The judge didn’t 
decide Tuvell’s 
case (Tuvell v. 
IBM) at all, but 
rather a falsely 
fictionalized case.

 Ⓘ The attribution 
“lousy” (which is 
Marshall’s, not the
judge’s) is opinion 
based upon false 
facts (the judge’s 
and Marshall’s).

†14Ja Marshall claims he is in good faith. N/A

 Ⓘ The defamatory 
implication is that 
Tuvell is not in 
good faith (see the
“Captain sober 
today” example, 
OATAnn 18).ℯ

†14Jb

Marshall claims that Tuvell didn’t have 
the courtesy or honesty to come right 
out and say what he wanted (defaming 
Tuvell).

 Ⓛ Tuvell did come 
right out and say 
what he wanted.

N/A

†14K

Marshall claims Tuvell’s website claims to
be about Judicial Misconduct generally 
but is only about his case (defaming 
Tuvell). (This is similar to item †14Hb.)

 Ⓛ Tuvell’s website 
is indeed about 
Judicial 
Misconduct 
generally.

N/A

†14L

Marshall claims Tuvell is a few cherries 
short of a sundae. (The phrase implies 
“loathsome mental infirmity,” which is 
defamatory per se, by OATAnn 134(β).)ℯ

N/A

 Ⓘ In context this 
relies upon items 
†14Hb,Ia,Ib,K, 
which are false.
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INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†14M

Continuing in the context of †14L, 
Marshall claims this (“few cherries”) 
became clear in this passage {quoting 
a long excerpt about Tuvell’s PTSD} …

 Ⓛ A diagnosis of 
PTSD does not 
entail loathsome 
mental infirmity.

 Ⓘ Any implication 
that PTSD implies 
loathsome mental 
infirmity is false.

†14Na

Marshall claims Tuvell’s website and his 
arguments are similar to certain other 
long rambling things (implying 
nonsensicality), i.e., other 
communications via letters, phone calls 
and emails that he’s received from 
certain unnamed others. (This defames 
Tuvell and his website.)

 Ⓛ Tuvell’s website 
and arguments are
fully solid/proven, 
presented on a 
state-of-the-art 
professional 
website, certainly 
nowise resembling
Marshall’s false 
characterization.

 Ⓘ Furthermore, 
even if Marshall’s 
slur is viewed as 
“opinion,” he’s 
relying on false 
and/or undisclosed
underlying facts, 
namely the other 
communications 
he mentions (to 
gauge their degree
of “similarity”).

†14Nb

†14Nc

†14Nd

†14Ne

†14Oa

Marshall claims this is the first time 
(†14Oa) someone has abused (†14Ob) his
blogsite for a personal agenda (†14Oc). 
(The “first time” is defamatory to Tuvell, 
as are the other two statements.)

 Ⓛ “First time,” if 
factual statement, 
requires proof (it 
may be false).

 Ⓘ “First time,” if 
opinion (e.g., 
exaggeration), 
relies on (false or) 
undisclosed facts.

†14Ob N/A

 Ⓘ “Abuse” refers to
the panoply of 
“sandbagging” 
(†14Ca), “delayed 
linking” (†14Cd,
Ce), “false 
representation” 
(†14Da), “hidden 
agenda” (†14F), 
etc., etc. — which 
are all false.

†14Oc N/A
 Ⓘ “Personal 

agenda” is dealt 
with in †14F,Ha.

†14Od Marshall claims Tuvell was dishonest. 
(Defamatory to Tuvell.)

Ⓛ/  Ⓘ Whether intended as fact or 
opinion, this refers to item †14Ob, 
which is false.

†14Oe Marshall claims Tuvell misrepresented 
his purpose. (Defamatory to Tuvell.)

Ⓛ/  Ⓘ Whether intended as fact or 
opinion, this refers to †14Ob,Od, which
are false.
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INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†14Of

Marshall claims Tuvell used a charming 
device to insult his integrity. 
(Defamatory to Tuvell, no matter what 
“device” is supposed to mean.)

 Ⓛ If intended as 
fact, there was no 
such “device,” or 
insult. 

 Ⓘ If intended as 
opinion, this relies 
on some 
undisclosed 
“device” and 
insult. 

†14Og

Marshall claims it is obvious (†14Og) 
that Tuvell (in his original private email to
Marshall) wanted to check to see whether
Marshall’s sympathies would lie with 
his cause (†14Oh). (Defamatory to 
Tuvell.)

N/A  Ⓘ Not “obvious;” 
relies on false fact.

†14Oh

 Ⓛ Tuvell’s original 
email was sent to 
“check” on the 
scope (design vs. 
implementation) of
Marshall’s blogsite
(not to check on 
his sympathies).

N/A

†14Oi
Marshall claims he can’t be bought 
(referring to †14Oj). (Defamatory to 
Tuvell.)

N/A

 Ⓘ This “opinion” is 
based upon 
undisclosed/false 
facts concerning 
bribery/fraud.

†14Oj

Marshall claims Tuvell was “obviously” 
looking for a cheap/free expert 
opinion, but was underhandedly trying 
to get it without paying for it. 
(Defamatory to Tuvell.)

 Ⓛ This accusation 
of attempted theft 
of valuable 
professional 
services is false.

 Ⓘ The “opinion” 
word “obviously” 
is based upon the 
false accusation.

†14Ok Marshall claims Tuvell wanted to use 
Marshall’s valuable work-product 
(expert opinion) in his crusade 
against the judge. (Defamatory to 
Tuvell.)

 Ⓛ Falsity: it was 
impossible (per 
Judicial 
Misconduct 
process rules) to 
inject any work-
product of 
Marshall’s into 
that process.

 Ⓘ “Crusade” is an 
“opinion” word 
which is based on 
various false facts 
of Marshall’s (see 
the panoply listed 
in †14Ob).

†14Ol

†14Pa Marshall calls Tuvell “desperate 
asshole” for misrepresenting his 
motives. (Defamatory to Tuvell)

N/A  Ⓘ Whatever else 
Marshall accuses 
Tuvell of, the 
charge of 
“desperation” 
relies on facts 
undisclosed/false.

Table of Defamations ⟨ 6 / 7 ⟩
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INCI-
DENT

ID

Comp
†¶

DESCRIPTION OF DEFAMATORY
INCIDENT

DEFAMATORY
MATERIALLY

FALSE LIE, OF
DISCLOSED

STATEMENT OF
FACT (DGIMF)

DEFAMATORY
IMPLICATION
(CTXDEFIMPL)

Includes opinion
based on false or
undisclosed facts

†14Pb

 Ⓛ As factual 
statement, 
“misrepresentation
of motives” is 
factually false.

 Ⓘ As “opinion,” 
“misrepresentation
of motives” relies 
on other false 
facts/opinions (see 
the panoply listed 
in †14Ob).

†14Qa

Marshall claims Tuvell earned the 
ultimate ban (whatever “ultimate” 
means, Marshall doesn’t define it, but see
†14Qb).(Defamatory to Tuvell.)

{For “banning,” 
see †14Aa.}

 Ⓘ The “opinion” 
about “earning” 
and ”ultimate” rely
on undisclosed 
facts (certainly, 
nothing in this 
Table discloses 
how/why Tuvell 
“earned” either).

†14Qb
Marshall states the Tuvell will not be re-
instated (perhaps this is what “ultimate” 
means in †14Qa). (Defamatory to Tuvell.)

N/A

 Ⓘ Marshall 
prevents Tuvell 
from trying to 
“rehabilitate” 
himself in the eyes
of the audience, 
thereby 
enhancing/
perpetuating the 
defamation.

†14Qc
Marshall threatens to delete all 
comments of Tuvell’s, if he submits one 
more comment. (Defamatory to Tuvell.)

N/A

 Ⓘ This reinforces 
the defamatory 
retaliation of 
†14Qb.

†14Qd

Marshall deplores Tuvell’s lingering 
stench on his blogsite.

N/A

 Ⓘ This over-the-top
“opinion” is based 
upon, and 
emphasizes, 
various other 
undisclosed/false 
facts/opinions (see 
the panoply listed 
in †14Ob).

†14Qe

Table of Defamations ⟨ 7 / 7 ⟩
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JACK MARSHALL, ATTY

2707 WESTMINSTER PLACE

ALEXANDRIA, VA, 22305

JAMPROETHICS@VERIZON.NET

703—548-5229

NIIDDLBSEX SUPERIOR COURT

Trial Court of the Commonwealth Superior Court Department

Civil Docket NO. 1781CVOZ701

MOTION TO DISMISS WITH PREJUDICE

Walter Tuvell, plaintiff

V.
Jack Marshall, defendant

Pursuant to Superior Court Rule 9A, Defendant hereby moves to dismiss Plaintiff’s

Complaint with prejudice. The justifications for this Motion are set forth in the

accompanying memorandum.

Dated this 1 6th Day of October, 201 7

/

uadi f CLZQ/AfiM/

Jack Marshall, Atty
2707 Westminster Place
Alexandria, VA, 22304

jamproethics@verizon.net
703 - 548~5229
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JACK MARSHALL, ATTY
2707 WESTMINSTER PLACE
ALEXANDRIA, VA, 22305

JAMPROETHICS@VERIZON.NET

703—548—5229

MIDDLESEX SUPERIOR COURT

Trial Court of the Commonwealth Superior Court Department

Civil Docket NO. 1 781CV02701

MEMORANDUM In SUPPORT OF

MOTION TO DISMISS WITH PRFJUDICE

Walter Tuvell, plaintiff
V.

Jack Marshall, defendant

FACTS

1) Plaintiff Walter Tuvell contacted Defendant Jack Marshall (that is, me) via my personal email on

August 26, 2017. The email regarded Ethics Alarms (httpsz/ /ethicsa1arms.com/), my personal and

professional blog, which discusses ethics issues daily and has since October of 2009. The blog also

encourages free~wheeling discussions and arguments regarding the issues raised, which 1 moderate

and actively participate in.

1am a professional ethicist specializing in professional ethics and legal ethics particularly. 1 am

a licensed attorney in the Commonwealth [BBO # 321 760], and for the past three years I have taught

the legal ethics section of MCLE’s mandatory Practicing with Professionalism course for new

Massachusetts Bar admittees, and teach a similar course in the other jurisdiction where I have an

active license to practice law, Washington DC.
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2) Participants in the blog are presumed to have read and agree to the terms of blog use linked to the

Home page. In the ABOUT section (https://ethicsa1arms.com/about/), I explain that the site is an

ethics blog, and is constituted of my opinions, It reads in part,

“I will usually make strong statements and espouse definite positions in the posts here. The
objective isn’t to be “right,” though if I post an opinion, I believe it. The objective is to provoke
thought about the issue that isn’t controlled by biases, pre-conditioned reflexes, ideology or
rationalizations. This is the same successful formula I employ in the ethics seminars I facilitate
across the country for corporations, associations, non~profits, student groups and law firms. I
don’t need you to agree with me; there are often many legitimate ways to judge an ethical
problem. I do need you to follow the Comment Policies. Check them out, please.”

The Comment Policies page (https:/ /ethicsalarms.com/comment~policies/) describes what is expected

of commenters, and conditions under which they may be banned from commenting.

3) The Plaintiff’s email to me read. ..

Jack ——I‘ve been following your website (https:/ /ethicsalamisconi) since I "discovered" it a
couple of months ago. Its About page is especially lucid and luring.

The problem is, your posts don't live up to the About advertisement. Specifically, the About
page speaks only about whole~1ife ethics (a very laudable goal, what I was looking for), but

says nothing about partisan/political rants. Yet, it seems like that's what the website does, and
only that. Further, everything you say appears to be entirely one~sided
(right/conservative/repub1ican is good, left/liberal/democrat is bad) .

Is that the way you really see things? Or am I missing something? Thx.-— Walter Tuvell (PhD,

Math, MIT & U.Chicago ——- i.e., “not~a~crank”)

4) As I have on occasion with other private emails I receive regarding the blog and the issues it

covers, I referred to the Plaintiff’s email in a post titled, Morning Ethics Warm~Up: 8/27/ 17

(https:/ /ethicsalarms.com/201 7/08/Z7/morning~ethics~warm~up~827 I 7/comment~page~

1/#comment~464837), using it as to begin a discussion of my efforts to be objective and unbiased,

since the issue is often raised. 1 did not use the Plaintiff’s name. The post began,

“I received a nice, polite e-mail from a new reader here who accused me of engaging

exclusively in ‘partisan/political rants.’ Further,” he wrote, “everything you say appears to be

entirely one~sided (right/conservative/republican is good, left/liberal/democrat is bad) .”
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The man is an academic, so one might expect a little fairness and circumspection, but then, the

man is an academic. His description is in factual opposition to the contents of the blog. (I’m

trying to think of the last Republican leader, conservative or otherwise, I designated as

“good”), but I know from whence the impression arisesz. . .”

5) Following this post, the Plaintiff began posting a series of comments on this and other posts,

primarily pushing his claims that the blog was partisan in nature, and falsely represented itself as

covering other ethics areas, such as judicial misconduct. His first comment, which took umbrage at

the fact that I mistakenly had called him an “academic,” [I immediately apologized, writing, “And

sorry for the mistake regardingyour erudihon. Icome from a tradjtzbn where only scholars and

academics attach their degrees andalma mater to theirname. IknowI don’t. I concluded with this

paragraph,

“IhI'rd: Imamtam a website documenting a major culturaI/governmental (but not

‘jvoh'ticaI/partzlsan ”) phenomenon afi’eehhg many thousands ofAmerIbansyearly, namely

jucficzlalMisconduct (http:///uchb1a1A/Izlscoduct.U$. THA T’S the sort ofthing I wonder what a

non~p011'licaI/pamlsan (though legalb/ hm'ned/sawry) ethjcist thinks about. Start say, With the

‘iS‘moIahg Guh”at

httv:///ud1'CIaIA/Iisconduct. US/CaseStudIes/WEIVIBM/Story#sm01ahggun.”

I did not check his website at first, nor did I read it.

6) By the next day, August 28, 2017 the Plaintiff’s comments had become increasingly irrelevant to

the topics of discussion and continued to impugn my integrity. At this point, I finally did visit his

website. It was not, as he had represented, on the general topic of judicial misconduct, but was

actually a single~minded attack on the integrity of Denise Jefferson Casper, United States District

Judge of the United States District Court for the District of Massachusetts, the former Deputy District

Attorney for the Middlesex District Attorney's Office in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Her offense was

ruling against the Plaintiff in one of his frivolous lawsuits, TuveII V. IBM 1'11 the Plazhhff’s words,

 

“falsely granting IBM’s Motion for SummaryJudgment and dismissing the case.”
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7) It then became clear to me that the Plaintiff’s initial contact and subsequent involvement in the

blog was undertaken under false pretenses. He wanted free, expert assistance in his vendetta against a

Massachusetts judge in a legal matter involving his personal interests, but was neither candid nor

honest about this. As a Massachusetts lawyer and a legal ethics specialist, I knew that Commonwealth

lawyers are bound by R.P.C. Rule 8.2: Judicial and Legal Officials:

“A lawyer shall not make a statement that the lawyer knows to be false or with reckless

disregard as to its truth or falsity concerning the qualifications or integrity of a judge or a

magistrate, or of a candidate for appointment to judicial or legal office.”

Adopted March 26, 2015, effective July 1, 201 5.

It is my professional opinion that associating myself in any way with the Plaintiff’s vendetta would

violate the spirit, and perhaps the letter of this rule.

8) On August 28, 201 7 at 6:07 PM, I announced to the blog readers that I had banned the Plaintiff, as

I had every right to do as proprietor of the site. As is my practice, I explained the reasons why this was

done:

A'lTENTION: Walt Tuvell is banned from commenting here. I don’t even care to spend any

more time on him, but I’ll give some background. He sandbagged me. He submitted nothing

but whiny posts denying that he had accused Ethics Alarms of being obsessed with partisan

political topics, then denied he had done that, then said the all he was looking for was a

discussion of a judicial conduct issue (but did this initially with a link in a comment to another

commenter, causing me to miss it) then just posted a comment saying that the blog advertised

itself as covering judicial misconduct and doesn’t (there are dozens of judicial ethics posts),

and THEN, when I finally get the link to the ethics issue he says he was seeking a reaction to—

HINT: if you want a reaction to a specific issue, the best way is to write me at

jamproethicséllverizonnet, and ask, “What do you think about this?” If it’s a good issue, I’ll

respond like a good little ethicist and jump through your hoop.

But no, Walt began by accusing me of pure partisan bias, and issued bitching comment after

bitching comment until, finally, he actually revealed his agenda, and GUESS WHAT? Come on,

guess! Walt’s “issue” is about his own case, and the link goes to his single issue website, which

you can try to wade through here. The case is 71117611 V. IBM and skimming his messy post that

teeters on the edge of madness, I discern that the reason Walt is interested in judicial

misconduct is that the judge decided that his case was lousy, and dismissed it. That obviously

means to him that the judge is unethical. I was going to, as a favor to Walt, because I am a nice

guy, show my good faith by addressing his issue even though he didn’t have the courtesy or

honesty of fairness to come right out and say what he wanted. Then I read as much of the entry
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on his blog — which purports to be about judicial misconduct in summary judgments generally,
but is in fact only about his case - as I could stand, and realized that Walt is, in technical
terms ——~ this is an opinion, Walt, not an assertion of fact, you can’t sue me: put down the
banana —— a few cherries short of a sundae. This became clear in this passage.

Tuvell suffered severe shock/dismay/devastation, and worse. For, Tuvell was/is a long~
term victim of whistleblowing/bullying~instigated PTSD, stemming from previous
defamatory/abusive workplace incidents he’d experienced more than a decade
previously while at another employer, but which was since in remission
(“passive”/“dormant” phase). Knabe/Feldman’s accusation immediately
caused/“triggered” Tuvell to reexperience an acute/“active” PTSD flashback”/relapse.

I used to get letters from people like this, long rambling things with court cites and

exclamation points. I answer phone calls from people like Walt, and try to help them if

possible, but it’s usually futile, and often they keep calling and calling until I have to just duck

the calls. And I get e—mails with long, rambling court documents. This is the first time,

however, someone has abused Ethics Alarms for a personal agenda. I’m sorry for Walt’s

troubles, but he was not honest, and misrepresented his purpose by the charming device of

insulting my integrity. Obviously, he wanted to check and see whether my sympathies would

be with his cause before submitting it for consideration. As I tell my clients, I can’t be bought,

and you take your chances. Walt was also obviously looking for a cheap, as in free, expert
opinion that he could use in his crusade against the judge.

What an asshole! The fact that he may be a desperate asshole doesn’t justify wasting my time,

and others who responded to him and misrepresenting his motives.

For this, Walt earns the ultimate ban. He will not be re~instatecl, and if he submits one more

comment having been so warned, I will delete every one of his comments so the stench of his

abuse no longer lingers here. Can you tell that I’m ticked off?

9) Because the Defendant had been permanently banned and no reinstatement would be considered,

I blocked any further e~mail contact from him. Admittedly, I did not anticipate that he would be

making demands and threatening a lawsuit, because there was and is no grounds for any.

10) On September I 3, 20 1 7, the Plaintiff swore out a summons and a complaint alleging defamation

based on the exchanges in the Ethics Alarms comments from August I 6~August 28, and demanding

$100,000 in damages.
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ARGUMENT

1 . Plaintiff’s claim involved insufficient service of process.

A) As a complaint regarding alleged harm done by a website operated by a Virginia

corporation in Massachusetts, the Plaintiff was required to give Defendant 30 days to respond

to a Chapter 93A Demand letter. No such letter was ever received or sent. If it had been sent,

the Summons and Complaint was still issued before 30 days could have elapsed.

B) The Summons received by Defendant was not delivered by registered mail, not was

Defendant able to sign for it. Indeed, Defendant is not even sure exactly when it arrived.

2. Plaintiff’s complaint fails to state a claim for which relief can be granted.

“Defamation is the publication, either orally or in writing, of a statement concerning the

plaintiff which is false and causes damage to the plaintiff. McAVOV40*4O V. 511111341111, 401

Mass. 593, 597, 518 N.E.Zd 513 (1988). To establish a claim of defamation, a plaintiff must

satisfy the following elements:

First, the defamatory statement must "hold the plaintiff up to contempt, hatred, scorn, or

ridicule or tend to impair his standing in the community, at least to his discredit in the minds

of a considerable and respectable class in the community." Tartagllla V. T014/11de 19

Mass.Abp.Ct. 693, 696. 477 N.E.2d 178 (19861 (quotation omitted).

Second, the statement must have been to at least one other individual other than the one

defamed. Brauer V. Globe Newspaper Company, 351 Mass. 53, 56, 217 N.E.2d 736 (1966).

Third, where the speech is a matter of public concern, a defamation plaintiff must prove not

only that the statements were defamatory, but also that they were falseJJ—l Dukangg V. Stone,

420 Mass. 843, 847, 652 N.E.2d 603 (1 992; see also Philadelphia Newspapers, 1116‘. V. Hcpps,

475 US. 7671 776. 106 S.Ct. 1558. 89 N.Ed.2d 783 (1986) (holding that where plaintiff is a

private figure and newspaper articles are a matter of public concern, there is a "constitutional

requirement that the plaintiff bear the burden of showing falsity, as well as fault, before

recovering damages").
Finally, the plaintiff must show that he suffered special damages and must set forth these

damages specifically. Lynch V. Lyons, 303 Mass. 116, 119, 20 N.E.2d 953 (1939).

Yoke V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)
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The Defendant stipulates that the statements that form the basis of the Plaintiff’s complaint

were published. However, none of the other elements required can be shown, even with unusual

leeway.

A) Although the statements alleged to be libelous under the Plaintiff’s complaint fail by the lesser

standard, Mr. Terrell qualifies as a “limited public figure” under the holding in Lanagzce V. Boston

Herald Inc. , 78 Mass. App. Ct. 91 O (2011). Through his own website, he has "actively sought the

 

attention of those visiting the site. . .and thus "voluntarily inject[ed] himself . . . into a particular public

controversy."

The Plaintiff stated at httpsz//ethicsa1arms.com/20 1 7/08/27/morning-ethics~warm-up~

82717/comment~paxe~ 1 /#comment~464837:

“ I maintain a website documenting a major cultural/governmental (but not

“political/partisan”) phenomenon affecting many thousands of Americans yearly, namely

Judicial Misconduct (httpz/ /Iudicia1Miscoduct.US)

As a limited public figure, Plaintiff has the burden of showing actual malice, meaning that the

alleged defamatory statements must be shown to be made with knowledge that they were false or with

reckless disregard of whether they were false or not." He does not meet this burden

B) None of the statements Plaintiff has alleged to be defamatory meet any accepted definition of the

term, in online discourse through blog comments or any other medium. All statements erroneously

claimed to be defamatory are either. ..

0 Opinion. [866 Scholz V. Delp , 473 Mass. 242 (201 5)7 which held that it was not defamation

for a newspaper to publish opinions based on disclosed facts that did not imply that the writer

had knowledge of undisclosed defamatory facts. Such opinions are not defamatory],

- Statements that were arguably inaccurate. [Inaccuracy by itself does not make a statement

defamatory. It is inconceivable that this inaccurate account of Yohe‘s Special Forces training

could hold Yohe "up to contempt, hatred, scorn, or ridicule or tend to impair his standing in

the community.“ See Tartggza, 19 Mass. App.Ct. at 696, 477 N.E.2d 1 78.]
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o Insults. [An "expression of opinion based on disclosed or assumed nondefamatory facts is not
itself sufficient for an action of defamation, no matter how unjustified or unreasonable the
opinion may be or how derogatory it is." Id. Consequently, Chief May's opinion about Yohe‘s

mental state is not actionable. Dukan'an, 420 Mass. at 850~5L 652 N.E.2d 603, quoting
Lyons, 41 5 Mass. at 266, 612 N.E.2d 1158.

o Other statements that no objective observer or reader could believe "hold the plaintiff up to

contempt, hatred, scorn, or ridicule or tend to impair his standing in the community, at least to

his discredit in the minds of a considerable and respectable class in the community." Taz‘taglz'a

V. Townsend, 19 Mass.ADD.Ct. 693, 696. 477 N.E.2d 178 (1985)

[Above from Yohe v. Nugent ,_ 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)]

Here is the Plaintiff’s complete list, noting that it is hard to determine what the complaint is alleging in

many cases:

Paraggaph 7, pg. 5. Plaintiff complains that Defendant did not notify him of the initial reference to his

email on the blog, and that in the post, which never mentioned the Plaintiff by name, I

misrepresented his message. This is not defamation, falling under the excluded statements enumerated

in Yohe v. Nugent , 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003): “(2) statements which— although likely false —-

could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person in the community.”

Paraggaph 8, pg. 5. Plaintiff claims that the post mistakenly referring to him as “an academic,” a

mistake I immediately apologized for (see pg. 4, above) constituted an intentional slur and was

defamatory. This is not defamation. Authority: “(2) statements which ~— although likely false —

could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person in the community.”

Yohe v. Nugent_, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

Paragigaph 8, pg. 5. Plaintiff attributes text in the post that began with a reference to his e~mail query

as an attack on him personally. He wasn’t named in the post, and second, no rational person could
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read what was written to be in reference to the Plaintiff at all. This is not defamation. Authority: “(2)

statements which ...could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person in the

community.” Yohe v. Nugent , 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

Paraggaph 9, pg. 6. Plaintiff complains that various commenters read the post and commented on it,

“falsely attacking Plaintiff.” Plaintiff makes no offer of proof that alleged “attacks” were false, and

consented to submitting to criticism by participating in the blog after reading the conditions and rules,

as he admitted that he had at httpsz/ /ethicsalarms.com/201 7/08/27/morning~ethics~warm~up~

8271 7/comment~page~ 1 /#comment-464837.

Paraggaphs 10~12, Pg. 7. Plaintiff complains that other commenters criticized him. He consented to

this when he commented on the blog.

Paragaph 1 3, Pg. 8. Plaintiff complains about a rebuttal of his arguments in the thread, alleging that

it was false that he complains about can be fairly summarized as “You are wrong.” That is not

defamation. Authority: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a

basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugem‘, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

Paraggaph 14, pg. 8~14. Here the Plaintiff lists the primary statements, “A ~Q” that he considers

defamation.

A) “I just banned Walt He's special."

The Comment policies stated clearly that I could and would ban commenters. Not Defamation.

Authority: “1) unrefuted statements of fact ...... [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of

action...” Yoke V. Nu 6111‘, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

B) “I have already spammed two more posts by the jerk.

~ Spamming a Comment is not defamation, Stating truthfully that a comment has been

spammed is not defamation. Authority: “1) unrefuted statements of fact ...... [do not
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provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir.,

2003)

~ “Jerk’ is an insult, but opinion, and not defamation. Authority: “. . .insult, but an opinion, and

not defamation.” Bulgarian, 420 Mass. at 850~51, 652 N.E.2d 6033 quoting Lzons, 415 Mass.

at 266, 612 N.E.2d 1158.

C) “ATl‘ENTION: Walt Tuvell is banned from commenting here He sandbagged me.”

“Sandbagged,” as used here, means to gain an advantage by concealing something. This accurately

refers to my discovery that the Plaintiff had solicited my views on Judicial Misconduct without

revealing his motives. Not defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do

not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir.,

2003)

“He submitted nothing but whiny posts. . .” Not defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon

disclosed facts. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yolze V. Nugent, 321

F.3d 35 (Ist cm, 2003)

...denying that he had accused Ethics Alarms of being obsessed with partisan political topics.”

Not defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a basis for

a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003)

D) “[He] posted a comment saying that the blog advertised itself as covering judicial misconduct

and doesn't. . .” Not defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do not

provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yolk: V. Nugcnt , 321 F.3d 35 (1 st Cir., 2003)
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0 Plaintiff writes, “Defendant (falsely) confuses judicial Misconduct with judicial ethics, which

are two distinctly/obviously different areas of concern. . .” Not defamation: “(2) statements

which ...could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person in the

community. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugent ,

321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003)

E) “Walt issued bitching comment after bitching comment.”

Characterizing a complaint as “bitching” is not defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based

upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V.

Nugem‘, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

P) “[Hle finally revealed his agenda.”

Not defamation. “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do not provide] a

basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugent , 32 1 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

G) “[Wlhen I finally get the link to the ethics issue he says he wants a reaction to. . .”

Not defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do not provide] a

basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

H) “GUESS WHAT? Come on, guess! Walt's "issue" is about his own case.”

This is not a defamatory statement: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do

not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir.7

2003)

”1'o “and the link goes to his single issue website

Calling a website “single issue” is not defamation, and with every other characterization in my

comment7 any reader has the opportunity to check my sources. Authority: “Inaccuracy by itself
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does not make a statement defamatory. It is inconceivable that this inaccurate account of Yohe's

Special Forces training could hold Yohe "up to contempt, hatred, scorn, or ridicule or tend to

impair his standing in the community." Yohe v. Nugent , 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003):

“(2) statements which ...could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person in the

community. . .[do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugcntfl, 321

F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

I) “The case is Tuvell v. IBM, and skimming his messy post. . .”

I hurt the Plaintiff’s feelings by calling his post messy. It is messy. But even if it were not, that

isn’t defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a

basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003)

c “that teeters on the edge of madness.” This is not defamation: “insult, but an opinion, and

not defamation” Bulgarian, 420 Mass. at 850~51 , 652 N.E.2d 603, quoting Lyons, 41 5 Mass.

at 266, 612 N.E.2d 1 1 58. And “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do

not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (lst

Cir., 2003)

Moreover, this statement and the entire comment post that forms the bulk of the Plaintiff’s

complain was framed by this disclaimer: “. . .this is an opinion, Walt, not an assertion of fact, you

can’t sue me.” Not defamation: “To determine whether or not a statement is an opinion, a court

"must ‘examine the statement in its totality and in the context in which it was uttered or

published. The court must consider all the words used [and] must give weight to cautionary

terms used by the person publishing the statement.‘ Finally, the court must consider all of the

circumstances surrounding the statement." Lyons V. Globe Newspaper Ca, 4 1 5 Mass. 258. 263,

612 N.E.2d 1158 (1993L quoting Hemmg V. Benzacluin, 390 Mass. 175, 180-81. 454 N.E.2d 95
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$1983). Here, the qualified language of the statement ("it was [1115' belief) makes clear that May

was expressing his own opinion about Yohe's mental state on May 11 and 12, 1997. ...” Yohe V.

Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (13tCir., 2003)

o “ Walt is interested in judicial misconduct is the judge decided the case was lousy”

Not Defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a basis

for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003).

J) “I was going to, as a favor to Walt, because i [sic] am a nice guy, show my good faith by

addressing his issue even though he didn't have the courtesy or honesty to come right out and say

what he wanted!”

Again, Plaintiff Claims that this is a false characterization. It is how I interpreted his actions,

and how I still do. If the Plaintiff had “come right out and said what he wanted,” I would have read,

“I am challenging the ethics of a judge who dismissed my lawsuit. Would you be willing to review

the matter and offer your professional opinion?” MV statement was not defamation:

“(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation

cause of action...” Yoke V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (1st Cir., 2003)

K) “Then I read as much of the entry on his blog..”

Plaintiff says that calling what he regards as a website a blog is defamatory.

It isn’t: “(2) statements which ...could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person

in the community. . .[do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugent, 321

F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

0 “which purports to be about judicial misconduct in summary judgments generally but is in

fact only about his case”
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Not Defamation: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do not provide] a basis

for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

L) “ [I] realized that Walt is, in technical terms a few cherries short a sundae."

Not Defamation:

“insult, but an opinion, and not defamation”. . Bulgarian, 420 Mass. at 850—5 1 , 652 N.E.2d

603, quoting Lyons, 415 Mass. at 266, 612 N.E.2d 1158.

“(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a basis for a

defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

“To determine whether or not a statement is an opinion, a court "must ‘examine the statement

in its totality and in the context in which it was uttered or published. The court must consider

all the words used [and] must give weight to cautionary terms used by the person publishing

the statement.’ Finally, the court must consider all of the circumstances surrounding the

statement." Lyons V. Globe Newspaper C0,, 41 5 Mass. 258, 263, 612 N.E.2d 1 1 58 (1993),

quoting Fleming V. Benzaqum, 390 Mass. 175. 180~81. 454 N.E.2d 95 (1983). Here, the

qualified language of the statement ("it was his belief) makes clear that May was expressing

his own opinion about Yohe's mental state on May 11 and 1 2, 1997. .. .” Yoke V. Nugem‘ , 321

F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003) .

M) I characterized the plaintiff’s own words, and my opinion is obviously an opinion. Since the

opinion involved words are published for all to see (as were all the words prompting all the

comments alleged to be defamatory), my Characterization cannot be defamation: “(3) statements of

opinion based upon disclosed facts. . .[do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .”

Yohe V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003)

N) “I used to get letters from people like this, long rambling. . ."

The implication that the Plaintiff’s blog reminds me of the letters I received from disturbed people is

an opinion, and not defamatory: “insult, but an opinion, and not defamation.” Dulgan'am, 420 Mass.

at 850~51, 652 N.E.2d 603, quoting Lyons, 415 Mass. at 266, 612 N.E.2d 1158, and

“(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause

of action...” Yohe V. Nugem‘, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cii‘.7 2003)
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0 “..things with court cites and exclamation points. I answer phone calls from people like Walt

and try to help them if possible, but it's usually futile, and often they keep calling and calling

until I have to just duck the phone calls. And I get e~mails with long~ rambling documents.”

See above.

0 “This is the first time, however, someone has abuse Ethics Alarms for a personal agenda."

Plaintiff offers no proof that others have similarly abuses Ethics Alarms for a personal agenda:

“1) unrefuted statements of fact ...... [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of

action...” Voile V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003)

a “I'm sorry for Walt's trouble, but he was not honest and misrepresented his purpose by the

charming device of insulting my integrity." - “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed

facts. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yohe v. Nugent , 321 F.3d

35 (lst Cir., 2003). Plaintiff says he was “scrupulously honest.” Withholding material

information~~~that he was seeking advice as he tried to impugn a judg ~~ is dishonesty by

omission. I teach this professionally.

0 Plaintiff says that my statement “falsely suggests Plaintiff was involved in some sort of

bribe/fraud.” My statement was “As I tell all my clients, I can't be bought.’ This is true.

There is no assertion about the Plaintiff being made here whatsoever, and certainly no

defamation.

0 Plaintiff alleges “defamation” because my characterization that he would use the information

he was seeking from me in “his crusade against the judge. Using the information in the

Plaintiff’s “crusade” simply meant including anything by or from me on his anti~judge

website.
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My statements were not defamatory: “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed

facts. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugent, 321 F.3d

35 (lst cm, 2003)

P) “What an asshole! The fact that he may be a desperate asshole."

Stipulated: such invective, like “jerk” above, is an insult, but insults like “asshole” are not

defamatory. From the Mass Law blog:

(https: / /masslawblog.com/what~were~thev~thinkin2/is~it~defamatory~to~ca11~someone~a~

dumb~ass/):
“In dismissing a defamation suit by two politicians who were listed as numbers one and two on

a list of “Top Ten Dumb Asses,” the Court observed:

The accusation that plaintiffs are top-ranking “Dumb Asses” cannot survive application of the

rule that in order to support a defamation claim, the challenged statement must be found to

convey “a provably false factual assertion.” . . . A statement that the plaintiff is a “Dumb Ass,”

even first among “Dumb Asses,” communicates no factual proposition susceptible of proof or

refutation. It is true that “dumb” by itself can convey the relatively concrete meaning “lacking

in intelligence.” Even so, depending on context, it may convey a lack less of objectively

assayable mental function than of such imponderable and debatable virtues as judgment or

wisdom. To call a man “dumb” often means no more than to call him a “fool.” One man’s fool

may be another’s savant. Indeed, a corollary of Lincoln’s famous aphorism is that every person

is a fool some of the time.

Here defendant did not use “dum ” in isolation, but as part of the idiomatic phrase, “dumb

ass.” When applied to a whole human being, the term “ass” is a general expression of

contempt essentially devoid of factual content. Adding the word “dumb” merely converts

“contemptible person” to “contemptible fool.” Plaintiffs were justifiably insulted by this

epithet, but they failed entirely to show how it could be found to convey a provable factual

proposition.”

Vogel V. Felice, 2005 WL 675837 (Cal. Ct. App, March 24, 2005).

Though this is a California case and not binding in Massachusetts, particularly as it applies to online

arguments7 the conclusion seems irrefutable. “Asshole” is not, moreover, sufficiently unambiguous to

constitute an assertion of fact.
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0 “[who] doesn't justify wasting my time,”

The Plaintiff argues that this is defamatory because he says he wasn’t wasting anyone’s time. I

believe every individual is entitled to determine what he or she regards as a waste of time. This

is not defamation: “(2) statements which ...could not reasonably be considered offensive to the

average person in the community. . . [do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” L015

V. Nu ent, 321 F.3d 35 (lst Cir., 2003), and “(3) statements of opinion based upon disclosed

facts. . .[do not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35

(lst cm, 2003

Q) Finally7 the Plaintiff argues that banning him from Ethics Alarms is defamatory. Plaintiff read

the rules, and consented by participating in the blog discussions. It is my website, and I can ban

whoever I want for whatever reason I deem appropriate. Moreover, the statement that I had banned

him was true, and cannot be defamatory as a matter of law: “1) unrefuted statements of fact...... [do

not provide] a basis for a defamation cause of action. . .” Yoke V. Nugcnt, 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir.,

2003)

Conclusion: In the entire complaint there is not one statement that meets the Massachusetts

standards for defamation, as defined bv statute, case law, and common sense.

3. The Plaintiff’s Complaint Fails To State Any Harm or Damages from the Conduct Alleged.

“The plaintiff must show that he suffered special damages and must set forth these damages

specifically.” £23251"; t Lewis. 303 Ixx‘iass. I It}. I W. 2‘0 N.SZH‘ 953 (1939").

Yohe infiuazent , 321 F.3d 35 (Ist Cir., 2003)

In his complaint. Plaintiff fails to show any damages at all. Plaintiff asks for damages “well in excess”

of $100,000, while offering no support for that claim whatsoever. Ethics Alarms has an elite

readership, and averages approximately a thousand visitors a day. There have been 8009 views of the
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8/27 post that is the subject of the complaint, which means no more than 250 individuals read it.

Many of those did not read the comments: I do not have the means to determine the number. Even if

the statements I made were defamatory as Plaintiff claims, and they were not, there is no way that less

than 250 strangers scattered across the world (Ethics Alarms has readers in over a hundred nations),

few if any who know who the Plaintiff is, could conceivably cause Plaintiff $1 00,000 of damages, or

any tangible harm at all

Moreover, the Plaintiff, far from mitigating damages, deliberately published his complaint on his own

website, and through links, sent readers to the very posts he claims are defamatory.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated, Defendant’s Motion To Dismiss with Prejudice should be granted.

ATTACHMENTS

EXHIIT 1: About Ethics Alarms

EXHIBIT 2: Ethics Alarms Comment Policies

CERTIFICATE OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF NOTARY PUBLIC
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[Exhibit 1]

About

Ethics Alarms

Updated 2016

[Note: relevant sections are highlighted. On-line version at

https://ethicsalarms.com/aboutl]

Welcome!

The content published here, just to get this out ofthe way, is copyrighted and original unless

otherwise noted. Ifyou want to use itfor any purpose, I expect a link and attribution, both on

ethical and legal grounds.

My name is Jack Marshall. I’m an ethicist, which means I make my living teaching, consulting,

speaking and writing about ethics, and a lawyer, and the president of ProEthics, Ltd. I write this

blog. If you want to know more about me, there is a biography below.

Ethics Alarms is not about me, however. It is about ethics, defined as the study of right and

wrong, and how to become better at telling the difference. Although I will frequently discuss

issues involving law and the legal system, none of the opinions here should be taken as legal

opinions, because they aren’t. My field is ethics, I specialize in legal ethics, but with rare

exceptions, I no longer practice law.

Ethics Alarms are the feelings in your gut, the twinges in your conscience, and the sense of

caution in your brain when situations involving choices of right and wrong are beginning to
develop, fast approaching, or unavoidable. The better your alarms work and the sooner they start

sounding, the more likely you are to do the right thing, or at least to use good ethical reasoning to
decide what to do. This is a blog that aspires to help keep everyone’s ethics alarms in good
working order. . . .including mine.

How? By pointing out ethical problems and dilemmas from all segments of society, professions

and experiences of life. By applying principles of ethical analysis, and reaching conclusions
about what is right, what is wrong, and what remains uncertain. By developing tools, terms and

approaches to solving ethics conflicts and dilemmas, and by discussing, arguing, disagreeing,
opening doors of perception and closed minds, and by helping us be more alert to ethical issues

in our own lives.

I will usually make strong statements and espouse definite positions in the posts here. The

objective isn’t to be “right,” though if I post an opinion, I believe it. The objective is to

provoke thought about the issue that isn’t controlled by biases, pre-conditioned reflexes,
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ideology or rationalizations. This is the same successful formula I employ in the ethics seminars

I facilitate across the country for corporations, associations, non-profits, student groups and law

firms. I don’t need you to agree with me; there are often many legitimate ways to judge an

ethical problem. I do need you to follow the Comment Policies. Check them out, please.

Ethics Alarms is a project of ProEthics, LTD, an ethics training and consulting firm based in

Alexandria, Virginia. The firm emerged to counter the widespread belief that ethics had to be

boring and technical, and stands for the proposition that most people are engaged by ethics and

care about the resolution of right and wrong when the issues are discussed directly and

dynamically.

Ethics Alarms is the blog successor to The Ethics Scoreboard, the ethics commentary website

that will continue to serve as an ethics archive and resource.

Like the Scoreboard, Ethics Alarms is dedicated to starting discussions, not ending them,

despite the tone of certitude that often invades its commentary. Creating an ethical culture is

the shared obligation of everyone, and each of us needs to think critically about what is right and

wrong, make our opinions known, and never hesitate to communicate those opinions for fear of

being “judgmenta .” We should be judgmental—civil, fair, open—minded, and also willing to hold

ourselves to the highest standards of conduct. Living ethically is not always easy, but it becomes

easier with thought, debate and practice.

This blog takes positions, attempting to be bold without being reckless. When there is an

error or misstatement, I will correct it. When I am wrong, I will admit it. When I have

made a mistake, I will apologize for it.

As with the Scoreboard, I will attempt to reply to as many comments as possible. Please keep

yours civil and on topic, without foul language or political rants. Ethics Alarms takes the

position that anonymous posts are unethical, and discourages them, but will begin by allowing

them if they abide by the rules of the blog and there is a name of some kind attached to the

comment. If you are determined to use a name other than your own, I request that you send me

an e—mail with your real name. I can be reached for this and any other purpose at

jamproethics@verizon.net
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[Exhibit 2]

Ethics Alarms

Comment Policies

Revised, July 9, 2017

[ Note: relevant sections are highlighted. On-line version at

https://ethicsalarms.com/c0mment-policies/

Ethics Alarms has now been active for seven full years, and there have been more than 160,000

comments on the posts here. It is time to revise the Comment Policies based on what I have

learned, and based on what the blog has become and what I want it to accomplish.

This site exists to encourage an ongoing, rigorous and engaging inquiry about ethics, from the

perspective of events large and small, in the United States and the world. Ethics evolves as

societal standards and norms evolve. We accomplish that evolution, usually in enlightened

directions, through advocacy, disagreement and debate, using logic, values, principles, systems

and facts. The comment section should be a moderated colloquy among intelligent and Open-

minded readers, and me, as the host and moderator. I have learned a great deal from the site’s

readers, and hope to continue to do so.

Ethics Alarms offers the following 20 guidelines and rules to advance this mission:

1. Before you comment for the first time, check the terms and concepts page if you can. It will

avoid misunderstandings

2. I prefer full names attached to comments.. If you want to use a screen name, I have to know

who you are. You can e-mail me your name at jamproethics@verizon.net, and it will not be

divulged. You must enter an e—mail address, and it must be real. If you use a fake e-mail address,

your comment will be deleted. No comment signed “anonymous” will be posted. Ever. (Well,

hardly ever) If you use a URL as your screen name, I will treat the comment as spam no matter

how trenchant your observations are.

3. I have to approve every first time commenter, and as with bar associations and Harvard

College, the standards used to screen applicants are tougher than the standards applied once you

pass. If your initial foray here is gratuitously disrespectful, nasty, snotty, disparaging, obnoxious,

or just plain stupid, your comment won’t make it out of moderation. Similarly, non-substantive

comments expressing approval or disapproval without more are worthless, and I’ll rej ect

them. Initiating your relationship on Ethics Alarms with snark, sarcasm, nastiness or ridicule is a

bad strategy—as I noted above, you have to earn the privilege of talking to me like that. You may

not get a second chance.
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4. Regular commenters have special privileges. They can engage in tough rhetoric bordering

on insult, as well as brief comments that would not pass muster with a first—timer. But always

remember that you are a guest here. Guests are obligated to prove their trustworthiness and good

will before they are extended special privileges, and even those privileges have their limits.

5. Political rants are not welcome. In addition, efforts to muddle genuine objective ethical

analysis by pressing ideological talking points and bombarding me with links are not

appreciated, and won’t be tolerated for long, if at all..

6. Keep comments as civil as possible. Ethics Alarms does, at its discretion, permit vulgarity

and profanity for style and emphasis. I will show limited tolerance for rude and abusive

comments and commenters, depending on the combatants. At my sole discretion, I may extend

special dispensation for regular, substantive commenters here who have accumulated good will

and trust, even when they cross lines that I would not permit to be crossed by a less-eredentialed

visitor [See below]. While a verdict of “you are an idiot,” may occasionally be justified, I may

ding comments that include gross personal attacks, subj ect to the exceptions noted above, unless

it has an extremely impressive substantive argument accompanying it. In the heat of debate,

Ethics Alarms will tolerate the occasional insult If commenters become overly nasty and

personal in their exchanges with each other or habitually so, I will intervene.

7. Ethics Alarms discourages text jargon and abbreviations. “LOL”, in particular, is

guaranteed to annoy me. Also disfavored are popular slang words designed to denigrate a belief,

an individual or political groups, like “Repugs,” or juvenile name-calling like “The New York

Slimes” or “The Washington Compost.”

8. I’m very likely to respond to your comments. Don’t try hit—and-run tactics here, and don’t

think you can get away with an unsupported, badly-reasoned or purely emotional argument and

not get called on it. On the other hand, if I don’t respond, don’t take it personally.

9. Re Links: Relevant links are appreciated. Irrelevant links will cause a comment to be

deleted as spam.( Remember that ifyou include more than one link, your comment gets

automatically stalled in moderation.)Links to your related blog posts must be supported by a

substantive comment on the topic as well: this isn’t your bulletin board. Similarly, the URL of

your blog is not going to make it into the comment, and if you persist in trying to slip it through,

I will start marking the comments as spam. I am happy to plug, including a link to your blog, if

you write me first and explain why it is relevant and useful to Ethics Alarms readers, and I

concur. Your comment, however, is not a vehicle for spreading your blog information around the

web. . .not here, anyway.

10. Typos: I regret that WordPress has yet to install a good editing function for comments.

Please proof yours. I will endeavor to fix obvious typos, and if you e-mail me a request to delete

or otherwise repair a mis-typed section of a legitimate comment, I will try to reply. I will respect

style choices like eccentric punctuation, capitalization, syntax or spelling, but comments that are

careless and difficult to read or understand risk being rej ected.
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11. Me: I reserve the right to sharply express my annoyance with comments that I regard

as careless, poorly argued, based on partisan hackery, stupid, unethical or ignorant. I am
prone to be testy at comments that fall into any of the following categories:

1) Those that say I should be writing about “more important things. ” I do. But I don’t have to
write every post about the earth-shattering, and trivial incidents can still teach important lessons.

2) Comments that include “lighten up,” “calm down,” “get a life,” or anything similar. Please

don’t presume to gauge my emotional state or dictate it.

3) Comments that accuse me ofignoring topics or not making arguments when in fact other posts
on the site covered those topics and did make those arguments. I don’t require that you read
everything, but do not make allegations when a simple key word search on the site would

disprove them.

4) Putting words in my mouth, or ascribing opinions to me that I have not stated. I hate that.

5) Being snotty about typos. I make mistakes, and appreciate being told about them. Nicely.

6) Mackery without substance.

7) Racist, misogynist and otherwise bigoted rants.

12. On occasion my annoyance may cause my reply to seem excessively severe. In such
cases, please point this out, and I may well apologize. I may not, too. If a comment is especially

ignorant or dumb, I have been known to bluntly describe it as such, and diagnosis the commenter
as the kind of individual inclined to so express himself or herself. I will continue to do so. This is
part ofmy effort to elevate the discussion through negative reinforcement. This is not a site

where you can just dash off a barely considered statement and get away with it.

13. DO NOT accuse me of an ad hominem attack if I judge your intellectual prowess or ethical
proclivities based on the quality your post, and state that judgment. That’s not what an ad

hominem attack is, and I’m sick of explaining it.

14. If and when I break my own rules, please call me on it. Politely. I reserve the right to break

my rules, but I don’t want to do it unintentionally.

15: Ethics Alarms Discipline: Discipline for inappropriate comments is meted out in several
ways. If you cross a line, you will usually be warned not to do it again. Occasionally I will insist

on an apology to avoid some form of discipline.

16. Banning: If you obliterate a standard here, you may be banned. If you are banned, you can

apply for reinstatement by contacting me off—site and sincerely apologizing. Again, I reserve the

right to decide who is banned and when. Am I entirely consistent? No, not always. Since the blog

launched in 2009, the following offenses have resulted in commenters being banned:
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....Repeating the same arguments over and over again while not acknowledging or rebutting

counter argumentsfiom others.

...Relying on partisan talkingpoints

...Exhibiting racism or other bias

...Insulting me, in particular by questioning my integrity, honesty, objectivity, intentions,

motives, qualifications, or credentials

...Denying the assumptions ofthe blog, which are that there are ethical standards, that we all

have an obligation to help define them, and that right and wrong is usually not situational and
subjective.

Violating the Stupidity Rule, which holds that some people arejust too ignorant or stupid to
take part in the discussion here, and interfere with the orderly exchange ofopinions and ideas.

...Ign0ring warnings

...Lying, 0r usingfake authorities and sources.

17. Other Penalties: Ethics Alarms also has more limited punishments. If it is clear that a

commenter is obsessed or over-heated on a certain topic, indicated by repeated re—statements of
the same points, I may ban them from posting any more comments on that topic. This is a “time

out.” I am also, with this revision, instituting a suspension policy. A suspension of commenting
privileges, usually for 30 days, will be issued when I deem a comment from a regular commenter
so disrespectful and outrageous that my head explodes.

18. Three Strike Rule for Regulars: Occasionally an esteemed commenter will make a
comment that embarrasses him or her with uncharacteristic excess. Their status here earns them
three such mistakes, unless it is so egregious that I feel it requires immediate redress. This

usually occurs when the comment insults me.

19. Grandstanding: If you make grand and indignant exit, and announce your permanent

withdrawal from the blog, you are gone for good. An e-mail to me with an appropriate apology
and a request to be reinstated will occasionally work if you change your mind. Maybe. Don’t
count on it.

20. The Comment of the Day: Especially excellent or provocative comments are sometimes re-
published as a “Comment of the Day.” Whether such a comment is actually awarded this

distinction is somewhat arbitrary and dependent on too many factors to list. Many wonderful
comments do not get selected. Again, if yours is one ofthem, don’t take it personally.

Finally, PLEASE don’t write comments on this page. Nobody will see them. If you have a
comment on the comment policies, e—mail me directly at jamproethics@verizon.net, or
make them on a current post, where I will see them.
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Affidavit ofJack Marshall, Attorney at Law

(Massachusetts and District of Columbia)

In the Commonwealth of Virginia, City of Alexandria

The undersigned, Jack Marshall, being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says,

Regarding the information stated in the attached Motion to Dismiss in the case of

Walter Tuvell, plaintiff V. Jack Marshall, defendant (Civil Docket NO. 1 78 1 CV02701)

Filed in Middlesex Superior Court, Massachussetts, Trial Court of the Commonwealth Superior

Court Department,

I declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the information herein is true, correct

and complete.

XECUTUTE THIS[QDAY0F§2: 2017

\ Mf’L/v/Ct/ZZ/[U/

Certification of Acknowledgment of Notary Public

State of Virginia City of Alexandria

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me, a Notary Public, the /_4_ day of

CC(0 915ml 20‘_j by AA CK M 1A ?\5 H m/ L/ , the person whose name is subscribed to

within the instrument and acknowledged to me the he executed the same in his authorized

capacity, and that by his signature on the instrument the person or entity upon which the

person acted, executed this instrument.

CHECK ONE OF THE FOLLOWING (REQUIRED):

_ Personally known to me — OR ~ __ Produ eaflidentification

Wpe Of Identification Produced: V! {\(r/M 1.1 ”‘13th W973 % L iCé/"g ‘3

WITNESS my hand and official seal

   
 

 

REX MARSHALL
NOTARY PUBLIC 7025520

// j / \, COMMONWEALTH OFVIRGINIA

/’ZVa«5w [\E X WA /1 5H” L‘L/ M(CfiSMMEXPIRES DECEMBER31.2020

Signature of Notary Public Print Name of Notary Public

My Commission expires: ) Z ‘- 31 ~ 2 U
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Superior Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
County of Middlesex

Walter Tuvell
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867

Plaintiff, Pro Se

v.

Jack Marshall
2707 Westminster Place
Alexandria, VA 22305

Defendant

Case №     1781CV02701    

MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO

DEFENDANT’S MOTION
TO DISMISS

MEMORANDUM (IN OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS)1

Plaintif  ereeby fles t is Memorandumm in Opposition (“Opp”) to 

Defendant’s Motion (and Memorandumm) to Dismiss (“Diss”).2

1 T roumg oumt t is documment, all dates are implicitlby umnderstood to occumr in t e byear 2017.
Reference notations umsed t roumg oumt: Comp = Plaintif’s original Complaint (Sep 13); 
Diss = Defendant’s Memorandumm in Sumpport of Motion to Dismiss (Oct 16); Opp = t e 
instant Memorandumm in Opposition (Oct 25); Exh = Ex ieit(s); ℘ = page(s); ¶ = 
paragrap (s); § = section(s); ƒ = footnote(s); MRCP = Massac umsetts Rumles of Civil 
Procedumre; MSCR = Massac umsetts Sumperior Coumrt Rumles; (ABA) MRPC = (American 
Bar Association) Model Rumles of Professional Condumct (“Lawbyer Et ics”). W ere soumrce-
documment paragrap s are umnnummeered (or inadequmatelby/ameigumoumslby nummeered), and 
no eetter reference tec niqume is availaele (sumc  as a erief qumotation indicating t e 
referent), we faericate oumr own (informal) per-page paragrap  designators: a partial 
initial paragrap  (if present, and including strumctumral elements, sumc  as  eadings) eeing
designated #0, t e frst full paragrap  eeing designated #1, etc. (or, negative nummeers 
(inclumding #−0) if coumnted from t e bottom of t e page).

2 As a general matter, we note t at (i) Diss appears to ee rendered t roumg oumt in 10-point
font-size. Since MSCR 9A(a)(5) specifes 12-point font-size, t e 10-point size is (eby 
standard tbypograp ical convention) acceptaele onlby in footnotes (t oumg  Diss  as no 
footnotes). T at, toget er wit  (ii) Diss’s page-lengt , and t e fact t at (iii) Diss’s side-
margins are confgumred at onlby ¾″ (standard “legal” convention is 1″), renders Diss in 
violation (“too dense,” “too volumminoums,” not coumnting optional/secondarby/pro forma 
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DISMISSAL OR SUMMARY JUDGMENT?

W ile Defendant stbyles  is Oct 16 Motion (wit  Memorandumm) 

fling(s) as for (i) “Dismissal” (presummaelby meaning MRCP 12(e)(6), t oumg  

umnstated in Diss; cf. “MRCP 8(a)(1) ‘notice pleading’,” and/or “Twombly/

Iqbal-stbyle ‘plaumsieilitby pleading’”),  is Motion may also, at t e Coumrt’s 

discretion/determination, (later) end ump eeing sumited/treated as a (ii) Motion

for “Summmarby Jumdgment” (MRCP 56(e), t oumg  umnstated in Diss,  inging on 

“DGIMF,” infra). Hence Plaintif  erein, mindfuml/anticipatorby of t e 

“Dismissal-to-Summmarby-Jumdgment ‘Conversion Claumse’” of MRCP 12(e),3 

indicates/“flags” via t e editorial tag/rumeric “DGIMF,” (some of) t e 

“eoilerplate” elements, sumc  as elocks of caption/signatumre/certifcation/ earing/
appendices/etc.) of t e (letter and spirit of) MSCR — aesent prior/advance leave of 
Coumrt (t oumg  Plaintif  as not eeen notifed of sumc ). NB: Action-initiating Complaints  
are exempt from t e strictest of t ese procedumral formatting rumles/gumidelines, eby 
jumdicial policby/design/intent (particumlarlby wit  respect to pro se litigants).

3 To wit (emp asis added): “t e motion [to dismiss] s all ee treated [at t e discretion/
determination of t e Coumrt] as one for summmarby jumdgment … provided … all parties 
shall be given reasonable opportunity to present all material made pertinent to 
sumc  a [summmarby jumdgment] motion.” See also ƒ17 infra. Pumrsumant to t is provision, 
not ing in t is Opp is to ee construmed as waiver eby Plaintif of “reasonaele opportumnitby 
to present all material made pertinent.” In particumlar, Plaintiff at this Motion-to-
Dismiss stage need make only claims/allegations, and need not (but may: MSCR
9A(a)(2)) make proffer of proof/evidence of said claims/allegations — t oumg   e 
is in fact readby/willing/aele to do so later (even in t e present prematumre/incipient/
umnripe postumre of t e case if need ee, aesent discoverby/deposition/etc.), if/as/when 
invited/ordered to do so by the Court:  ttp://  JumdicialMiscondumct.  US/  CaseStumdies/  
TUVELLvMARSHALL. First, t oumg , Defendant mumst ee requmired eby t e Coumrt to 
indicate  is demumrrals preciselby, wit  specifcitby/particumlaritby (in t e sense of MSCR 
9A(e)(5)(i)), w ic  Defendant  as umnfairlby not cumrrentlby provided adequmatelby/
consistentlby/fairlby in Diss, relbying instead too mumc  on “generalized/umnspecifed/
specumlative/conclumsorby innumendo.” Until such time (i.e., “conversion to Summmarby 
Jumdgment,” wit  MSCR 9A(e)(5)(i) requmirement for specifcitby/particumlaritby langumage eby 
Defendant), Plaintif  ereeby issumes t is: “blanket denial/  rejection of Defendant’s   
claims/  assertions.”   For t e time being (Motion-to-Dismiss), Plaintif is content to 
profer  ere jumst t e single “smoking gumn” evidence, “Exhibit A, OppExhA” attac ed 
 ereto (MSCR 9A(a)(2)) — and not (byet), for example, excerpts from  is own weesite 
(w ic  is independentlby availaele at  ttp://  JumdicialMiscondumct.  US  ).
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“Disputed Genuine Issues of Material Fact” (MRCP 56(c)) t at maby ee 

relevant to a potential (later) Summmarby Jumdgment determination — noting 

t at t e mere existence (without deciding “who wins”) of even a single 

DGIMF (asserted in good fait ) alreadby defeats a Motion for Summmarby 

Jumdgment (and  ence a fortiori a Motion for Dismissal).

RESPONSE TO “FACTS” SECTION (DISS 2–6)℘

Diss 3¶2 ℘ (et passim, ad nauseum; DGIMF) — T e mere assertion eby 

Defendant, in t is place and t roumg oumt Diss, t at  is Et icsAlarms elog “is 

constitumted of [ is] opinions” ( inting “onlby,” as opposed to “facts”) is not 

dispositive, cannot ee trumsted, and is in manby places dispumted eby Plaintif 

(DGIMF). Instead, in fact, t e c aracter of anby umtterance (oral or textumal; 

wit  respect to a defamation action) as “fact vs. opinion” is a determination 

reserved for t e umltimate fact-fnder (jumdge (in a eenc  trial), or jumrby (as in 

t e present case)). And t at is a  ig lby non-trivial determination indeed,
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eeing in fact the most difficult and complicated quuestion4 to ee 

addressed/answered (eby umltimate fact-fnder) in a defamation action — 

particumlarlby wit  respect to t e aspect of so-called “Contextualized 

Defamatory Implication,”  erein indicated/“flagged” via t e editorial tag/

rumeric “CTXDEFIMPL.” T at is: t e fact-vs.-opinion c aracter of a 

defamatorby (oral or textumal) umtterance can ee determined/decided (eby 

umltimate fact-fnder) onlby eby a totalitby-of-circummstances contextumal analbysis, 

necessarilby inclumding t e entire spectrumm/nexums of implications/dedumctions 

ad ering to it:5

To determine whether or not a statement is an opinion, a 
coumrt mumst examine t e statement in its totality and in t e 
context in w ic  it was umttered or pumelis ed. T e coumrt mumst 
consider all the words umsed … Finallby, t e coumrt mumst consider 
all of the circumstances sumrroumnding t e statement. … Of 
coumrse, t e fact t at a statement is an opinion does not 

4 In particumlar, t e distinction/diference eetween “fact vs. opinion” is decidedly not 
“easily distinguishable” — instead, it’s  ig lby numanced/s aded/contingent/nontrivial. 
Yet, Defendant falselby trivializes t is issume on  is elogsite (in a post entitled “Now 
THAT’S Defamation …,”  ttps://  et icsalarms.  com/  2017/  09/  30/  now-t ats-defamation  , Sep
30). Importantlby, “facts” are independent of “opinions,” t at is, facts are oejectivelby 
verifaele/falsifaele (provaele/disprovaele), no matter w at t e defamer sumejectivelby 
“t inks/opines.” Of coumrse, at t e time of t at post, Plaintif  ad alreadby fled t e instant
defamation/“cbyeerlieel” action. T e onlby reason (conjectumrallby) t at Defendant elogged 
aeoumt sumc  “trivialitby” of defamation was to “fumrt er slime Plaintif’s sumit.” T e proelem 
is: in doing so, Defendant falselby misleads/deceives  is own (> 3,200, Comp 4¶5) ℘
“fait fuml” readers/followers, t ereeby committing t e verby  eig t of legal/et ical 
 bypocrisby/irresponsieilitby. Example of non-trivial fact-vs.-opinion interpretation of 
utterances (oral or textual): “Do President Trummp’s so-called ‘Travel Ban Execumtive 
Orders,’ nominallby issumed in t e name of ‘national secumritby,’ in actumalitby comprise ‘dog-
w istle innumendos for racial/religioums/national-origin eias/discrimination,’ or not?”

5 See generallby Fact and Opinion in Defamation: Recognizing the Formative Power of 
Context, Rodneby W. Ott, 58 Ford am L. Rev. 761 (1990,  ttp://  ir.  lawnet.  ford am.  edum/  flr/  
vol58/  iss4/  8  ), w ic  eegins wit  t ese words: “Despite decades of modern frst 
amendment [defamation] litigation, coumrts continume to strumggle wit  t e easic 
distinction eetween fact and opinion.”
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automatically shield it from a defamation claim. After all, 
expressions of “opinion” maby often imply an assertion of 
oejective fact. T ums, a caumse of action for defamation maby still 
ee sumstained w ere an opinion implies the allegation of 
[disclosed or] undisclosed defamatory [false] facts as the 
basis for the opinion [we call this “CTXDEFIMPL”]. — Yohe 
v. Nugent, 321 F.3d 35 (First Cir., 2003; internal qumotes/cites 
omitted, emp asis added).

Diss 4¶5 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF): “posting a series of ℘

comments [a.k.a. ‘elog-posts’] on t is and ot er posts, primarilby pums ing  is 

claims t at [i] t e elog was partisan in natumre, and [ii] falselby represented 

itself as covering ot er et ics areas, sumc  as jumdicial miscondumct.” Instead, 

in fact, Plaintif never made even a single claim in any blog-post aeoumt 

eit er of t ese two items [i], [ii].6

Diss 4¶5 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF): “I did not c eck[/℘ visit] 

 is weesite at frst [nor, seeminglby,  as  e ever in-good-fait  done so], nor 

did I read[/umnderstand/compre end] it.” Under t e assummption t at 

Defendant writes trumt fumllby  ere (t is eeing a “statement against  is self-

interest,”  ence presummptivelby trume), t en Defendant  ere self-

declares/admits  is cumlpaeilitby/commission of “actual malice,” defned as: 

(i) knowledge of falsity (noting t at “knowledge” encompasses 

6 Indeed: issume [i] was raised eby Plaintif onlby in Plaintif’s original email to Defendant 
(not a elog-post), t en introdumced to Defendant’s elog eby Defendant  imself (improperlby
incompletelby/excisivelby as a partial qumotation,  ence later merelby/properlby completed 
via fumll qumotation eby Plaintif; OppEx A 7), as an oeservation (not a “claim”) of ℘
politicism/partisans ip, eegging clarifcation-of-scope; w ile issume [ii] was never raised 
(w at was raised instead was a query aeoumt scope of t e Et icsAlarms weesite, not a 
claim/accusation of false representation).
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“construmctive knowledge (‘s oumld- ave-known’),” eby  aving eeen referenced

directlby to Plaintif’s weesite; OppEx A 7); and/℘ or (ii) reckless disregard 

of the truth (eby “recklesslby neglecting/refumsing to visit/read Plaintif’s 

weesite”). Opp℘11 infra.

Diss 4¶6 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF): “Plaintif’s comments ℘

 ad eecome [i] increasinglby irrelevant to t e topics of discumssion and [ii] 

continumed to impumgn mby integritby.” Instead, in fact, [i] t e one-and-only 

“topic of discumssion” t at Plaintif introdumced (at OppEx A 7, in  is frst/℘

initial post) was t at regarding Jumdicial Miscondumct (as qumoted in Diss 4¶5 ℘

[Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF) “I conclumded wit  t is paragrap ,” 

w ereas in fact it was Plaintif w o posted t at qumoted paragrap ]). 

Now ere did Plaintif [ii] “impumgn” Defendant’s integritby (Plaintif onlby 

soumg t clarifcation to  is initial email query concerning scope of 

Defendant’s elogsite; OppEx A 7).℘

Diss 4¶6 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF): “[i] [Plaintif’s weesite,℘

 ttp://  JumdicialMiscondumct.  US  ] was not, as  e  ad represented, on t e 

general topic of jumdicial miscondumct, eumt [ii] was actumallby a single-minded 

attack on t e integritby of [Jumdge] Denise Jeferson Casper. … Her ofense 

was rumling against t e Plaintif in one of  is [iii] frivoloums lawsumits, Tuvell v. 

IBM.” Instead, in fact, [i] Plaintif’s weesite was/is indeed w ollby devoted to 

t e general topic of Jumdicial Miscondumct, as Plaintif correctlby represented; 
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w ile  is [ii] attack on Jumdge Casper and [iii] discumssion of  is (non-frivoloums

[and certainlby never nominated as sumc  eby anby coumrt]) lawsumit eot  

comprise jumst one (only) example (aleeit t e leading/prototbypical example) 

of Jumdicial Miscondumct, appearing as a “Case Stumdby” on Plaintif’s weesite 

(wit  more Case Stumdies still in process).

Diss 5¶7 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF): “Plaintif … [i] false ℘

pretenses … [ii] wanted free, expert assistance … [iii] was neit er candid or 

 onest aeoumt t is.” Instead, in fact: [i] Plaintif never made anby “false 

pretense” aeoumt anbyt ing, mumc  less aeoumt [ii] “free, expert assistance,”7 

and was [iii] everbyw ere scrumpumloumslby “candid and  onest.”

Diss 5¶7 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF), concerning  is citation℘

of MRPC 8.2(a).8 For: (i) T at rumle is predicated umpon “a statement t at t e 

lawbyer knows to ee false or wit  reckless disregard as to its trumt  or falsitby,”

7 Defendant’s “freeness” accumsation is particumlarlby pumzzling/crazby, given t at all t e 
services availaele on  ttps://  Et icsAlarms.  com   are alreadby 100% free-of-c arge, to all-
comers, alwabys. It appears (wit oumt Defendant clarifbying) t at Defendant is insinumating 
t at Plaintif was some ow attempting to “steal” some sort of “expert witness/opinion” 
paid-service, sumc  as Defendant peddles elsew ere (at ProEt ics, Ltd.,  ttps://  ProEt ics.  
com); eumt Plaintif never contemplated t at, not even for a nanosecond. Finallby, t e 
actumal langumage t at Defendant umsed in  is elog-post (eumt falselby omitted from 
Diss 5¶7℘ ) c arged t at Plaintif was seeking “expert opinion t at  e coumld umse in  is 
crumsade against t e jumdge” (OppEx A 16); eumt it was “LITERALLY IMPOSSIBLE” for ℘
Plaintif to inject/“umse” anby sumc  “expert opinion” in  is Jumdicial Miscondumct activities. 
All t is is explained in Comp¶14·O (on Comp 12–14). DGIMF.℘

8 Defendant umses t e mis-moniker “R.P.C.,” instead of t e proper/correct “MRPC,” wit  
emp asis on t e “Model,” as clarifed ever since t e late-1970’s era, and t e Kumtak 
Commission.  ttps://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  American_  Bar_  Association_  Model_  Rumles_  of_  
Professional_  Condumct  ;  ttps://  www.  americanear.  org/  groumps/  professional_  responsieilitby/  
resoumrces/  report_  arc ive/kumtakcommissiondrafts.   tml  ;  ttp://  www.kumtakrock.com/  
kumtak-commission; Ronald D. Rotumnda, Legal Ethics in a Nutshell (Third Ed., 2007), 
T omson/West, 3–5.℘
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w ereas instead, in fact, all of Plaintif’s representations (regarding Tuvell 

v. IBM, or ot erwise) are qumite trume (as anby competent lawbyer can verifby at-

a-glance, in t e case of Tuvell v. IBM). Fumrt er: (ii) If Defendant were really 

interested in  is own legal et ics (w ic  is w by Plaintif approac ed  im in 

t e frst place),  e’d instead  ave consumlted/oeebyed MRPC 8.3(e): “A lawbyer 

w o knows t at a jumdge  as committed a violation of applicaele rumles of 

jumdicial condumct t at raises a sumestantial qumestion as to t e jumdge's ftness 

for ofice s all inform t e appropriate aumt oritby.”

Diss¶8 (on Diss 5–6) — It is agreed t at Defendant  as t e rig t to ℘

ean anbyone from  is elogsite — provided it’s not for an illegal/wrongfuml 

reason, as  ere. However, Defendant’s writing in explaining  is reasons for 

t e eanning (as qumoted in Diss¶8; OppEx A 15–16) is false (DGIMF). T is ℘

falsitby is explained in detail at Comp¶14·A–Q (on Comp 7–15).℘

Diss 6¶9 — Defendant writes falselby (DGIMF): “Becaumse … I elocked ℘

anby fumrt er e-mail contact from  im.” Instead, in fact, t e two acts of (i) 

“eanning” someone from a elogsite, and (ii) “elocking email” from someone,

are two completelby distinct/independent/ort ogonal/umnrelated activities. 

And in anby event, (iii) Defendant’s weesite itself continumed to prominentlby 

advertise, umnconditionallby (eumt falselby, emp asis added): “I can be reached 
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for this and any other purpose at jamproethics@  verizon.net  .”9,10

RESPONSE TO “ARGUMENT” SECTION (DISS 7–19)℘

As an initial oeservation, we oeserve t at a signifcant percentage of 

Diss’s “Argumment” section is mere “eoilerplate elat er,” a propos of not ing.

Hence, sumc  eoilerplate is properlby passed over in silence  ere.

Diss 7¶1A — Defendant writes falselby, concerning MGL Pt.I Tit.XV ℘

93A (specifcallby, its provision for a “demand letter,” §9(3)). Instead, in fact, 

MGL 93A is a consummer protection law, applicaele onlby to umnfair/deceptive 

acts/practices in t e eumsiness/condumct of trade/commerce. T e instant 

defamation action is taken umnder t e law of tort, not of statumte MGL 93A 

(w ic  is, t erefore, in no sense applicaele in t e instant case).11

Diss 7¶1B — Defendant writes falselby: “Summmons … was not ℘

delivered eby registered mail.” Instead, in fact, Plaintif’s service of (Comp 

and) Summmons was fumllby compliant wit  t e Rumle, MRCP 4(e)(3) (w ic  does

not requmire so-called “registered” mail; Plaintif umsed “certifed” mail), as 

9 Certainlby, Defendant never notifed Plaintif t at  is emails were eeing elocked. And, 
now, Plaintif doumets Defendant  as ever implemented sumc  elocking at all. DGIMF.

10 For a recent case concerning t e “et ics of spam flters as inexcumsaele neglect,” see 
Emerald Coast Utilities Authority v. Bear Marcus Point, LLC, __ So.3d __ (Fla. 1st DCA, 
No. 1D15-5714, 10/6/2017) (on re earing), 2017 WL 4448526.

11 Indeed, in a defamation action, it does not even make sense for a “pre-defamation” 
demand letter to ee requmired, since t e damage as alreadby eeen done. T ums, it’s 
incompre ensiele w by Defendant contends/pretends ot erwise. (T oumg , in fact, 
Plaintif did send a demand letter to Defendant — eumt, as a simple/ opefuml/umnrequmired 
coumrtesby, not as a requmirement. Comp 15¶16.)℘
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proven in Plaintif’s Proof of Service (fled wit  t is Coumrt on Sep 25).12

Diss 7¶2 — Defendant writes falselby, w ere  e qumotes/℘ cites Yohe v. 

Nugent’s qumotation/citation of Lynch v. Lyons, regarding “special damages” 

(as distingumis ed/opposed to per se defamation).13 Indeed, in fact, w ile 

Defendant qumotes/cites Yohe v. Nugent “sort-of more-or-less ‘literallby 

correctlby’,”  e does so onlby improperlby/excisivelby/oumt-of-context.14 Namelby, 

 e falselby conceals t at said qumotation/citation is, not onlby mere dicta 

wit oumt precedential (stare decisis) valume/force, eumt most relevantlby it 

speaks onlby to (oral) slander, as opposed to t e (textumal) libel involved in t e

instant case.15

12 In Diss 7¶1B, Defendant ℘ may ee oejecting to t e manner in w ic   e “received” service
(as opposed to anby s ortcoming of Plaintif’s manner of “providing” service). If so, t at 
woumld still ee equmallby false, eumt woumld ee even more aesumrd/inane/insane/insipid/
frivoloums (it’s almost eebyond eelief t at a lawbyer/Defendant woumld ee so umnet ical/
s ameless/arrogant as to trby to “pumt a fast one over” on t e Coumrt like t is) — given t at
Defendant  imself  as alreadby long ago (Sep 21) freelby self-declared/admitted (cf. 
Plaintif’s Proof of Service), “against self-interest” ( ence presummptivelby [and even, in 
t is case, provaelby] trumlby), t at Defendant did indeed actually receive service: 
“Alt oumg  t e manner in w ic  t e paper reache[s] t e attorneby or partby [i]s not 
essential, actual deliverby [i]s crucial” (MRCP 5(d), Reporter’s Note 1973, emp asis 
added).

13 See ƒ15 infra.

14 Six-lines aphorism of Cardinal Richelieu: “If byoum give me [jumst/merelby] six lines written 
eby t e  and of t e most  onest/ onoraele of men, I will fnd somet ing [falselby oumt-of-
context] in t em w ic  will  ang  im.”

15 Sharratt v. Housing Innovations, 365 Mass. 141 (Mass. 1974) (alreadby cited at 
Comp 17ƒ3)℘  (i) explicitlby/expresslby  olds/pronoumnces (emp asis added): “[W]e now 
hold that all libel is actionable per se [as opposed to per quod].” T e footnote to 
Sharratt fumrt er (ii) explains t at “per se” (“oevioums,” “facial,” “on-its-face,” “not 
requmiring extraordinarby/specialized stumdby/explanation/interpretation,” at least to t e 
commumnitby-of-interest) entails, eby defnition, “wit oumt pleading special damages [umsumallby
monetarby/economic/commercial];” and it also (iii) explicates/emp asizes t e difering 
law of (oral) slander vs. (textumal) lieel, wit  reference to Lynch v. Lyons.
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Diss 8¶A — T e classifcation of Plaintif as a “limited- (as opposed to ℘

all- or general-) pumrpose pumelic fgumre” (LPPF) (in t e sense of, saby, 

LaChance v. Boston Herald)16 is a “particumlarized determination” for t is 

Coumrt (not Defendant) to make (Bruno & Stillman v. Globe 633 F.2d 583, 589

(First Cir. 1980), noting t at t e concept is in legal limeo/flumx in t e Internet

era (Kat erine D. Gotelaere, Defamation or Discourse?: Rethinking the 

Public Figure Doctrine on the Internet, 2 Case W. Res. J. L. Tec . & Internet 

1 (2011)). Be t at as it maby, Defendant writes falselby (emp asis added): “[i] 

[Plaintif]  as t e eumrden of showing actumal malice … [ii] He does not meet 

t is eumrden.” Instead, in fact, t e onlby practical consequmence of t e LPPF 

classifcation at t is stage of proceedings (Motion to Dismiss (or, potentiallby,

Summmarby Jumdgment, Opp℘2 supra)) is Plaintif’s eumrden to merelby [i] plead/

claim/assert (not show/prove) “actumal malice” (LaChance v. Boston Herald; 

Biro v. Condé Nast, USCA Second Cir №14-3815-cv (2015)); and t is eumrden 

 e  as [ii] oevioumslby met (and is continuming to meet, again,  erein) 

(Comp 16¶18; ℘ Opp℘5 supra).

Diss 8¶B — Defendant writes falselby: “None of t e statements ℘

Plaintif  as alleged … meet anby accepted defnition …” DGIMF. 

CTXDEFIMPL.

16 Noting, t oumg , t at since Defendant also qumalifes as a “media” defendant, t e 
Restatement (Second) of Torts (§580A Cmt. , §580B Cmt.) applies: t e same standard of
faumlt — w et er it ee “negligence” or “actumal malice” (depending on t e plaintif ) — 
s oumld applby to media and non-media defendants alike.
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Diss 9¶#4 — Defendant writes falselby: “…  ard to determine w at t e℘

complaint is alleging in manby cases,” (falselby) indicting Comp’s degree of 

“particumlaritby.” Instead, in fact, Comp cannot ee improved in t at respect.17

Diss 9 at “Paragrap  7, pg. 5” — Defendant writes falselby: no ℘

defamation is claimed in Comp 5¶7.℘

Diss 9 at “Paragrap  8, pg. 5” — Defendant writes falselby: ℘

Defendant’s attrieumtion to Plaintif of eeing “an academic” (OppEx A 1) ℘ is 

defamatorby,18 eecaumse (i) Defendant intended it to ee defamatorby,19 and (ii) 

17 Namelby, Comp’s umsage of its (i) “†” convention, and (ii) everbyw ere-interpolated 
comments, are expresslby designed for (and sumcceed at) t e verby pumrpose of t e 
“particumlaritby” requmirement (Comp 16¶17). ℘ Notice: In t is regard of “particumlaritby,” 
Plaintif  ereeby takes t is opportumnitby to proactivelby/volumntarilby correct an error in 
Comp (w ic , t oumg ,  as no fumrt er ramifcations for t e instant case, eecaumse it was a
side-remark, w ic  Plaintif now ere relies umpon), wit   is apologby. At Comp 17ƒ5, ℘ Alba
v. Sampson was inadvertentlby misqumoted as standing for t e proposition, “Summmarby 
jumdgments are disfavored in defamation cases” — w ereas t e correct qumote proposes 
t e opposite. However, we do  ere note t at said “favor” extends no further than the 
requirement for “particularity” in “Pleading Special Matters” (MRCP 9(e)), w ic  Comp 
 as accomplis ed (Comp 16¶17), as jumst noted: “[If] allegedlby defamatorby statement[s] ℘
[are] set oumt vereatim [actumallby, onlby “particumlaritby” is requmired, eby MRCP 9(e)] and 
pumelication and extrinsic facts are stated with particularity [at Motion-to-Dismiss stage, 
t en] t e plaintifs’ … complaint is to ee analbyzed umnder t e traditional standard 
governing rumle 12(e)(6) motions [Motion-to-Dismiss], leaving fatal defects in t e 
potential proof to ee more properlby decided umnder Mass.R.Civ.P. 56 [Summmarby 
Jumdgment], after t e completion of a more expanded record.” — Eyal v. Helen 
Broadcasting, 411 Mass. 426 (1991) (emp asis added, internal citations omitted).

18 Plaintif concedes, t oumg , t at t is “academic” defamation is not actionaele as to 
Plaintiff, for t e simple reason t at it did not identifby Plaintif to ot ers. T e reason t e 
“academic” vignette  as eeen inclumded in t e narrative is t at it illumstrates t e “eaked-
in mindset/pattern” t at Defendant  eld against Plaintif from t e verby eeginning. And, 
we  ave no insig t/gumarantee t at Defendant didn’t  ave pre-knowledge aeoumt Plaintif 
(saby, eby “Googling”) eefore issuming t e “academic slumr.” T ese are qumestions for t e 
umltimate fact-fnder: W by else woumld Defendant ee so antagonistic against Plaintif 
elindlby/rig t-of-t e-eat? Was Defendant reallby  atefuml of all well-edumcated people? Was 
Defendant umsing academicism as a “set-ump” so  is later attacks woumld seem “jumstifed?”

19 For a more fumll-t roated  arangume eby Defendant “against academics” (in t e “pumrest” 
form of “academics,” namelby “colleges” and “professors,” w ic  Defendant originallby 
viewed Plaintif as), see  is elogpost at  ttps://  et icsalarms  .com/  2017/  09/  20/  et ics-  
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(some of) t e aumdience on Defendant’s weesite considers it to ee 

defamatorby. Comp 5¶8–9. ℘ CTXDEFIMPL. Fumrt ermore, (iii) Defendant’s 

claimed “apologby” maby speak to mitigation (see Opp℘18 infra) (at trial-time,

not Motion-to-Dismiss stage), eumt it doesn’t elot oumt t e original defamation.

Diss 9 at “Paragrap  8, pg. 5” — Defendant writes falselby: (i) t e ℘

referenced post (OppEx A 1) ℘ is an attack on Plaintif personallby (aleeit 

umnidentifaelby, ƒ18 supra). Fumrt er, (ii) “no rational person … average person

in t e commumnitby” is false, eecaumse t e “commumnitby” in qumestion is t e 

“Et icsAlarms commumnitby,” so Comp 5–6¶8-9, and t e preceding paragrap ℘

(and its footnotes ƒ18–19), supra, are applicaele. CTXDEFIMPL.

Diss 10 at “Paragrap  9, pg. 6” — Defendant writes falselby: “no ofer ℘

of proof,” eecaumse no sumc  ofer is requmired/acceptaele at Complaint-time 

(some is now presented  erewit , as OppEx A; ƒ3 supra). And, byes, t e 

attacks t erein are false (and defamatorby). DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL.

Diss 10 at “Paragrap  1–2, pg. 7” — Defendant writes falselby: w ile ℘

Plaintif consented to reasonaele criticism from ot er commenters,  e did 

not consent to false/defamatorby/illegal/wrongfuml criticism. CTXDEFIMPL.

Diss 10 at “Paragrap  13, pg. 8”℘ 20 — Defendant writes falselby: no 

oeservations-on-t e-trummp-deranged-profs-2016-post-election-freak-oumt.

20 Beginning at t is place (and manby places t ereafter), Defendant (falselby) qumotes/cites 
Yohe v. Nugent for t e proposition t at: “statements of opinion eased umpon disclosed 
facts … [do not provide] a easis for a defamation caumse of action.” Bumt, w ile t is qumote/
cite is “sort-of more-or-less ‘literallby correct’,” it is reallby false (jumst as Defendant’s ot er
qumote/cite of Yohe v. Nugent concerning “special damages” was false, as explained 
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defamation is claimed in Comp 8¶13.℘

Diss 10 at “A” — Defendant writes falselby: “t e act of eanning ℘

[OppEx A 15] was not defamatorby” (parap rased). It ℘ was defamatorby 

(CTXDEFIMPL), as explained at Comp 8¶14·A.℘

Diss 10 at “B” — Defendant writes falselby: t e (i) spamming and t e ℘

(ii) “jerk” insumlt (OppEx A 14℘ ) are defamatorby (CTXDEFIMPL), as explained

at Comp 8¶14·B.℘ 21

Diss 11 at “C” — Defendant writes falselby: “sandeagged … wit oumt ℘

revealing  is motives … w inby … denbying,” as explained at Comp 8¶14·C, ℘

9¶14·F, 9¶14·G, 10¶14·J. DGIMF.℘ ℘ ℘

Diss 11 at “D” — Defendant writes falselby: “posted a comment … ℘

confumses …,” as explained at Comp 8¶14·D. DGIMF.℘

Diss 12 at “E” — Defendant writes falselby: “eitc ing comment,” as ℘

explained at Comp 9¶14·E. DGIMF.℘

Diss 12 at “F” — Defendant writes falselby: “fnallby revealed,” as ℘

explained at Comp 9¶14·F. DGIMF.℘

Diss 12 at “G” — Defendant writes falselby: “fnallby get t e link,” as ℘

supra, ℘10). In t is case, t e falsitby derives from t e construmction: “disclosed facts.” 
Defendant pretends t is construmction means “any disclosed facts” (even “false 
statements of fact,” w ic  is  ow Defendant consistentlby applies it), w ereas t e 
construmction oevioumslby does mean “true/  correct/  valid   disclosed facts, only.”

21 Noting t at Defendant  as destroyed evidence (obstructed justice) eby “spamming”/
deleting (OppEx A 14) t e two posts from  is elogpage mentioned at Comp 8¶14·B.℘ ℘
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explained at Comp 9¶14·G. DGIMF.℘

Diss 12 at “H” — Defendant writes falselby: “aeoumt  is own case … ℘

single issume,” as explained at Comp 9¶14·H. DGIMF. (Defendant’s fumrt er ℘

comment aeoumt “average person in t e commumnitby”  as eeen addressed at 

Opp℘13 supra; CTXDEFIMPL.)

Diss 13 at “I” — Defendant writes falselby: “messby post … edge of ℘

madness … opinion … not assertion of fact … loumsby,” as explained at 

Comp 9¶14·I. DGIMF.℘

Diss 14 at “J” — Defendant writes falselby: “didn’t  ave t e coumrtesby ℘

or  onestby,” as explained at Comp 10¶14·J. DGIMF.℘

Diss 14 at “K” — Defendant writes falselby: no defamation is claimed ℘

at Comp 10¶14·K (t e part Defendant is addressing  ere) regarding ℘

Defendant’s misc aracterization of Plaintif’s weesite as a “elog.”

Diss 15 at “L” — Defendant writes falselby: “a few c erries s ort of a ℘

sumndae,” as explained at Comp 11¶14·L. CTXDEFIMPL.℘

Diss 15 at “M” — Defendant writes falselby: “I c aracterized t e ℘

plaintif’s own words,” as explained at Comp 11¶14·M. DGIMF. ℘

CTXDEFIMPL.

Diss 15 at “N” — Defendant writes falselby: “… long rameling…,” as ℘

explained at Comp 11¶14·N. DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL.℘
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Diss 16¶ at 1℘ st Bumllet — Defendant writes falselby: “coumrt cites and 

exclamation points,” as explained at Comp 11¶14·N. DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL.℘

Diss 16¶ at 2℘ nd Bumllet — Defendant writes falselby: “Plaintif ofers no 

proof.” T is is a meaningless non sequitur, no doumet intended to oefumscate: 

(i) t e “frst time” assertion is Defendant’s own, not Plaintif’s, so can ee 

taken at face valume as trume; (ii) not ing  inges on w et er or not t is is t e 

“frst time” anbywaby (it onlby matters t at Defendant asserts so).

Diss 16¶ at 3℘ rd Bumllet — Defendant writes falselby: “ e was not  onest 

… misrepresented … insumlting mby integritby … wit  olding information …,” 

as explained at Comp 12¶14·O. DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL.℘

Diss 16¶ at 4℘ t  Bumllet — Defendant writes falselby: “I can’t ee eoumg t,” 

as explained at Comp 13¶14·O. DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL. ℘

Diss 16¶ at 5℘ t  Bumllet — Defendant writes falselby: “crumsade against 

t e jumdge … Using t e information meant inclumding anbyt ing eby or from me 

on  is … weesite.” T is is a transparent (lacking even de minimus 

plaumsieilitby; doesn’t pass t e “snif test”) new lie eby Defendant. For, t e 

context  ere (Comp 13¶14·O) is inextricaelby eoumnd ump wit  Defendant’s ℘

c arges aeoumt Plaintif some ow desiring to “umse c eap, free, expert 

opinion” services from Defendant (OppEx A 16℘ ) — byet, t e onlby 

conceivaele venume for Plaintif to potentiallby want/need to “umse expert 

opinion” (free or paid) was in formal legal proceedings, w ic  was 
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“LITERALLY IMPOSSIBLE,” as explained at Comp 13¶14·O. DGIMF. ℘

CTXDEFIMPL.

Diss 17 at “P” — Defendant writes falselby: “… ass ole …,” as ℘

explained at Comp 14¶14·P. CTXDEFIMPL.℘

Diss 17 at 1℘ st Bumllet — Defendant writes falselby: “jumstifby wasting mby 

time,” as explained at Comp 14¶14·P. DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL.℘

Diss 18 at “Q” — Defendant writes falselby: “eanning … defamatorby,” ℘

as explained at Comp 14¶14·Q. DGIMF. CTXDEFIMPL.℘

Diss 18 at “Conclumsion” — Defendant writes falselby: “[Complaint does℘

not] meet[] t e Massac umsetts standards for defamation.” Instead, in fact, 

t e Comp does certainlby meet all pleading standards for defamation 

(namelby, DGIMFs, CTXDEFIMPLs, etc.), as proved  erein passim.

Diss 18¶3 — Defendant writes falselby: “… special damages …,” ℘

(falselby) citing Yohe v. Nugent. Instead, in fact, t is  as alreadby eeen 

scotc ed eby oumr earlier discumssion of “special damages,” Opp℘10 supra, esp.

Opp℘10ƒ15 (all lieel eeing per se, special damages need not ee pled).

Diss 19¶#0 — Defendant writes falselby: “no more t an 250 ℘

individumals [strangers] read it.” Instead, in fact: (i) t at’s an entirelby 

conjectumral/umnsumpportaele fgumre (t ere existing no means/tec niqume/

tec nologby availaele to measumre “nummeer of readers” of weepages, noting 
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t at Defendant admits t e weepage in qumestion  as  ad, to date, more t an 

8,000 “ its,” some of w ic  coumld well  ave eeen downloads for later 

“reading”); as is (ii) t e conjectumre aeoumt “strangers” (since Defendant’s 

weesite allows anonbymoums access, some of w om coumld well  ave known 

aeoumt Plaintif eby ot er means); (iii) t e “ensuming oumtside gossip/c atter” 

(potentiallby “viral”) is aesolumtelby/umnqumestionaelby umnqumantifaele; and (iv) t is

w ole “extent-of-exposumre” issume is irrelevant at t is preliminarby Motion-to-

Dismiss stage (eeing a qumestion for t e jumrby/trial), since Defendant  as 

alreadby stipumlated “pumelication” (Diss 8¶#0), w ic  sumfices at t is stage.℘

Diss 19¶#1 — Defendant writes falselby: “far from mitigating damages℘

… pumelis ed  is complaint on  is own weesite.” Instead, in fact: (i) Plaintif 

did promptlby seek/attempt t e most proper mitigation measumre, via  is 

“demand letter” to Defendant (Opp℘9ƒ11 supra), w ic  Defendant 

aggressivelby eelatedlby rejected (cf. Plaintif’s Proof of Service); (ii) 

Plaintif’s lawsumit, and t e pumelis ing of Comp, is (following (i)’s rejection) 

t e strongest mitigation measumre t at can now ee taken (noting Comp 

presents t e trumt , coumntering Defendant’s lies, and certainlby cannot “make 

t e situmation worse”); (iii) in a defamation case, Plaintif-side mitigation is 

essentiallby/virtumallby “umn eard-of,” except for extraordinarby circummstances, 

not present  ere (it’s onlby Defendant-side mitigation t at reallby mumsters 

force-of-law: MGL Pt.III Tit.II C .231 §93); (iv) mitigation (eit er Plaintif- or

Defendant-side) is irrelevant at t is preliminarby Motion-to-Dismiss stage 
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(eeing a qumestion for t e jumrby/trial); (v) damages (ee t eby actumal, 

compensatorby, assummed/presummed,  arm-to-repumtation (see Comp 16¶18), ℘

medical, s ame/mortifcation/ umrt-feelings, pumnitive,22 fees, expenses, or 

anby of t e dozens ot er categories (cf. Black’s Law Dictionary)) are 

irrelevant at t is preliminarby Motion-to-Dismiss stage (eeing a qumestion for 

t e jumrby/trial), and are (vi) (especiallby in defamation cases) notorioumslby 

dificumlt/impossiele to qumantifby (t ere eeing (vii) no defned/delineated 

limits/contoumrs to w at damages t e jumrby maby award, dume to t e amorp oums 

natumre of qumantifbying “ arm-to-repumtation”).

CONCLUSION

For all t e reasons presented  erein, individumallby and collectivelby in 

toto, Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss s oumld emp aticallby ee DENIED.

REQUEST FOR HEARING

Pumrsumant to MSCR 9A(a)(2), Plaintif  ereeby requmests a  earing on t is

matter (Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss, and Plaintif’s Opposition t ereto).

22 Noting t at, at t e present time, onlby a “ andfuml” of states do not allow pumnitive 
damages in defamation cases (t oumg  all should).
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SIGNATURE; VERIFICATION

Respectfumllby sumemitted, and signed, umnder t e pains and penalties of 

perjumrby:

Walter Tumvell, Pro Se
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867
781-475-7254
walt.tumvell@gmail.com

Octoeer 25 2017
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EXHIBIT A

EthicsAlarms Blogpage, Aug 27 2017
(https://  EthicsAlarms.  com/  2017/  08/  27  ),

Relevant Part
(https://  EthicsAlarms.  com/  2017/  08/  27/  morning-ethics-warm-up-  

82717/  #more-40109  )

This blogpage (blogpost with attendant comments) is the primary/

key piece of evidence (“Smoking Gun”) in this case. Narrative 

explanation for it is given at Comp 5¶7– 15¶14·Q.℘ ℘

Note: This blogpage is “threaded” (as is typical). Consequently, in 

particular, the chronological/timestamp-order of the posts/comments “jumps 

around” relative to its textual/linear-order. Plaintiff’s 10 posts/comments, in 

chronological order, occur at (Eastern Standard Time):

 Aug 27 1:08 p.m. — OppExhA 6.℘
 Aug 27 5:54 p.m. — OppExhA 14.℘
 Aug 28 7:26 a.m. — OppExhA 33.℘
 Aug 28 1:24 p.m. — OppExhA 9.℘
 Aug 28 1:45 p.m. — OppExhA 10.℘
 Aug 28 1:52 p.m. — OppExhA 11.℘
 Aug 28 4:11 p.m. — OppExhA 11.℘
 Aug 28 4:27 p.m. — OppExhA 13.℘
 Aug 28 5:08 p.m. — OppExhA 13.℘
 Aug 28 5:18 p.m. — OppExhA 32.℘
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AUGUST 27, 2017 - 11:19 AM

Morning Ethics Warm-Up: 8/27/17

 
GOOOD MORNING!

(he said through gritted teeth.)

1. I received a nice, polite e-mail from a new reader here who accused me of engaging exclusively

in “partisan/political rants." "Further," he wrote, "everything you say appears to be entirely

one—sided (right/conservative/republican is good, 1eft/1ibera1/democrat is bad)."

The man is an academic, so one might expect a little fairness and circumspection, but then,

the man is an academic. His description is in factual opposition to the contents of the blog

(I’m trying to think of the last Republican leader, conservative or otherwise, I designated as

"good"), but I know from whence the impression arises: the fact that the entire American

Left, along with its sycophants and familiars, the universities, show business and the news

media, have gone completely off the ethics rails since November 8, 2016. I don’t know how

else I am supposed to address that. It would have been nice, for balance’s sake, if a

conservative cast of white actors in, say, a hit musical called "The Ray Coniff Story” had

stepped out of character and harassed, say, Chuck Shumer, but this didn’t happen. If it had,

10/8/17, 4:32 PM
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I would have treated that breach of theater ethics exactly as I did the cast of Hamilton's

harassment of Mike Pence. (I would not, however, have been attacked for doing so by my

theater colleagues, and no, I haven’t forgotten, and I'm not forgiving.)

If a GOP figure working for CNN as an analyst, say, Jeffrey Lord, had used his connections

at the network to forward debate questions to Donald Trump and then lied about it when he

was caught red-handed, I would have eagerly written about it in highly critical terms—but

the Republicans didn't cheat. Donna Brazile and the Democrats did.

If Hillary Clinton had been elected President and Donald Trump and the Republicans

formed an anti-democractic movement called "the resistance,” tried to use a single

Federalist paper as a rationalization to change the rules of the election and then pressured

performers not to allow the new President the privilege of a star-studded, up-beat

inauguration to unify the nation, and if a large contingent of Republican Congressmen had

boycotted the ceremony, saying that they did not consider Hillary as "legitimate President,"

Ethics Alarms would have been unmatched in expressing its contempt and condemnation. If

conservatives were trying to limit free speech according to what they considered "hateful,”

a step toward dictatorship if there ever was one, I would be among the first to declare them

a menace to society. They haven't advocated such restrictions, however. Progressives have.

The Mayor of Portland has called for a "hate speech’ ban. What party is he from? Howard

Dean said that "hate speech" wasn't protected. What party was he the Chair of? I forget.

What was the party—there was just one— of the mayors who announced that citizens

holding certain Views should get out of town?

"Need I go on? I could, because the uniquely un—Amen'can, unfair and destructive conduct

from Democrats, progressives and the anti—Trump deranged has continued unabated and

without shame for 10 months now. That’s not my fault, and I don't take kindly to being

criticized for doing my job in response to it. I have chronicled this as unethical, because it

is spectacularly unethical, and remains the most significant ethics story of the past ten

years, if not the 21st Century to date.

And the reluctance and refusal of educated and usually responsible liberals and Democrats to exhibit

some courage and integrity and vigorously oppose this conduct as they should and have a duty as

Americans to do—no, I am not impressed with the commenters here who protest, “Hey, I don’t approve

of all of this! Don’t blame me!” as if they bear no responsibility—is the reason this execrable conduct

continues. It is also why I have to keep writing about it.

2. I’m still awaiting the apologies and acknowledgement ofmy predictive abilities from all

ofmy friends who chided me for suggesting that the Confederate flag and statuary—focused historical

airbrushing mania would shoot down the slippery slope to threaten the Founders and more. CNN

political commentator and former Congressional Black Caucus director Angela Rye proclaimed on CNN
‘ . . . u w - 1 d \w .' .-x 1" - ‘ ' \ .--n

s v. (:u A(xx‘ nuvswn- ~~.\ “- ~-«- a-Qn ~~ vi pp; ‘;~.~; .3 . . $\-\ .3 5'r‘ q «a .3 - _.-. cs r; q‘ s ; s»-;:.~.~; c. --: “(3n (Tr a 5;. v-\s~«3 .:»_ A‘.‘ ~~. -‘ to. ;s\ «T:- .-\s\ m \u. :1 {ts (\v-r'. c- ‘-\
‘ . \-\.‘\131L1 ‘5 .ltxlAtZ'l. anl‘l l.1\3."5 L. cml: :31\»-,:3,\1): 1:53“? all.~{.\ t.\t‘.~\.:.~L~:\§-\.C “GE K?L‘al E \1 \w (2.3.xtxlixl 5“,.Lx (2.\t\l a.\:\::,::<‘.c
    3:43;: Rye said on CNN that “George Washington was a slaveowner. Whether we think they were

protecting American freedom or not, he wasn’t protecting my freedom.”
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Her ignorance and arrogance is staggering. Naturally, no one on CNN had the integrity, historical

perspective, courage or wit to explain why her position is destructive and foolish. Hey, but it’s all right!

There’s no slippery slope!

Oh, Professor? When Republicans and conservatives start tearing down statues of, say, Margaret Sanger

in the dead of night, you can count on me to condemn that, too.

3. Now here’s a rant:

As I explained in the\wag:the President’s pardon of anti-immigration zealot Joe Arpaio was ill-

considered and a poor use of the pardon power. To say, however, that the attacks on it are wildly

disproportionate to its actual impact is an epic understatement. The crime Arpaio was convicted of is a

misdemeanor. The sentence is light. He is 85 years old, and there is no chance of him repeating the

crime—criminal contempt—or doing any further harm, other than shooting off his mouth, Joe’s specialty.

I was watching CNN to see how hard Texas is being slammed by eX-hurricane Harvey, and the crawl about

how outraged various politicians are over the pardon was almost continuous. There was never such

unbroken focus, by CNN or anyone else, when Bill Clinton took a bribe to pardon a rich fugitive with no

redeeming characteristics whatsoever. There was no similar indignation about contempt for the rule of

law when Obama’s Justice Department deliberately ruled that club-wielding Black Panthers intimidating

voters at a Philadelphia polling place in 2008 was acceptable, because of their color.

Then an esteemed reader sent me this head-exploding link to a Huffington Post article by a HuffPo “social

engineer”—give me a breakl—making the claim that the pardon was unconstitutional and would have a

major impact—get this— on the investigation by the special counsel. I responded to the link thusly, in part:

This is in the disgraceful category of other forced arguments that Trump has committed a “high crime”

that can’t exist, or has triggered an opportunity to remove him, like the Emoluments clause, or the
‘6

claim that it’s obstruction ofjustice” to fire someone he has the power to fire, or that there’s a

loophole to allow his election not to count....

I’ve researched this. That “social change engineer”—how can you take anything written by someone

who calls himselfthat?—is intellectually dishonest. ALL pardons cross the separation of powers. Only

impeachment is immune from a Presidential pardon, and even that is sort of misleading.

Impeachment itself isn’t a conviction for a crime.

The post is garbage, and the theory wouldn’t last two seconds in the Supreme Court. The argument

against the pardon is that it’s a bad pardon. It is unquestionably a LEGAL pardon.

Later, I read my New York Times front page article that said that the pardon is “almost certainly” legal.

Since the Times has never seen an impeachment theory it didn’t like, “almost certainly” almost certainly

means, “No way, Jose! Even we can’t concoct an argument to back this up.”

And yet a smart, observant, progressive-minded reader found the “social change engineer’s ignorant

claims persuasive! This is hate and confirmation bias run amuck, and, frankly, I’ve lost patience with it.
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The predominant approach to the Trump Presidency is that all previous standards of law, logic and

fairness have been suspended, because Hillary’s legions and the impotent Republican bunglers who let

Trump take control of their party are sofiirious that an unqualified, impulsive, narcissistic fool of

inadequate education and intellectual resources became President of the United States. Well, they haven’t

been suspended, you bitter assholes. We have laws, and processes and precedents, and no matter how

much you wish it were otherwise, you can’t make up reasons to void an election just because you really

don’t like the winner, even if you have wonderful reasons to dislike the winner (and you do).

Owning hotels is not going to become a grounds for impeachment. Stop saying it is. Using his family

members as advisors is not a high crime or misdemeanor. Saying and tweeting stupid things is not a high

crime or misdemeanor, no matter how stupid they are. Doing things that other Presidents have done

without consequences are not suddenly crimes because this President does them. The President is not

“disabled” under the terms of the 25th Amendment just because you regard not bowing down to

progressive cant and the Political Correctness Gods as proof of a mental illness. These and other biased,

irresponsible crack—brained fantasies mislead the public, waste everyone’s time and energy, and worst of

all, force me to defend a President who literally has no ethics alarms—thus getting myself accused of

being a white supremacist— because double standards are unethical per se.

Cut it out. It’s embarrassing you. It’s aggravating me. It is harming the nation and the democracy.

Meanwhile, it increases the likelihood that President Trump really will do something epicly stupid and

destructive. Just as Obama was a much worse President because the news media gave him a free pass and

the impression that he was a brilliant leader when in truth he was a feckless fraud, the news media has

squandered any ability it might have had to Trump him toward competency and responsibility by

establishing itself as a relentless, inept, partisan adversary. Good job, Journalists. You are pathetic.

If everything Trump does is horrible, nothing is. If the narrative is that his very existence is grounds for

impeachment, then the President has no comprehensible limits to what he can do. The assault, which has

gone on literally from the second he was elected, is unethical indefensible, disastrous, destructive and

incredibly stupid.

I have been, if anything, too tolerant of it. No more. This is wrong.

Share this:

y Twitter III! Linkedln [1 Facebook 3 (5 Reddit 3 Print 9 Email

Related

The Joe Arpaio Pardon

In "Ethics Alarms Award

Nominee"
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Morning Ethics Warm—

Up: 8/24/17 [UPDATED]
In ""bias makes you

stupid""

Apologia: I'm Sorry. I'm

Sorry That The Left Is

Behaving So Unethically,

And I'm REALLY SorryI

Have to Keep Writing

About It.

In "Citizenship"

73 responses to “Morning Ethics Warm-

UP-‘ 8/27/17”

Other Bill ?iQfi
August 27, 2017 at 11:33 am } 1X5:

Bravo!

Reply

, 4 “
Steve-O-ln-NJ g; m;
August 27, 2017 at 11:39 am '3“ p‘

L V 1‘

Amen.

Reply

JP

August 27, 2017 at 11:42 am

Bias makes you stupid, but if anything given enough time as the last 10 month have taught us it also

makes you an a...ole.

Reply

a ‘

Steve-O-ln-NJ F; “:3
August 27, 2017 at 1:02 pm EL“ :4

K F‘ AA
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Anyone who’s been watching the last 20 years should know that. There was plenty ofjerkassery on

both sides over the last 2 decades.

 

JP
August 27, 2017 at 1:52 pm

Well to be fair to me I’ve only been trying to check my bias for the last 12 months.

fattymoon
August 27, 2017 at 11:43 am

 

#1 Agree.

#2 Agree
91

_-.---.o.‘1-‘_‘
‘71:}.1-‘5

 

#3 Tire Fires says it best. I think it’s a metaphor... $11111111115313111E101;11:51s:tal,»"';g~;s; 11-1-1

-':-L.‘ 1_......_ _ “,1
fl??éx1xfi?1””

Tippy Scales
August 27, 2017 at 1:00 pm

 

Don’t worry about charges of right-wing bias. As far as I can see, you always call out all unethical

behavior, no matter who does it. This is one of the few sites I’ve found that is fair and balanced to all

sides. That’s why I come here so often: To get a whiff of sanity in this hyper-partisan environment

we’re in right now.

And you hate John Lennon’s “Imagine” to boot!

Don’t you ever change.

\“1_‘ ‘ _

K103

T111311 . Y“ ?\11. “41$_~.‘.., \N‘x'fi‘ \- ‘~. \\‘»?‘S:\\
1‘1 1111.11 111.11 .1 11111.11

August 27, 2017 at 1:08 pm

 

I am the author of “Item #1” in Jack’s Morning Ethics Warm-Up for Aug 27 2017. For the record, here

is the content of the email I sent him, which instigated Jack’s response:
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Jack —

:3.
Ive been following your website (11191111111111111111111111111) since I “discovered” it a couple of months

ago. Its About page is especially lucid andIuring.

The problem is, your posts don’t live up to the About advertisement. Specifically, the About page

speaks only about whole-life ethics (a very laudable goal, what I was looking for), but says nothing

about partisan/political rants. Yet, it seems like that’s what the website does, and only that. Further,

everything you say appears to be entirely one-sided (right/conservative/republican is good, left/liberal

/democrat is bad).

Is that the way you really see things? Or am I missing something?

ThX.

— Walter Tuvell (PhD, Math, MIT & U.Chicago — i.e., “not-a-crank”)

I counter-respond as follows:

First: I am not an “academic” (well-educated, yes, but worklife has been in the computer industry).

Nor am I an American leftist, sycophant, familiar, university, show business, news media, etc. Rather,

I’m just a guy looking for serious ethical guidance in uncertain times, of the sort Jack

mentlons/advert1ses on his About page (11111111:: 1111111 111111.1111111111111111).

Second: My note was not, I think, an “accusation,” but rather an “observation,” based on the deviance

of the website’s content vs. the wording of its About page. Granted I’m a relatively new reader, so don’t

have the benefit oflong-term familiarity, but from what I’ve seen to date, everything has decidedly

political/partisan, in one particular direction (from left to right). That seems biasedly unbalanced

(black-and-white, no gray) to me.

Third: I maintain a website documenting a major cultural/governmental (but not “political/partisan”)

phenomenon affecting many thousands of Americans yearly, namely Judicial Misconduct

(1111112351?111111111111111111111511.313$). THAT’S the sort of thing I wonder what an non-political/partisan

(though legally tra1ned/savvy) ethicist thinks about. Start, say, with the “Smoking Gun”a
. 1 - \1 ~ \:. \ \'\"‘I :\ \:. —1.1.111 1.1. 1.1.1.111 -1 1, 1.1.1111. . 1 . 1 1

.‘1:‘1:1:-.)1.»‘.' 11- 1.1151131.:1111'.‘1".‘1:\1.1‘.~"1‘.1~1: 1:11.51... ‘1::~\:‘.‘.i1-1“‘:\\‘.1“I:El :13 3111: 11.11;.‘1 \.‘1.‘1.'_'1‘1-'_‘1:~"S“C\\‘fi-I'TN.‘1‘1.‘11“1E”
;

\\\\\\
“1.051: .11

— Walter Tuvell
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August 27, 2017 at 2:2 4; "
U B

 

Thanks, Walter. I was hoping you would post.

August 27, 2017 at 2:27 pm

 

And sorry for the mistake regarding your erudition. I come from a tradition where only

scholars and academics attach their degrees and alma mater to their name. I know I don’t.

h ‘-
~ ~ {)1“ \ ‘.‘
.\\\::.-‘t\,-

Alex
August 27, 2017 at 4:27 pm

 

Hello Walter!

Welcome. I hope you enjoy it here. Jack has built a really nice place in here where there is genuine

diversity of viewpoints and debate is almost always rational. We may seem like a rough crowd

sometimes but there is a real feeling of a community that cares about ethical issues.

Red Pill Ethics
August 28, 2017 at 9:11 am

 

I mean it’s nice of you to respond Walter, but Jack very clearly presented his case for why the

ethics criticisms have been so one way — a large and sustained breakdown of ethics and reason in

the left with many supporting examples. Ifyou respond to anything I’d be most interested in

hearing your response to that. Maybe something along the lines of an equivalent large and

sustained breakdown of ethics and reason in the right with many supporting examples. If you can

provide a good argument for that, then I’d 100% agree that the one sided coverage appears to show

an ideological bent. If you can’t... then maybe an apology is in order.

Chris
August 28, 2017 at 9:24 am

 

The election of Donald Trump was a massive failure of ethics on the right.
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August 28, 2017 at 9:32 am

  

Quit this tired argument.

It has been made absolutely clear that the ENTIRE election, Democrat side as well, was an

ethics failure.

That your side continues to pretend like Hillary wasn’t as horrible of an option as Trump

(the two of them having their own uniquely horrible qualities) is just further

demonstration that your side has no self—awareness or accountability.

“1‘; ‘ v ‘

QEJS \‘77
/“

1

Chris
August 28, 2017 at 3:01 pm

 

I’m not the one dodging accountability here. I agree that leftists bear some blame in

helping getting Donald Trump elected. But the primary responsibility for electing

Trump has to go to the people who elected him. Just as the primary responsibility for

electing Clinton, had she won, would have gone to Clinton voters. Republicans had 16

other choices, only one or two ofwhich would have been as unethical a choice as

Trump. They chose Trump. This was an ethics failure at the highest levels of the

Republican party, as well as on the level of voters. Democrats played a part in that

failure, but the primary responsibility lies with Republicans.

\ “1. 1 _
A‘x‘c. 1: : \_.=

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 1:24 pm

 

Red Pill Ethics: You say I should “apologize” if I don’t provide a case for (an examples of) large

and sustained breakdown of ethics and reason on the right.

I have no idea what you’re talking about. It is not ME who supports OR denies any breakdown

of ethics/reason on the left OR right. Thought, that appears to be what (all?) others here care

about.

With the few short notes I’ve posted here, I’ve made it clear (but I’ll repeat again) that I care

nothing about partisan politics, be it under the guise of “ethics” or just plain naked pot-calling-

kettle-black. And I certainly won’t apologize for that.
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To the contrary, I tuned into this site in the hope/expectation of finding a discussion of ethics,

without the smokescreen of partisan politics clouding the air. I even proposed a topic, Judicial

Misconduct, with examples(\Nn SS). But no takers. Such things appear

not to be what this site is about.

4‘ mn‘n‘.‘ -‘ mum A“sanxstgagm 1‘‘8

August 28, 2017 at 1:34 pm

 

“Such things appear not to be what this site is about.”

Then you should take the time to avail yourself of the 1000s of posts Jack has composed

over the decade plus of his discussion group.

Jack isn’t partisan or biased. It’s just demonstrative ofhow far off the rails the Left has

gone in it’s unethical conduct post election. And Jack IS frank about his view their their

current insurrectionist and counter-constitutional mindset and conduct ARE the gravest

threat to our nation.

So of course they seem to get more coverage. But that isn’t a bias problem of Jack’s.

I “.
11

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 1:45 pm

 

I’ve already disclaimed my inexperience with this site, being a new-ish user of only a

couple months’ standing. Unfortunately, from what I’m seeing, it’s doubtful that

“taking the time” of absorbing the whole past of the site, as you suggest, will disabuse

me of my initial assessments.

For, what you just wrote (and which you claim is representative of the site) is itself

quintessential troll-like partisanship: “Everything Jack/we say is non-partisan, because

the Left has gone unethically off the rails in their insurrectionist/counter-constitutional

mindset/conduct, representing a grave threat to the nation.”

 

So you’re not going to even try?

Good strategy.
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rm
,
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.

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 1:52 pm

 

Correct. The whole partisan politics thing is tiresome/boring, and I have no dog

in that fight. I just don’t care about that whole “I-am-not, you-are-so” scene,

from any direction. Silly.

“:‘5m
.1‘.- .\

A‘CV;

\ .

Mk .V m 13-1131: :1 s§.\u}2\ ihfifigfgxb n?

August 28, 2017 at 1:56 pm

 

Suit yourself.

 

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 4:11 pm

 

Oh Come On, Jack, I did NOT “choose that precise issue,” and you know

it. I wrote a private note to you about “am I missing something,” in

thinking I was seeing mostly partisan-politics-pretending-to-be-ethics.

THAT’S the “topic” I chose (expecting a simple private respose).

Instead, it got twisted (intentionally?).

The topic of THIS (“silliness”) subthread is that some people think I

should give some sort of apology, and/or some sort of

arguments/examples about how the Left is better than the Right in

some sense — “as if” I’m some kind of Leftist and believe that — because

somehow I got tagged with being some sort of Leftist in some sense. But

I’ve made no proclamations/hints whatsoever about being any such

thing. Perhaps this happened because I was misperceived initially as an

“academic,” and some people somehow lump “academics” into the Left.

Though in fact I’ve long disavowed being either Right or Left, and care

nothing about it, because it’s a silly tempest-in-a—teapot.
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Why are you (and others) pretending otherwise?

i"! ._“ .
~ ~ {)1 \ .‘
.nyL-‘t‘;

Chris
August 28, 2017 at 4:24 pm

 

Walt, some advice from one of this blog’s leftists: Move on. Jack’s

blog is very valuable to me, and has taught me a lot about ethics.

From my perspective most of his posts lately have been about

politics, but that’s because politics are a great window into the ethics

of a country, especially at this moment in time. I *do* agree with

you that Jack, like all people, has a bias, and I think he’s been less

careful about mitigating that bias lately. But I’ve made a case for

that when I’ve seen it, whereas you have just repeated it without

really citing evidence for it. If you choose to stick around I hope you

will do the same, but right now you’re going in circles trying to

justify your original comment, which, to me, was overly broad and

unsupported.

 

Walt, I’m not obligated to do this, but just for you, I picked the last full month of

the blog, and kept score, running backwards, regarding whether a post criticized

the left or the right. In doing so, I ignored the Daily updates, since they are mixed

topics, and also decided to place criticism of President Trump down as criticism of

the right, as he is technically a Republican. I did not score posts that did not involve

politicians, government, new reporting or public policy debates.

I stopped after checking 16 posts, when the score was 8 to 8. I have done this

before, with similar results. I’m sure, indeed I know, that there are periods when

the balance is not this close, but I picked July 2017 at random. My survey simply

does not support your claim. Neither would your own survey.

People are wedded to their own world View, come here, see that i designate some

position that they have an emotional attachment to as based on unethical

principles, and default to bias as an explanation.

Your claim is simply unsupportable on the facts, as is the claim that the blog is

primarily political in nature. As I often note, the fact that the Left has inexplicably

bundled issues and made it part of its cant does not make rejection of one of those
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issues partisan or political. Saying that illegal immigrants should get a free pass to

the benefits of citizenship isn’t liberal, it’s idiotic and wrong. Holding that gay

Americans shouldn’t have all attendant rights of citizenship isn’t a conservative

position, it’s an ignorant position.

You can believe what you choose; most people do. But I work extremely hard to

avoid exactly the kind of bias you accuse me of, and I stand by the results. I am not

always right, but when I am wrong, it is not because of partisan bias.

rm
,

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 4:27 pm

 

Unfortunately, you’re misrepresenting me (see initial email) again, because all

you doing is “keeping Left/Right score.” I don’t care about Left/Right anything!

What I care about is Ethics per se, as opposed to partisan political rants of any

kind, which is what appears to dominate this site (and seemingly from the

Right=Good point of view, but that’s a sub-observation, not the main theme of

my interest).

I was initially attracted to you because you’re trained/savvy in the law, and I

wanted to ask you opinion about the ethics of Judicial Misconduct, specifically

in the sense of institutional abuse of the Summary Judgment process (e.g.,

r‘ “4‘. . 3- 5 h :«1: rs} «\‘Evp 3 p Anv; “3 Pun“ \ q-\ 3-5.4.“ QaQ-ii ' viii. {)0 :‘hi-‘TFC‘ ‘ii‘ETR/S 1
.x! -.~\..-,.- ,2 :\.c.-.\:\‘.::u...~\nm-An u...:.x\.>a..~.~.;3.- <.~-:1..\.~.-\-.:\..:\,o..- $\- .\;« \'.\.\‘.~.x».x.~(“

r
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You’ve done nothing to address that, and nobody on this site appears to have

any inclination to so.

Fair enough. But at least please be straightforward about it, instead of twisting

what I’m saying beyond all recognition.

n. 4
m? 2W:w

.‘

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 5:08 pm

 

Oh, and another thing: Why in the world did I ever think that Jack (and by

extension this blog/website) might be interested in Judicial Misconduct?

Why, because it’s advertised on the About page, of course: “I [Jack] specialize in

legal ethics ...”

‘\ 2 .- v:\-‘\ *2.1 mph.
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August 28, 2017 at 5:23 pm

 

You sound more and more like another incarnation of a guy who would

frequent this blog beating on ONE topic and ONE topic only...every thread

that guy began seemed “new” but ended up ALWAYS redirecting to

Supreme Court malfeasance and Judicial misconduct...

Hm.

He’d always get banned...

Then he’d always come back under another name.

‘\ :.. “a q
i‘mitfiyA

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 5:54 pm

 

Oh, yes. Damnation by (invalid) innuendo. Trying to twist my one-and-

only post into a multiplicity of “threads.” Very clever/subtle/bogus.

NOT.

 
Or, you could search for judicial ethics, or judges, right on the blog! The last

judicial conduct post was 35:33:33: exm a :rsmm‘iiz They come up when
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they come up.
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August 28, 2017 at 5:30 pm
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August 28, 2017 at 6:0 \1 “
U B

 

ATI‘ENTION: Walt Tuvell is banned from commenting here.

I don’t even care to spend any more time on him, but I’ll give some

background. He sandbagged me. He submitted nothing but whiny posts

denying that he had accused Ethics Alarms ofbeing obsessed with partisan

political topics, then denied he had done that, then said the all he was

looking for was a discussion of a judicial conduct issue (but did this initially

with a link in a comment to another commenter, causing me to miss it) then

just posted a comment saying that the blog advertised itself as covering

judicial misconduct and doesn’t (there are dozens ofjudicial ethics posts),

and THEN, when I finally get the link to the ethics issue he says he was

seeking a reaction to—HINT: if you want a reaction to a specific issue, the

best way is to write me at amg‘;:z‘oeth£03\Ixvnet, and ask, “What do you

think about this?” If it’s a good issue, I’ll respond like a good little ethicist

and jump through your hoop.

But no, Walt began by accusing me of pure partisan bias, and issued

bitching comment after bitching comment until, finally, he actually revealed

his agenda, and GUESS WHAT?

Come on, guess!

Walt’s “issue” is about his own case, and the link goes to his single

issue website, which you can try to wade through here

The case is Tuvell v IBM, and skimming his messy post that teeters on the

edge of madness, I discern that the reason Walt is interested in judicial

misconduct is that the judge decided that his case was lousy, and dismissed

it. That obviously means that the judge is unethical.
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I was going to, as a favor to Walt, because i am a nice guy, show my good

faith by addressing his issue even though he didn’t have the courtesy or

honesty offairness to come right out and say what he wanted. Then I read

as much of the entry on his blog—which purports to be about judicial

misconduct in summaryjudgments generally, but is in fact only about his

case—as I could stand, and realized that Walt is, in technical terms—this is

an opinion, Walt, not an assertion of fact, you can’t sue me: put down the

banana— a few cherries short of a sundae. This became clear in this

passage..

Tuvell suffered severe shock/dismay/devastation, and worse. For, Tuvell

was/is a long-term victim ofwhistleblowing/bullying-instigated PTSD,

stemmingfrom previous defamatory/abusive workplace incidents he’d

experienced more than a decade previously while at another employer, but

which was since in remission (“passive”/“dormant”phase).

Knabe/Feldman’s accusation immediately caused/“triggered” Tuvell to

reexperience an acute/“active” PTSD “flashback”/relapse.

I used to get letters from people like this, long rambling things with court

cites and exclamation points. I answer phone calls from people like Walt,

and try to help them if possible, but it’s usually futile, and often they keep

calling and calling until I have to just duck the calls. And I get e-mails with

long, rambling court dicuments. This is the first time, however, someone

has abused Ethics Alarms for a personal agenda.

I’m sorry for Walt’s troubles, but he was not honest, and misrepresented his

purpose by the charming device of insulting my integrity. Obviously, he

wanted to check and see whether my sympathies would be with his cause

before submitting it for consideration. As I tell my clients, I can’t be bought,

and you take your chances.

Walt was also obviously looking for a cheap, as infree, expert opinion that

he could use in his crusade against the judge.

What an asshole! The fact that he may be a desperate asshole doesn’t justify

wasting my time, and others who responded to him and misrepresenting his

motives.

For this, Walt earns the ultimate ban. He will not be re-instated, and if he

submits one more comment having been so warned, I will delete every one

of his comments so the stench of his abuse no longer lingers here.

Can you tell that I’m ticked off?

“: :. TM\xw
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Chris
August 28, 2017 at 6:38 pm

 

Good lord.

 

My thoughts exactly.

Hal Mirlan
August 27, 2017 at 2:39 pm

 

Mr. Marshall,

I share your frustration and appreciate your continuing efforts to promote ethical behavior and civility

in hopes of preserving American democracy. Please don’t give up! Thank you! Hal Morlan

 

Here is ABC’s Sunday talking heads orgy making this single pardon into what it isn’t. What is a fair

word for this, other than stunning bias? Hysteria?

ABC

This Week

August 27, 2017

9:28:56 AM Eastern

(...)

ROLAND MARTIN: I do not want us to forget what Arpaio did: He racially profiled individuals. I’m

not dealing with the politics. He defied a court order, that’s what he did. What Trump has been doing

is pushing the racial resentment buttons of white Americans from the elections to the present day. He

was also in line with the birther who was racist and shameful, his attacks on President Obama. Trump

and Arpaio have yet to apologize for that. What is more shameful, are these conservative evangelicals

who stand with Trump, who do not condemn inhumane treatment from Arpaio. And that’s Paula
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White, that’s Jerry Farwell Jr., that’s Ralph Reed. They are more focused on the p-r-o-f—I-t of the faith,

not the p-r-o-p-h-e-t. Be prophetic voices who lead!

MATTHEW DOWD: Just to drop back a little bit on this is — Donald Trump in his desire to destabilize

the status quo, which needs reform and all that. Has gone out of his way to decimate the common

standards and the attributes of our country and the institutions of our country. Where the last two

weeks have demonstrated how much we need the institutions of our government. Charlottesville was a

demonstration of on how much we need a president that can heal, that can bring the country together

and unify, and not benefit from racial divisions in this. The hurricane that we’re in, is a demonstration

how important the institutions of the government are. And as and Donald Trump, one after another

after another, decimates those institutions, we have an inability as a country to unify and fix it.

GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Jen Psaki, you see lot of Democrats saying in the wake of this Arpaio

pardon, that what that really was was a signal to anyone who might be a target of Robert Mueller’s

investigation, “I’ve got your back.”

JEN PSAKI: Well, yes. And here’s why. The process piece of this that should be concerning to people is

one, he sought out his attorney general to see if he could get rid of the nasty piece of legal business

against his political friend. And two, the Department of Justice was not remotely involved in the

pardon, which they’ve said. That is what is very different from past presidents.

So it just furthers this belief that he lives above the law. That he doesn’t think that he’s all powerful.

That the checks and balances that have been in place for decades, hundreds of years, don’t apply to

him. And that’s concerning to people because people suspect there could be a need for more pardons

to come for over political allies.

DOWD: He ran on this law and order candidate and has done his very best to try to dent the law and

order of our country and the rule of law.

77
}

n. }.
’V /

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 3:47 pm

 

I can’t find a single line in there I find inaccurate or over-the-top, Jack.

On the other hand, your false claim that the Obama DOJ ruled the Black Panthers’ voter

intimidation as “acceptable” is ridiculously over-the-top, has no relation to reality, and is far

beneath the standards you have set for this blog.

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 3:28 pm
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Jack:

There was no similar indignation about contemptfor the rule oflaw when Obama’s Justice

Department deliberately ruled that club-wielding Black Panthers intimidating voters at a

Philadelphia polling place in 2008 was acceptable, because oftheir color.

I have much more to say on this thread, but this line reallyjumped out at me, Jack. It is blatantly

untrue. This massively misstates both the judgment in this case and the bipartisan process that led

up to it. You need to edit to update this article and issue a correction; as long as this lie stands, you are

simply confirming your friend’s allegation of partisan bias.

x": \ .x (>11 1\:1‘11» E .315

Matthew B

August 27, 2017 at 4:06 pm

 

Are you saying the US Civil rights administration is lying about the case?

11+: 5, W 4:11:13 111.1 .~'1'\."1»~':-"11'> 105111111 \W
13.2.3.3 ; \“1mhuntmka1335133.,- 13:31.»: A 1‘: \x{\‘st.-1.\.____11_131 111331;;

 

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 4:11 pm

 

I’m not reading a 232-page document. Point me to the part that supports Jack’s claim that the

Obama administration, which filed an injunction against one of the Black Panthers in this case,

found their actions “acceptable.”

'h ‘- .x 1 4)“ 1 .‘.\.\\::.§t\y

Matthew B
August 27, 2017 at 4:38 pm

 

Well there is a logicjump necessary. If someone commits illegal actions, and those with the

authority to prosecute, do not do so because they disagree with the enforcement not

because of the strength of the case, it’s not a stretch to say that those electing not to

prosecute find the conduct “acceptable.”

As to where: Start reading 1/2 way down on page 50 and read the next 9 pages. Do you

consider it acceptable for African Americans to intimidate voters? Or is it only bad if whites

do it? If you are for the latter, you’re a disgusting person.

-v~. N\ . .w.‘ ..\ 12 ,.~.\\.1:.:1\-
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Chris
August 27, 2017 at 4:43 pm

 

Well there is a logicjump necessary. Ifsomeone commits illegal actions, and those

with the authority to prosecute, do not do so

The ringleader of the intimidation was prosecuted.

because they disagree with the enforcement not because ofthe strength ofthe case, it’s

not a stretch to say that those electing not to prosecutefind the conduct “acceptable.”

The Bush administration filed a criminal case against the two Black Panthers, but

dropped it. Do you assume that the Bush administration found their actions

acceptable?

As to where: Start reading 1/2 way down on page 50 and read the next 9 pages. Do

you consider it acceptableforAfrican Americans to intimidate voters? Or is it only

bad ifwhites do it? Ifyou arefor the latter, you’re a disgusting person.

Do you beat your wife? If so, you are a disgusting person.

‘\ :.: ..‘ q
i‘mihiyA .

Matthew B
August 27, 2017 at 5:25 pm

 

You failed at the fallacy of supposition: It’s supposed to read do you still beat your

wife?

ugu t 27 2017 at 5:14 pm

 

The Panthers were indicted, had already defaulted in their trial by not showing up, and the

racialist Obama Civil Rights division deliberately withdrew the charge. If that doesn’t

signal behavior is acceptable, what else do you call it?

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 5:26 pm

  

Where are you getting your info from? The government got a default injunction against
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one ofthe Panthers after he failed to show up. I don’t know if that counts as an

“indictment,” but as far as I know it was never withdrawn. The charge against the other

Panther, who was not carrying a nightstick, was withdrawn, but I don’t believe he was

ever indicted. The case was weak; no voters who claimed to have been intimidated were

ever found. By your logic, any time the government withdraws a charge against

someone, we can accuse them of finding the underlying behavior behind the charge

“acceptable.” That isn’t reasonable.

W « m}. ‘:\.>\"‘ « ‘ ~ \‘..\c-f-sx . . A. scan “N‘sefi
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August 27, 2017 at 5:41 pm

 

The law does not require that voters claim to be intimidated. That’s a dodge (not

YOUR dodge, but the dodge that was used at the time.) I don’t want to relitigate

this one again; I wrote about it a lot at the time. It was a pure, race-based decision,

with Perez taking the position that blacks doing what whites had been charged with

and punished for doing was not worth addressing when the perps were black. This

signaled the racial bias that would poison the entire Obama administration for

eight years, and sowed the seeds that bloomed into the disastrous racial divide we

have now.

This was a per se and undeniable violation.

*2

 
Chris
August 27, 2017 at 5:43 pm

 

Why did the Bush administration drop their criminal case?
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August 27, 2017 at 6:00 pm

 

Here was the account by J. Christian Adams, a civil rights attorney who

resignedfrom DOJ over the case:

On the day President Obama was elected, armed men wearing the black

berets and jackboots of the New Black Panther Party were stationed at the

entrance to a polling place in Philadelphia. They brandished a weapon and

intimidated voters and p011 watchers. After the election, the Justice

Department brought a voter-intimidation case against the New Black

Panther Party and those armed thugs. I and other Justice attorneys

diligently pursued the case and obtained an entry of default after the

defendants ignored the charges. Before a final judgment could be entered in

May 2009, our superiors ordered us to dismiss the case.

The New Black Panther case was the simplest and most obvious Violation of

federal law I saw in my Justice Department career. Because of the corrupt

nature of the dismissal, statements falsely characterizing the case and, most

of all, indefensible orders for the career attorneys not to comply with lawful

subpoenas investigating the dismissal, this month I resigned my position as

a Department of Justice (DOJ) attorney.

The federal voter-intimidation statutes we used against the New Black

Panthers were enacted because America never realized genuine racial

equality in elections. Threats of violence characterized elections from the

end ofthe Civil War until the passage ofthe Voting Rights Act in 1965.

Before the Voting Rights Act, blacks seeking the right to vote, and those

aiding them, were victims of violence and intimidation. But unlike the

Southern legal system, Southern violence did not discriminate. Black voters

were slain, as were the white champions of their cause. Some of the bodies

were tossed into bogs and in one case in Philadelphia, Miss., they were

buried together in an earthen dam.

Based on my firsthand experiences, I believe the dismissal of the Black

Panther case was motivated by a lawless hostility toward equal enforcement

ofthe law. Others still within the department share my assessment. The

department abetted wrongdoers and abandoned law-abiding citizens

victimized by the New Black Panthers. The dismissal raises serious

questions about the department’s enforcement neutrality in upcoming

midterm elections and the subsequent 2012 presidential election.
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The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights has opened an investigation into the

dismissal and the DOJ’s skewed enforcement priorities. Attorneys who

brought the case are under subpoena to testify, but the department ordered

us to ignore the subpoena, lawlessly placing us in an unacceptable legal

limbo.

The assistant attorney general for civil rights, Tom Perez, has testified

repeatedly that the “facts and law” did not support this case. That claim is

false. If the actions in Philadelphia do not constitute voter intimidation, it is

hard to imagine what would, short of an actual outbreak of violence at the

polls. Let’s all hope this administration has not invited that outcome

through the corrupt dismissal.

Most corrupt of all, the lawyers who ordered the dismissal — Loretta King,

the Obama-appointed acting head of the Civil Rights Division, and Steve

Rosenbaum — did not even read the internal Justice Department

memorandums supporting the case and investigation. Just as Attorney

General Eric H. Holder Jr. admitted that he did not read the Arizona

immigration law before he condemned it, Mr. Rosenbaum admitted that he

had not bothered to read the most important department documents

detailing the investigative facts and applicable law in the New Black Panther

case. Christopher Coates, the former Voting Section chief, was so outraged

at this dereliction of responsibility that he actually threw the memos at Mr.

Rosenbaum in the meeting where they were discussing the dismissal of the

case. The department subsequently removed all of Mr. Coates’

responsibilities and sent him to South Carolina.

Mr. Perez also inaccurately testified to the House Judiciary Committee that

federal “Rule 11” required the dismissal of the lawsuit. Lawyers know that

Rule 11 is an ethical obligation to bring only meritorious claims, and such a

charge by Mr. Perez effectively challenges the ethics and professionalism of

the five attorneys who commenced the case. Yet the attorneys who brought

the case were voting rights experts and would never pursue a frivolous

matter. Their experience in election law far surpassed the experience of the

officials who ordered the dismissal.

Some have called the actions in Philadelphia an isolated incident, not

worthy of federal attention. To the contrary, the Black Panthers in October

2008 announced a nationwide deployment for the election. We had

indications that polling-place thugs were deployed elsewhere, not only in

November 2008, but also during the Democratic primaries, where they

targeted white Hillary Rodham Clinton supporters. In any event, the law

clearly prohibits even isolated incidents of voter intimidation.
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Others have falsely claimed that no voters were affected. Not only did the

evidence rebut this claim, but the law does not require a successful effort to

intimidate; it punishes even the attempt.

Most disturbing, the dismissal is part of a creeping lawlessness infusing our

government institutions. Citizens would be shocked to learn about the open

and pervasive hostility within the Justice Department to bringing civil

rights cases against nonwhite defendants on behalf of white victims. Equal

enforcement ofjustice is not a priority of this administration. Open

contempt is voiced for these types of cases.

Some of my co-workers argued that the law should not be used against

black wrongdoers because ofthe long history of slavery and segregation.

Less charitable individuals called it “payback time.” Incredibly, after the

case was dismissed, instructions were given that no more cases against

racial minorities like the Black Panther case would be brought by the Voting

Section.

Refusing to enforce the law equally means some citizens are protected by

the law while others are left to be victimized, depending on their race. Core

American principles of equality before the law and freedom from racial

discrimination are at risk. Hopefully, equal enforcement of the law is still a

point of bipartisan, if not universal, agreement. However, after my

experience with the New Black Panther dismissal and the attitudes held by

officials in the Civil Rights Division, I am beginning to fear the era of

agreement over these core American principles has passed.

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 6:02 pm

 

J. Christian Adams? Seriously?

Why don’t I just use Media Matters to rebut him, since we’re using

biased partisan hacks as trustworthy sources for information now?

I know you can do better than this because I’ve watched you do better

than this.
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That’s just ad hominem, Chris. This occurred before anyone heard

ofAdams. In part, this episode made him a conservative blogger. He

is a lawyer, He testified under oath. His view should be respected.

It’s what he saw, and how he saw it. That doesn’t mean he’s right in

all respects. he was accurate regarding the process timeline, which

was what you asked about, no?

But what he wrote was before OPR (the office of professional

responsibility) filed its report, which Iwrote about here I

concluded,

One of the reasons the incident generated so many articles is

that there were multiple ethical issues involved: the original

decision, the media’s immediate reaction of assuming the critics

were politically motivated, the intellectual dishonesty and deceit

of some pro-Administration flacks in describing the incident as

“trumped up,” the late coverage of the story by papers like the

Washington Post, ultimately condemned by the paper’s own

ombudsman, and more. In my View, the eagerness of the media

to bury the story was more disturbing than the allegations

themselves.

The 0PM report, thorough as always, reviews its investigation

and concludes that there was not, in fact, a race-based decision

made regarding the two men, and that whether or not the

Justice Department made the right call, it was a good faith call

that was defensible under the facts.

Case closed. I’ve read the report; you can too, if you like, here.

Already, I have read accusations on various blogs that it is a

whitewash: this is utter nonsense. 0PM is independent, and

exists to root out unethical attorney conduct in the U.S.

Government, not to protect it. The report is thorough, covers all

sides and allegations, and is scrupulously fair.

The fact that the allegations were shown to be unsupportable,

however, does not in any way vindicate those who tried to ignore

the seriousness of the allegations and pretend that there was

nothing to investigate. There was a prima facie case of biased

enforcement that, like many prima facie cases prosecuted every

day, could not be proven with the available evidence. I continue

to believe, having read the report, that while the handling of the

case was not unethical and was in good faith, it was

spectacularly stupid, and unnecessarily sowed distrust in the
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Obama Justice Department.

That was written 6 years ago. Now that I have seen how the Justice

Department behaved in the following years, I’m less sanguine about

the CPR report. I wouldn’t call it a whitewash, but it relied on the

good faith of Perez and others, and I have learned that Perez

especially should not be trusted.

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 6:43 pm

 

Jack, if I cited Media Matters to rebut you, I’d expect you wouldn’t

waste your time reading it. That’s how I feel about Adams. Call that

ad hominem all you like; I’ve read his accounts of the incident

before, and I have come to the conclusion that he’s a dishonest

person.

Your previous analysis is far more fair, and I don’t think you’ve

provided anything to support your claim in this article that the DOJ

” ruled that club-wielding Black Panthers intimidating voters at a

Philadelphia polling place in 2008 was acceptable, because of their

color.”

If a lefty responded to Trump’s pardoning of Arpaio by saying

“Trump ruled that Arpaio’s targeting of Latinos was acceptable,

because of their color,” you’d take that as evidence of Trump

Derangement Syndrome. And yet you fall into Obama Derangement

Syndrome here.

 

No, actually I’m pretty sure Trump does think profiling Hispanics to

find illegal immigrants is acceptable, and that is one ofthe messages

the pardon sends. Just like Obama pardoning drug sellers in part

sends the message that drug use is acceptable. Anytime anyone is

pardoned, there are ancillary messagaes, real or perceived.

Chris
August 28, 2017 at 9:23 am
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Fair response, Jack, but the Black Panthers were not pardoned.

Chris marschner
August 27, 2017 at 9:34 pm

 

Page 92. Doj filed suit. Not contested by Shabazz. Court issues default judgement for DOJ

then DOJ withdraws dropping all sanctions.

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 11:17 pm

 

No, they did not drop *all* sanctions, and page 92 doesn’t say they did.

Chris
August 27, 2017 at 3:44 pm   
The man is an academic, so one might expect a littlefairness and circumspection, but then, the man

is an academic. His description is infactual opposition to the contents ofthe blog (I’m trying to think

ofthe last Republican leader, conservative or otherwise, I designated as “good” , butI knowfrom

whence the impression arises: thefact that the entire American Left, along with its sycophants and

familiars, the universities, show business and the news media, have gone completely ofi'the ethics

rails since November 8, 2016. I don’t know how else I am supposed to address that. It would have

been nice,for balance’s sake, ifa conservative cast ofwhite actors in, say, a hit musical called “The

Ray Coniijtory” had stepped out ofcharacter and harassed, say, Chuck Shumer, but this didn’t

happen. Ifit had, I would have treated that breach oftheater ethics exactly as I did the cast of

Hamilton’s harassment ofMike Pence. (I would not, however, have been attackedfor doing so by my

theater colleagues, and no, I haven’tforgotten, and I’m notforgiving.)

I have no doubt this is true.

Ifa GOPfigure workingfor CNN as an analyst, say, Jejfrey Lord, had used his connections at the

network toforward debate questions to Donald Trump and then lied about it when he was caught

red—handed, I would have eagerly written about it in highly critical terms—but the Republicans

didn’t cheat. Donna Brazile and the Democrats did.
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I have no doubt this is true.

But when Don Trump Jr. was caught red-handed attempting to get dirt on Hillary Clinton from what

he was told was the Russian government, you said it was no big deal.

then pressuredperformers not to allow the new President the privilege ofa star—studded, up-beat

inauguration to unify the nation, and ifa large contingent ofRepublican Congressmen had

boycotted the ceremony, saying that they did not consider Hillary as “legitimate President,”Ethics

Alarms would have been unmatched in expressing its contempt and condemnation.

I have no doubt this is true.

But when Donald Trump decided to boycott the White House Correspondents’ Dinner, you said this

was an ethical decision.

Ifconservatives were trying to limitfree speech according to what they considered “hateful,” a step

toward dictatorship ifthere ever was one, I would be among thefirst to declare them a menace to

society. They haven’t advocated such restrictions, however.

Conservatives have also advocated many restrictions on free speech. For instance, the ban on doctors

asking about guns in Florida. Threats to take away funding for colleges that perform plays

conservatives don’t like. Trump’s threat to open up the libel laws.

What was the party—there wasjust one— ofthe mayors who announced that citizens holding certain

views should get out oftown?

What party was the president who said that citizens who protested against him should be

investigated? What party was the president who said the press was “the enemy of the people,” which

you called an ethical statement?

I have no doubt that you would have condemned Republicans for doing the same things the

Democrats did in the statements above. I also have no doubt that if Democrats did some of the things I

just talked about Republicans doing, you would have absolutely condemned them, even though you

did not condemn the Republicans in those cases. If Chelsea Clinton had attended a meeting with the

expectation that she was going to get damning intel on Trump from the Russian government, I think

you would see that as a major scandal. If President Obama had refused to attend the WHCA because

Fox News would be there, and called them “the enemy of the people,” I think you would have seen that

as a threat to the First Amendment and evidence of an embarrassingly thin skin.

So I think that while the reader who e-mailed you is overstating their case, you do show evidence of a

bias against the Left.

2. I’m still awaiting the apologies and acknowledgement ofmy predictive abilitiesfrom all ofmy

friends who chided mefor suggesting that the Confederateflag and statuary-focused historical

airbrushing mania would shoot down the slippery slope to threaten the Founders and more. CNN

political commentator andformer Congressional Black Caucus directorAngela Ryeproclaimed on
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CNN that the country must tear down all memorials and likenesses ofGeorge Washington and

Thomas Jejferson. Rye said on CNN that “George Washington was a slaveowner. Whether we think

they were protecting Americanfreedom or not, he wasn’tprotecting myfreedom.”

Her ignorance and arrogance is staggering. Naturally, no one on CNNhad the integrity, historical

perspective, courage or wit to explain why her position is destructive andfoolish. Hey, but it’s all

right! There’s no slippery slope!

That a few people start making dumb arguments using the same talking points as other, better

arguments, does not mean that the worst-case scenarios of a slippery slope will come to pass. There

are pedophiles who use similar talking points as the LGBT community used to argue that pedophilia

should be legalized. Does that mean gay rights are a “slippery slope” that naturally lead to tolerance of

pedophilia?

3. Now here’s a rant:

As I explained in the previous post, the President’s pardon ofanti-immigration zealot Joe Arpaio

was ill-considered and a poor use ofthe pardon power. To say, however, that the attacks on it are

wildly disproportionate to its actual impact is an epic understatement. The crime Arpaio was

convicted ofis a misdemeanor. The sentence is light. He is 85 years old, and there is no chance ofhim

repeating the crime—criminal contempt—or doing anyfurther harm, other than shooting ofhis

mouth, Joe’s specialty.

The response isn’t about what J0e has been convicted of, it’s about everything he’s gotten away with.

He faked an assassination attempt against himself. He tortured people in his jails. Dozens of people

died in his jails as a result of the conditions. He ignored sex crimes to focus on targeting Latinos. He

had critics arrested. Trump’s pardon ofArpaio signals his approval of all of this.

Yes, the pardon was legal, and liberals who say otherwise are idiots. But outrage is absolutely

appropriate here.

an

, ,,,,,, a,,,,,$3 ,,,,, 2
E rm :Isaac :3 a Ks
E 3% \i E

August 27, 2017 at 9:25 pm «19 \“ :“ hag

Sure, the minimum amount of outrage, maybe. It’s pretty well accepted now that Presidents

pardon people who are convicted of crimes. That’s kinda the point.

You may recall that Bill Clinton pardoned over 400 convicted criminals, including his scoundrel

brother (who proceeded to go out and drive drunk within a year), people who fell on their sword to

protect him in the Whitewater scandal, terrorist bombers, tax frauds, Democrat Congressman

child pornographers and embezzlers from the government, a guy who stole millions of dollars that

was supposed to go to starving people in Iraq, various people who had given Bill and his wife

money over the years, friends, associates, kidnappers, drug cartel guys, money launderers, etc.
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Either you want the President to be able to pardon people, or you don’t. But we’re WAY past

accepting that a President might use the power ofthe pardon in a myriad of shady and unethical

ways. Clinton pretty much covered the entire spectrum of them, and was (after a lot of

handwringing) found to have been within his rights.

W. . “i .
R0133)“

Red Pill Ethics
August 28, 2017 at 9:34 am

 

I’m gonna be honest I only skimmed this response but at least aprt of it was so wrong that I felt

compelled to respond.

“Conservatives have also advocated many restrictions on free speech. For instance, the ban on

doctors asking about guns in Florida. Threats to take away funding for colleges that perform plays

conservatives don’t like. Trump’s threat to open up the libel laws.”

No conservatives don’t advocate restrictions of free speech you hack. This is a blatant

mischaracterization.A single state (my home state of Florida) passed a stupid bill that censored a

single extremely narrow and easily identifiable topic. That law was subsequently struck down with

absolutely no protest or rioting from the right. That’s a *far* cry from the comically vague hate

speech that mayors, governers, congressmen, senators, and the base from every corner of liberal

America actively push for and occasionally riot over when they don’t get their way. I also recall that

Jack criticized the law here.

I’m not familiar with the theater thing and I threw a few google searches at with nothing to show

for it. If you shoot me a link I’ll check it out.

As for Trump’s libel nonsense, I’ll also need a link but I can guess what it was about. In the end

though Trump is Trump and actions speak louder than his half formed thoughts. What actions has

he taken to stifle freedom of speech in the US and when have those actions been widely embraced

by the conservative base? I’m betting not a lot and hardly ever. Compare that to the Obama’s

administration where the hate speech witch hunt would occasionally rear it’s ugly head to

thunderous applause from across the left.

Chris
August 28, 2017 at 2:55 pm

 

No conservatives don’t advocate restrictions offree speech you hack

...I just showed you that they have, and in response, you didn’t provide any argument that they

haven’t; you just said they haven’t done so to the same degree as the left. I agree.
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Let me repeat that: I agree that the majority of threats to free speech, at this moment in time,

are coming from the left.

Reply

74 AMatthew B XEé’}
August 27, 2017 at 3:46 pm {130$}.

2

Mike Rowe (of “Dirty Job” fame) recently dealt With a similar attack where he was accused of being a

white supremacist in a massive logical fallacy. His response is pretty impressive:

https://wmv.facebook.com/TthealMikeRowc/posts/1639271342749669

This is truly a derangement syndrome on the part of many people. They’ve had all logical reasoning

overridden by emotion and can’t discuss anything rationally.

Reply

Wayne
August 27, 2017 at 4:02 pm

Jack I dedicate this song to the mainstream media, the Democratic Party, NBA, and liberal academics

everywhere:

 

Honesty Billy Joel

  
 

Reply
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walttuvell
August 27, 2017 at 5:18 pm

  

Right, Jack, you don’t “wear you credentials on your sleeve,” to your credit, which I generally agree

with (though your bio does indicate you’re a “Harvie (Harvard),” whereas I’m a “Techie (MIT)”). I only

appended the “not-a-crank disclaimer” as a prophylactic, because “on the Internet, nobody knows
’ ’3 N w :2 <3. r :- 1 “H ‘ an .N .1 .k ‘ _‘ N \' _ .,

s a- “H \-- ; _‘ -3~.-- -.-;~. 1“. - -:~ -. V- N“\ . -|~.-. Wv- ;\ \sn vs a. I ~\- ‘3 v“. -;a- 'r‘ . ,. -\.-a .- \\"-‘-.'\\ -,-“ ."\‘fi~>.x. .you re a dog 2111-3935: ,~ :.:.:.\mm:.§t.-\1:a..s_ng;; what: \321 3.2.1:.- 112111 {11.1. Inuhnfl» mum :1 mm: «m

 

The point being, that some sort of cred-establishment is more-or-less required upon an initial

encounter, esp. on the Internet, where “everybody is a troll, until proven otherwise” (just like in Court,

“everybody is a liar, until proven otherwise”).

  

August 27, 2017 at 5:29 pm

I know. Sorry, I was teasing. I am unusually anti-credentials. Some ofthe wisest, smartest people I

know have none, and some of the biggest fools have an alphabet after their names. I am also

disgusted with scholars, academics and alleged smart people right now. I shouldn’t have taken it

out on you.

I apologize, Walt; you didn’t deserve the snark,

Just for that, you can call me partisan again.

‘irx

, {gg'sw\
Sue Dumm $813:

; \ §:;:§s:1§:\\;
August 27, 2017 at 8:14 pm §§§§Q

Partisan? I’ll call you a Glaive, or a Guisarme!

Steve-O-ln-NJ ; ‘ ' “ ;
E \1 Vi

August 28, 2017 at 10:22 am :m 3.1%}. \v

k§ ,,,,,bf“:

You’ve just been poleaxed.

Eternal optometrlst
August 27, 2017 at 9:47 pm
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In court, a person is not a liar until proven otherwise. In fact, just the opposite. There are jury

instructions that you should assume witnesses are telling the truth until you have evidence to the

contrary.

"x 3 “i .
.3‘13‘35‘3333“

walttuvell
August 28, 2017 at 7:26 am

  

Are you, perhaps, referring to the aphorism (not “jury instruction”) that “the accused is

presumed innocent until proven guilty” (‘31333‘3335 3533333333333:33333333333;A

{3_..~"'333‘3333133‘333332333::3___.3:3:2"“___3:333:333313—333333)? If so, then you’re misinterpreting what I (intended to) say,u
,

71
11
C

and we’re actually in agreement. For, what we’re both saying amounts to “the burden of proof

is on the prosecution/claimant” — i.e., “the prosecutor/claimant (not the accused) is presumed

to be lying, until they provide proof of what they’re saying (to some standard, e.g., ‘beyond a

reasonable doubt’)”.

t'
fl.

: 3%: $33 :

Isaac 33% $33
E \ \3 z: $3 :3 .August 27,2017 at 5:31 pm :3 igmi

It WOULD be nice ifwe could claim a moral equivalency and not have to single out one side for most

ofthe outlandish behavior. It would be nice, if:

-Thousands of conservative rioters, most ofwhom didn’t even vote, had wrecked several American

cities in anger after the election of President Obama.

-Millions of Men’s Right’s Activist alt-righters had swarmed Washington and other large cities with

their junk hanging out, dragging kids along and holding nasty signs, wearing penis-hats, and then left

mountains of trash and junk all over the streets for public servants to clean up.

-Thousands of people were dying in cruel attacks all over the world perpetuated by Bible-thumping,

Christian fundamentalists, targeting completely innocent families and children. And with the tacit

approval of somewhere between 15-35% of all self—identifying Christians. And with Rightist politicians,

local governments, and celebrities insisting that being too concerned about this was definitely anti-

Christian and therefore racist.

-Universities and corporations were singling out Left-wing points of view, even fairly moderate ones,

and banning them from public platforms under flimsy pretenses.

-Right-wingers were using major news outlets to campaign against the very idea of free speech and a

marketplace of ideas, insisting that the government and corporations should be allowed to decide
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arbitrarily what ideas and people should be allowed to be heard.

-The Tea Party was pooping on police cars, blocking streets, and hiding rapes within their ranks from

the police, instead ofjust having a bunch of potlucks and peaceful meetings.

If THAT were the case, than I wouldn’t have to look like a “partisan hack” for pointing out the obvious:

that there are massive differences in scale between the crazy Right and the crazy Left right now.

Au ust 27, 2017 at 7:16 In E ‘3:\ sax 3e
g p m

l
;

Hahaha, this is pretty good sarcasm!

‘\ 1
$\th:1

4
w

,
W" V“ “§“‘?~‘s‘\1%,»3‘31 “$31\3- 1-1}

August 28, 2017 at 9:39 am

 

I don’t it was sarcasm. It’s a valid point made that the vast majority of political misbehavior

since Trump’s election has been from the Left.

And the Left does not care.

‘bx

I5.

September 12, 2017 at 1:22 pm

 

AND they say the right ‘acts just like that’
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Superior Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
County of Middlesex

Walter Tuvell
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867

Plaintiff, Pro Se

v.

Jack Marshall
2707 Westminster Place
Alexandria, VA 22305

Defendant, Pro Se

Case №     1781CV02701    

TRANSCRIPT OF
ORAL ARGUMENT

(ANNOTATED)

INTRODUCTION

This document presents a transcription of the oral argument held on 

Jun 7 2018, together with annotations (in endnotes) thereto (with au-

thors individually identified).

NOTATIONS

 Comp = Plaintiff’s Complaint (Sep 13 2017).

 Diss = Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (Oct 16 2017).

 Opp = Plaintiff’s Opposition to Diss (Oct 25 2017).

 OppExhA = Exhibit A to Opp (Oct 25 2017).

 ℯ = Endnote (used for Annotations here).

 Quote-marks = Verbatim quotation or paraphrase. E.g.: “‘marketplace 

of ideas’” at Milkovich 18 (see ℘18 (see ℯ ℯ19 infra) paraphrases O. W. Holmes.

 †, ‡ = Inline-notes (as opposed to footnotes or endnotes).
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TRANSCRIPTION

Participants

 Judge Christopher K. Barry-Smith.

 Plaintiff Walter E. Tuvell.

 Defendant Jack A. Marshall.

 Court Clerk Arthur T. DeGuglielmo.

Court Clerk 00:05.4

Plaintiff on the right please.

Parties and counsel identify themselves for the record.

Tuvell 00:11.0

I am Walter Tuvell. I am the Plaintiff.

Marshall 00:14.3

My name’s Jack Marshall. I am the Defendant, and also a Massachusetts

attorney. I am representing myself pro se.

Judge 00:21.3

All right.

And Mr. Tuvell, I take it you’re representing yourself.

Tuvell 00:24.8

I am.
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Judge 00:25:3

All right. OK, so.

I have read the Complaint. I’ve read the moving papers. I’ll hear from 

the moving party. I might have some questions. But at the outset I’ll let you 

each say your piece.

I will tell you a couple — this probably goes, this probably is not surpris-

ing — but whatever else you’d like to say, I’d like to hear about two things.

The first is “opinion.”1 What’s your positions are on what portions of 

these alleged defamatory statements, if any, are opinion, and therefore gen-

erally not actionable.

And the other issue is “the forum.”2 Whether it makes a difference what 

forum this occurs in. Reading the hornbook3 I see that it has to discredit4 

the Plaintiff in a considerable and respectable class of the community.5 This 

is a hypothetical question: if there was a forum that it was known that there

was only two6 members of, for instance, just to take an extreme example, 

that might really raise a question. If I heard that this particular forum is one

where there’s 10,000 known users, I’d push that issue to the side. But I 

think it’s worth discussing.

But the bigger issue is “opinion.” So I’ll hear from you on all matters, 

but especially those two.

So the moving party can proceed.
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Marshall 01:47.6

Thank you, your honor. Good afternoon.

This episode came as a result of the fact that the Plaintiff, I think, had 

his feelings hurt7 on an exchange on a[n] ethics blog that I have maintained 

for over nine years.

The defamation suit — I am making a motion to dismiss with prejudice. 

And a motion, if that is granted, to award costs.

There are four — I have four basic arguments. But in the interest of 

time, I will concentrate primarily on two.

The first is that the lawsuit was premature and unnecessary, and did not

follow, it’s — my understanding of Massachusetts procedure. I never re-

ceived a demand letter, as I understand is required by Chapter 93A.8 And 

that’s more as a result — I was — indeed as a result, I did not even open the

initial package I got from the Plaintiff, because it was not sent registered 

mail.9 I did not even know it was a lawsuit. So I was totally surprised. And 

as a result I was behind the eight-ball. It came at a tough time.

And by the way I want to apologize to your honor, and also to the Plain-

tiff. There were — in reviewing my response — there were a lot of typos, 

and I’m a lousy typist, and a bad proofreader, and I apologize. I am usually 

better than that, and my — I hope you will grant that apology.

And I don’t — that’s not a mere technical flaw.10 I have maintained a 

website and a blog for close to twenty years.11 In that time I have had five 
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instances — I have written well over 9,000 posts — I have had five in-

stances12 where someone contacted me and claimed to be defamed or other-

wise harmed by the post. In — prior to Mr. Tuvell — the other four, in two of

them, I contacted the individual and took down the part of the post that up-

set them. In the fourth, I felt I was being basically bluffed and extorted by 

someone, refused to do it, and indeed they did not go forward. Had I re-

ceived a demand letter, in all likelihood, we would not be here today. So 

that’s a threshold issue.13

The other three is that — are that — all of the claims of libel — defama-

tion — in the Plaintiff’s Complaint, by all of my research, and what I knew 

about this prior — because I had done some work in this area — are not 

defamatory as a matter of fact of law.

Third, the Plaintiff not only didn’t try to mitigate damages,14 but actually

put a link to my blog, where we had this exchange, on his own website, and 

discussed the matter on his own website, thus increasing whatever circula-

tion15 that he claimed whatever was harmful to him.

And finally that his claim of damages is not only speculative, but unsup-

portable.16

But let’s — if we just focus on your main issue, which is “opinion,” and 

whether any of these are in fact defamation. There are 33 separate in-

stances of defamation in the Complaint.17 According to Lyons v. Globe 

Newspaper,18 which is a 1993 case, quoting a 1983 case, it says:

“To determine whether or not a statement is opinion, a court must ex-
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amine the statement in its totality, and the context in which it was uttered 

or published. The court must consider all the words used, and must give 

weight to cautionary terms used by the person publishing the statement. Fi-

nally, the court must consider all of the circumstances surrounding the 

statement.”

By that methodology, it would be hard to find a set of statements that 

had been more definitively stated as opinion.19 First of all, my blog — both 

in the About section,20 which is at the top of the page, and in the section 

that is guidance to commenters21 — makes it clear — I state, it says right up

front, that this is an opinion blog, that I am uttering my opinion, that it is 

out here for discussion purposes. So everything that is in there at least is 

covered by that.22 And the Plaintiff said in the course of our discussion that 

he had in fact read the/this/these statements.

But, to the next level: In the primary post23 — in which virtually, not 

quite all, but all of the, virtually all of the offending statements were made 

— I said at the beginning of it,24 in that statement, I said: “Now this is an 

opinion, Walt, not an assertion of fact. You can’t sue me.”25 I framed the en-

tire thing that way.26 That, underneath an overall, an overarching statement,

officially taken by the blog: “All blog users, this is my opinion.”

Now, of the 33, I can break, I’ve broke all of them down into five27 differ-

ent areas. And I’ll do this quickly, I’m not going to run through all of the 33 

individually, unless you want me to, I’ll just give an example.

[#1] Five28 of them had — were things that had nothing to do with libel 
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or defamation under any interpretation. Such as, I banned him from the 

blog, as a result of what I considered disruptive and insulting comments.29 

The Plaintiff argued that banning him from my blog, Ethics Alarms, was 

defamatory.30 Nothing defamatory about telling somebody they can’t com-

ment on the blog anymore. That’s simply an administrative act that I have 

every right to do. I have blocked probably 20–30 people over the nine years 

I’ve run the blog.

[#2] There are three31 examples of statements, though likely false,32 

could not reasonably be considered offensive to the average person in the 

community. An example of that: Plaintiff claims that the post mistakenly re-

ferring to him as an “academic”33 — a mistake I immediately apologized for 

— constituted an intentional slur and was defamatory. I am not aware — al-

though I have my own opinions about academics — I’m not aware that that 

is a defamatory statement.34

[#3] Statements of opinion based upon disclosed facts.35 Every state-

ment made in this exchange was based on, either the Plaintiff’s own website

— which I included, had a link included — or his own statements. There 

were no undisclosed facts that anything was being based on. So, for exam-

ple, here, there were, let’s see, eleven36 of those statements.

I said, characterizing his website: “The reason Walt is” — this is a quote 

— “The reason Walt is interested in judicial misconduct is that the judge de-

cided his case was lousy.”37 That was my characterization and my belief.38 

And anyone who wanted to check it out, could check it out, and could dis-
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agree with it if they chose.39

[#4] Uh, four, the fourth category is unrefuted statements of fact 40 —

from Yohe v. Nugent, which is a 2003 case — do not provide a basis for 

defamation cause-of-action.41 I said, in the course of banning Walt:42 “This is 

the first time, however, that someone has abused Ethics Alarms for personal

agenda.”43 I believe that is true,44 and that is why he was banned.45 The per-

sonal agenda had to do with the fact that he contacted me,46 and said, “Why 

don’t you ever write about Judicial Misconduct?”47 I said, “I have.”48 I 

checked. I have maybe thirty–forty posts about judicial ethics.49 I lecture on 

judicial ethics. I’m interested in judicial ethics.

As it turned out — and I was not aware of this,50 as he came on — he has

a website that, much of which is devoted to his own case that a Massachu-

setts judge — this would be Denise Jefferson Casper, United States District 

Judge of the United States District Court of the District of Massachusetts — 

engaged in judicial misconduct by dismissing his case.51 When I found out 

that that had been the effort that he was, I felt slyly, trying to get me to give

my opinion on without me knowing it,52 I felt that I had been sandbagged. I 

said I had been sandbagged,53 and I got angry.

One of the reasons I was angry is — you know, I teach legal ethics. In 

fact, I do part of the legal ethics introduction for the new admittees to the 

Massachusetts bar, every other month. Massachusetts is one of the jurisdic-

tions that has Rule 8.2,54 which makes it unethical for a lawyer to make a 

statement that the lawyer knows to be false, or with reckless disregard as to
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its truth or falsity, concerning the qualifications or integrity of a judge or a 

magistrate. Now, if I had a website like Mr. Tuvell’s, I believe that would be 

a violation of rule 8.2.55 And I felt it would be, I felt that I would be, sort-of, 

tricked into giving opinions that would in fact enable this activity.56 And so, 

yes, I did indeed get angry at that.

The fourth — so, I said this is the first time someone has abused Ethics 

Alarms for personal agenda — it was the first time.

[#5] Five — and there were seven57 of these — I’m not proud of this. In-

sult, but/though an opinion, is not defamation. There were at least seven ex-

amples where I would confess to insulting Mr. Tuvell. In my comment guide-

lines,58 I say there will be times that I sometimes will be unduly harsh with 

the commenter. Under those circumstances, the comm/people should call it 

to my attention, and I will often apologize or retract the statement. It’s a 

free-wheeling blog. It’s a forum for discussion. I moderate it carefully. But 

we discuss very, very emotional issues, on everything from abortion to war 

to Donald Trump. People get hot. People make accusations. And I — in an 

interest, frankly, in not censoring everything — I participate in the discus-

sion. So, here, one of the seven insults was: “I have already spammed two 

more posts by the jerk.” There is multiple cases in Massachusetts that basi-

cally state, characterizations such as “jerk” and others are not defamation. 

They’re clearly opinion, and they are insult. That is, that’s the law pretty 

much everywhere that I could find.59

[#6] And finally, inaccuracy.60 The quote is: “Inaccuracy by itself does 
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not make a defamatory statement, or hold one up to contempt, hatred, 

scorn, or ridicule, or tend to impair a standing in the community.” And there

were three61 episodes of those.

And that’s the whole group.62

This is a debate forum. It is clear, it is stated up front, that it is a forum 

for free-wheeling opinion. The commenters frequently criticize each other, 

and they’re often harsh with each other, although I do moderate it, to keep 

it from being abusive on the basis of race, religion, sexual orientation, gen-

der, etc.63 And sometimes, if I am sufficiently annoyed by — especially by ac-

cusations of bias, which is what I felt Mr. Tuvell was doing, over and over 

again — I may get harsh as well.64 So I announced that I was banning him 

from the blog,65 and you can see the offending paragraph, where I said, 

“And here’s why,” because I never ban anyone without explaining why.66 

That was the section in which I said, “Now, this is all my opinion, and analy-

sis.”67 And I said that up-front.

So, that’s — I don’t even — I feel as if it’s not really necessary to get 

into a lot of the attendant details, because literally the 33 case/instances of 

supposed defamation that are being claimed, by no set of law or research 

that I have done — and I handled another defamation case many years ago 

— could possibly qualify, I don’t think, as defamation.

So on the basis of that, I’m asking for a dismissal.
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Judge 14:52.9

Just a couple questions. The Plaintiff attached to the Opposition, 34 

pages of blog posts,68 and my question is, is there an agreement that this is 

the entire scope? It appears to me to include everything. I’m just wondering

if you’ve had a chance to review it. I’m wondering if I can categorize it as 

undisputed that the communications that we’re talking about are this …

Marshall 15:17.9

The various comments?

Judge 15:18.2

… pages 1–34 that are attached to the defense. [Indicating OppExhA.] 

Have you had a chance to look at it?

Marshall 15:22.4

I haven’t, but I’ll accept, I’ll stipulate to that.

Judge 15:25.7

Let me just take a short break and ask [turning to Plaintiff]: Is that what

this is? Am I reading that correctly?

Tuvell 15:29.4

Yes.
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Judge. 15:29.5

This is, sort-of, the whole string, as opposed to excerpts, or anything 

like that?

Tuvell 15:32.0

It is indeed. It was — that blog post was started on a single69 day; it con-

tinued into the next two or three days. All the contents are indeed right 

there in that Exhibit A, 32 or 34 pages that you are referring to. You ask if 

that’s all there was to it. The short answer is — as opposed70 to the bare 

facts — yes. As opposed to everything else we’re arguing about here, obvi-

ously, much more71 …

Judge 15:57.8

Right. I’m going to give you a chance in one second.

I have one other question. And that’s — this might be an academic ques-

tion — I hesitate to use the term, but …

Marshall 16:04.3

We’re making law here, maybe. [Joking.]

Judge 16:05.5

… academic question. What difference does it make: the forum?72 When 

you set forth the rules — whether people read them or not — if a blog loca-

tion sets forth rules, and generally speaking tell the users: “This is opinion. 
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It might get rough.” However you put it. Does that matter in the defamation

world? As opposed to — It sounds different than newspapers.73 But tell me if

you think it’s — Is it as simple that, you said at the very beginning, and if 

[we] take all facts and circumstances into account, to determine if some-

thing is defamatory. Maybe it’s that simple. I’m wondering, if there’s any 

law that talks about when the ground rules are set by a particular forum, 

that it matters?74

Marshall 16:53.4

I have not — I’ve researched it. Blogs, as you know, are making — this 

issue is sort-of a little bit of a gray area, because we’re just getting, sort-of 

trying to decide what’s going on here. However, the — I would argue that a 

forum that is laid out, specifically — you know, “No, you can’t defame some-

one in court”75 The same in an oral argument. The same thing applies to the 

blog. The blog is framed as: You enter this voluntarily; it’s an opinion forum.

You have the option, by the way, on my blog, of having a screen-name, 

and keeping your own name out of the public,76 if you so — as long as I 

know who it is. So this is why I have such an extensive set of disclaimers 

and explanations at the beginning of the blog, to make it clear that nobody 

comes here under any misconceptions.

So I think, Yes, I think the forum does matter.77

I chose not even to get into the issue, which is still a live one, about 

whether the degree to which various First Amendment protections78 apply 
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to publications like my blog, which has had, I think nine — I just passed the 

9,000,000 visitor mark, after nine years.

However, to address the question you asked previously: Since it’s an 

ethics blog, it has a very narrow audience, and I can determine exactly — I 

can determine eventually (right now I have not been able to) — exactly how 

many people actually viewed this post.79 And as of this moment, I know it is 

less than 400, probably close to 250, spread all over the usership of the 

blog, which is international. And, fewer than 25 people — I think fewer than

30 people — have actually commented. And I would presume that those who

have commented on the blog are the ones who were most likely to have 

seen the exchange that the Plaintiff is complaining about. So we’re talking 

about a tiny percentage80 of people outside of the community, that might 

have in fact seen this, even if it were defamatory, which it is not.

Judge 19:19.1

All right. Thank you.

Let me hear from the Plaintiff. And I’ll say the same thing I said at the 

beginning: I’m happy to hear you on all matters. I’m particularly interested 

in your views with respect to opinion, and what we were just discussing 

about the forum, and whether it makes a difference. So.

Tuvell 19:35.7

Thank you, your honor.

So, as to forum — let me just do that first, since it’s hot on the floor 
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right now. He just said he’s had more than 9,000,000 users.81 He did indeed 

post that on his blog, in the last few days.82 I saw it — I don’t frequent his 

blog any more83 — but 9,000,000 users, his actual language, he just now 

said, in open court, that says it’s a pretty big blog. OK, so that’s the end of 

that story, as far as size of forum goes.

As far as composition of forum goes — yeah. He’s interested in people —

interest is in ethics. He advertises it largely as legal ethics, but really he 

covers a lot more than just that. And his About page84 specifically says noth-

ing that he’s going to focus on legal ethics. He does — you know, he’s got a 

side business — I guess it’s his main business actually, on legal ethics. This 

blog is separate from his business, by the way. He’s got a different business 

called ProEthics.85 That’s a separate — it has a separate website, and it’s a 

separate business from this blog we’re talking about.

Continuing with the idea of composition of forum: I myself have a web-

site. It’s not a “blog” — you know, if we get into technicalities, of what’s a 

“blog,” what’s a “forum,”86 what — it is a website. And it’s devoted to Judi-

cial Misconduct. So, anyone who was seeing both of those [websites] would 

all of a sudden say — because of what he’s saying there, about — falsehoods

about my, what I will now call “vocation.”87 This is the main thing that I put 

my time into right now, my voca[tion] if you wish. I would be pleased if this 

court ruled me a limited-purpose public figure.88 Because, I have that blog, I

am associated to Judicial Misconduct research, and he has totally impugned

that. OK, so there goes, you know, reputation damage.
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So that’s what I have to say, at the moment, about size of forum, and 

composition of forum.

Judge 21:44:7

Alright.

Tuvell 21:45:6

In particular, on his point that he just mentioned, quite recently, about 

his — I think it’s his About, either his About page89 or his rules page90 or 

something — he talks about he’s, it consists of his opinion. Calling some-

thing a “opinion” does not make it an opinion.91 There is absolutely no rule 

that ever said that, in everything that has ever been printed, in every case, 

anywhere, in any jurisdiction. It says, to call something an “opinion,” and 

then go ahead and make a statement of fact about it, does not make that an 

[pure, fact-free] opinion, period. So, we know that that’s true.92

What would have made a difference, had he published it on his website, 

is if he would have said: “This website is a satirical one.” Which means: “I’m

going to actively say crazy stuff here, and I don’t expect anyone to believe 

it.”93 OK. There are big arguments nowadays on the Internet about, you 

know, from various fact-checking websites — Snopes94 and, you know, sev-

eral others95 — they say: “Yeah, we’ve heard on the Internet somebody say-

ing such-and-such. But, guess what? That was first published on a satirical 

website. You can’t believe anything they say.” He [Marshall] did not say 

that. He does say he believes — on his About page, or whatever it was — he 
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believes everything he writes.96 OK. Even though he says it’s going to be 

“opinion,” he explicitly writes, on that very same page, “I believe everything

I write.”97 OK.

Now, that’s what I have to say, a little bit, about opinion versus fact — 

I’m sorry, at least about opinion.

Now, as to fact: Obviously, in all — in my whole Complaint and every-

thing else I’ve written here — I don’t complain about his [pure] opinions, at 

all. Every single one of them is a fact problem. Now, he gave a list of 33, he 

claims — I haven’t actually counted, maybe it is 33. I do have here a list98 of 

five — what I would call the “five top defamations.” And they are all fact 

based, not “opinion” based. And I’ll read those in just a moment. Or, I could 

do it right now, but I just wanted to get that out.

That’s what I say about fact versus opinion: I know the difference, I 

know the difference in defamation law in particular. Just to be clear here, 

we’re talking libel. There have been once or twice that he talks about other 

types of defamation99 — this is totally libel. So it’s all written, as we just 

agreed to, or at least I just stipulated, the 34-page Appendix100 you have 

there, I think covers 99% of everything.101 OK.

I haven’t — OK, there’s two orders in which I could do things here. I 

could go down — I just said I have a list of five things here, and I could go 

down those, and I will in a moment. But what might be better is, since some

of these ideas are hot on the floor, that he was just talking about, and I 

made notes102 on them, let me briefly mention those.
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Judge 24:39.4

However you’d like to proceed.

Tuvell 24:40.6

Thank you.

He mentioned something about a Chapter 93 demand letter.103 That is 

ridiculous. That has to do with commercial law, consumer protection. This is

not such a case. This is a straight defamation tort. I don’t know where he’s 

pulling that from. It’s got zero substance with this court — with this case.104

Judge 24:59.7

So, I’m not going to decide the Motion-to-Dismiss based on 93A demand

letters, ’cause that’s — ’cause it’s a defamation lawsuit. So.

Tuvell 25:07.5

Perfect.

He mentions registered — that I didn’t send it registered mail.105 There 

is no rule to send anything by registered mail in this jurisdiction. I did send 

it by U.S. certified mail, which is the accepted way to do it. I have106 …

Judge 25:22.2

Same thing, I’m not gonna rule on the motion based the form of mail ei-

ther.
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Tuvell 25:27.1

OK.

Judge 25:27.6

So that, this — the ruling in this case is likely to resolve — revolve 

around, yeah, the issues we were just discussing: opinion, …

Tuvell 25:37.8

But he just put up …

Judge 25:38.4

… defamation, damages,107 that type of thing. Go ahead.

Tuvell 25:40.9

I’m just saying he put it out on the floor, I need to mention these just to 

cover my position.

Judge 25:44.0

Just lettin’ you know.

Tuvell 25:45.6

He mentioned mitigation of damages. That’s also got nothing to do with 

this hearing. This hearing is a Rule 12.108 It’s got nothing to do with mitiga-

tion of damages.
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Judge 25:55.7

Well, you do have to allege damages, though. Have you done that?

Tuvell 25:57.8

I absolutely have, sir. In my Complaint 109 …

Judge 26:02.9

Damages to reputation — I think you have. I just wanted — I say that’s 

the relevance to the Motion-to-Dismiss, you do have to allege damages.

Tuvell 29:09.1

And I really appreciate the comment you just made. Because this is a 

Rule 12 hearing. So, what we’re talking about here is whether or not I have 

alleged claims — you know, injury on which I can — on which a reasonable 

jury … Sorry, let’s be careful here. We’re asking whether or not there may 

reasonably exist evidence that what I claim could cause a reasonable jury to

rule that I was defamed. OK. So all of his stuff that he’s talking about — 

facts — have nothing to do with a Rule 12 hearing. It’s whether I pled the 

facts. And I did. OK. Just want to make sure that that’s understood here.

He said that the judge for — I don’t know if you want to get here — the 

judge in this other case decided my case was “lousy.”110 That is false, be-

cause she did not decide on, quote, “my case.” What she did is, she did in-

deed dismiss the case on Summary Judgment, but she falsely did so, be-

cause she did not listen to the Plaintiff’s Statement of Facts. She explicitly 
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said, in her ruling where she dismissed the case, she said: “I am going to lis-

ten only to the Defendant’s Statement of Facts.”111 The Defendant here was 

IBM, by the way, I was the Plaintiff, OK. That is illegal. That is Judicial Mis-

conduct. That’s the basis of my Judicial Misconduct Complaints about that 

case. So when he said the Judge ruled that “my case” was “lousy,” that is 

false.

Judge 27:35.2

Let me ask a different about that, though. Because, just the use of the 

term “lousy,” has the ring of opinion.

Tuvell 28:06.4

It does indeed. Except for the fact that in this case, he was talking 

about, you know, my website claiming something — one thing — and then, 

he’s basically saying that I was false in what I was saying: I said that she 

ruled on a — he said that she ruled on my case — she ruled on a case that 

she invented the facts about.

So, it’s not “lou–” — You’re right, just the word “lou–” OK, insult. I have 

— I don’t — I have no problem with insults. He mentioned before he called 

me an asshole.112 I don’t care about that. I don’t care about the word 

“lousy.” I don’t care of any it. None of those are in my Complaint. None of 

those are any of the 33 of my Complaint. What I do have in a number of 

places is to say things which may — how should I say it? In the language of 

Cardinal Richelieu, the famous Six Lines Aphorism.113 So it may — if you ex-
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tract them out of context — a few little words might look like an opinion. 

But in the context of everything, these things are not [pure] opinion. And in 

fact, the cases say — and the law reviews — all say what’s really going on 

here is the contextual implication of defamation.114 So if somebody says the 

case is “lousy” — the word “lousy” I don’t care, that’s nothing, it’s a word. 

To say my whole case and my whole website “are lousy” — that is defamito-

rily impugning a whole set of facts over here, in context, that makes that 

“word ‘lousy’” much more than “just the ‘word’ ‘lousy’.”115 OK. All right. I 

have citations to all this in my filings.116

He says that he writes about Judicial Misconduct.117 So, my website is 

called JudicialMisconduct.US. He says on his website, oh, he’s talked about 

judicial misconduct thirty-some-odd times.118 That is false. He has talked 

about Judicial Ethics in a few places, which is totally separate119 from Judi-

cial Misconduct. Judicial Misconduct is ruled by, you know, twenty years 

ago120 …

Judge 30:14.9

This one jumps out at me as proving something false for the sake of 

proving something false.121 If, in describing his own website, Mr. Marshall 

overstated the truth, “I wrote on judicial ethics thirty or forty times,” and it 

turns out it’s ten or twenty. OK. How does that hurt you? ’Cause all of this 

has to hurt you.
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Tuvell 30:39.9

Absolutely. He does not address Judicial Misconduct on his site one sin-

gle time, insofar as I am able to find.

Judge 30:49.8

Same question though. If he …

Tuvell 30:52.5

Because he’s …

Judge 30:53.2

… tells the world incorrectly how many times he’s written on the topic, 

how does that hurt you?

Tuvell 31:00.0

Oh, I see what you’re saying. You’re right, it doesn’t. That, in itself, does

not hurt me. His fact of saying here he wrote about it thirty-some-odd times,

that doesn’t affect me at all, and I don’t care about that. What I do care 

about is that he’s pretending that what he’s written about applies to me, 

and it doesn’t. So he’s saying false things, which by context say that he’s — 

that what I write on my website is false, or in my lawsuit is false.

Judge 31:31.5

OK.
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Tuvell 31:32.1

This is a fine point. I’m willing to drop the point. I admit, for him to say 

anything about, you know, how many millions of times he’s written about Ju-

dicial Anything makes no difference. But just to point out that he doesn’t 

know what he’s talking about. What he’s talking about is Judicial Ethics, 

which I, you know, am not interested in. I’m interested in, strictly,122 Judicial

Misconduct. You know, the whole Judicial Misconduct proceedings, through 

— in the case of the Federal Courts, which is what that case123 is in — it 

goes through the Judicial Council, and the Judicial Conference, which is 

where I’m at right now. That is a known quantity. A lawyer should know 

that. Instead he pretends that writing about Judicial Ethics has something 

to do with the Judicial Misconduct proceedings. So …

Judge 32:22.0

So let me just interrupt again. Because, when I go through the Com-

plaint, to determine whether your allegations allege defamatory conduct, 

defamatory words, that — I’m going to put each one of the statements 

through a filter. And the last step of that filter is, “causes harm to you.”124 

So, if you’re talking about things that another person says, that then don’t 

cause harm to you …

Tuvell 32:53.0

Ah.
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Judge 32:53.9

… that’s why I use term, it’s like, proving things false for the sake of 

proving things false …

Tuvell 32:58.0

OK.

Judge 32:58.1

… the cause-of-action here is defamation. It’s gotta hurt you.125 So I just 

want you to know that I’m gonna have a bunch of things. It has to be false, 

not opinion, causes harm to you;126 there might be a couple other things. 

But every — I’m gonna go through the Complaint, which is basically what 

the Defendant asks me to do — I’m gonna go through the Complaint, and 

I’m gonna put every, you know, set of allegations through those filters. And 

they have to satisfy all those standards. So I just say, the ones that happen 

— if you happen to be saying that he is misstating himself — unless it hurts 

you,127 that’s not actionable, unless I need to be educated on a different type

of law.128

Tuvell 33:34.5

Good. Now that you’ve explained there to me, I had time to think while 

you were saying that, and I can say, “Yes, indeed, it did harm me.”129 Be-

cause: on his website, you know, he is more-or-less God, let’s just put it that 

way. So all of the readers there believe him.130 Most of them are in his 
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pocket, they totally agree with everything he says. So, when he says — he 

writes about Judicial Misconduct, and he knows everything about it — then 

they’re going to trust him when he goes back and says, “Oh, and Walt Tu-

vell’s case is lousy.” OK. That is defamatory implication in context.131 OK. So

I think that’s the best I can say about that.132

Judge 34:16.5

OK.

Tuvell 34:17.8

Fine. I have mentioned — so that’s what I have notes from what he said.

I mentioned that I have a list of five …

Judge 34:28.2

Yeah, well, I heard a category of five from Mr. Marshall. And I’ll hear 

your category of five. And I’ll see which one …

Tuvell 34:38.1

It’s a different five.

Judge 34:38.9

OK — and I figured. So go ahead.

Tuvell 34:41.0

Well, by “different five,” I meant that he also talked about 33 claims of 
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injury in my Complaint. So I’m going to boil those down to five top runners. 

So, the five top defamations. Totally different from his point of five things.133

OK. And so here they are.

[#1] First of all: theft of professional services.134 Uh, accusations — so I 

didn’t actually steal anything, because he never produced any professional 

services for me that I ever used. But he certainly accused me of attempting 

to steal professional services from him. He very specifically said that I was 

trying to get something for free off of him, and that in doing so I had a se-

cret personal agenda, and that I was dishonest. That is a statement of fact. 

The statement of fact is: that I tried to get something free off of him that 

had value. That’s a statement of fact, saying I’m a thief, or in this case just 

an attempted thief. That’s not [pure] opinion. That is not an opinion. It is a 

statement of fact. Period. And we can look at the actual language.

Judge 35:51.7

Is it opinion if he discloses the basis for his view? There’s some case law

that says: opinions based on disclosed facts, or non-defamatory facts — you 

can sort-of prove them to be opinion.

Tuvell 36:11.0

You’re absolutely right, provided that the facts that are based on this ut-

terance — that we’re debating, whether it’s an opinion or fact, the basis of 

that — is true.135 But it’s not, in this case it’s false. So, he says, “Walt did a 

bunch of stuff over here” — all of that happened to be false, factually false. 
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And then he said, “And that convinces me that he tried to steal, his theft of 

professional services.” OK. So, in that case, that answers your question. It 

was — this is the contextual imp– — defamatory implication in context.

Judge 36:48.8

I want to hear your five categories. And I mention there’s a group wait-

ing for a 3:00 o’clock hearing, that’s been very patient. So, I want to hear 

your five categories, and give you a couple more minutes.

Tuvell 36:58.9

I’ll speed up.

Judge. 36:59.6

Thanks.

Tuvell 36:59.9

[#2] Number two. He said that I chose that — me, Walt, as opposed to 

anybody else on that website — chose the precise divisive issue or sub-

thread of Left versus Right, and that my comments were “bitching” — his 

language there. That is false. Now, first of all, that is a statement of fact. 

That’s not opinion. That’s a statement of fact — except maybe the “bitching”

comment, that’s just an insult, I don’t care about that. But to say that I’m 

the one that started the thread of all this stuff, that’s false. That’s not true. I

wrote him on the side, before any of this website came up, a question about 

the purpose of his website, versus the About page or whatever — the design
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purpose versus the implementation. That was separate. But on his website 

per se, I only ever said, “Look at my Judicial Misconduct complaints, that’s 

what I want to talk about.” And it was others on the website that picked that

up and ran with it, and said, “Oh, he’s an academic, oh, he’s —” I guess they

think academics are pro-left-wing, and/but the whole website is pro-right-

wing, or something crazy. I didn’t start that. He li– It was false. It was a 

false statement of fact to say that I started that thread. Period.

[#3] Number three. He calls my website a single issue website. Now, in 

the context of everything written here [indicating OppExhA], what he means

is the following. So I have a website. It’s called JudicialMisconduct.US. It is 

a “platform” — is the way they say it in the Internet nowadays — a platform 

or a framework for people to complain about Judicial Misconduct. He is say-

ing that it’s not that at all. He explicitly said: “That’s not what Walt’s — Mr. 

Tuvell’s — website is about. It is instead about his particular case, Tuvell v. 

IBM.” That is false. So he made a statement of fact — that it’s a single-issue 

website — that is false. Right now there’s at least five cases on there,136 and 

it goes into other stuff too.137 But: statement of fact, false. He impugned the 

website, he impugned my integrity, of saying what I do now is really my vo-

cation,138 so to speak. OK.

[#4] Number four. Sandbagging. He claims that I had — that I said a 

certain thing — that misled him, and then I jumped — turned around and 

jumped — and said something different. It’s a little hard to tell, but that is 

totally false. By him saying that I said a certain thing that misled him — I 
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did not say that certain thing that he just got done saying that had misled 

him. OK. Totally false. The word “sandbagging” I don’t care about. But for 

him to say I — as he said in a number of places — that I secretly, dishonestly

misled him about what I was interested in — that is false. The record proves

it, those 34 pages.

[#5] Last. His banning me from his website, and saying that I was the 

first time anyone abused Ethics Alarms — that’s the name of his website — 

for my personal agenda. OK. I totally agree, he owns the website, he can 

ban anybody he wants. However, this is the perfect example of contextual 

defamatory implication. Yes, you can ban me. But to say that the reason you 

banned me is this — you know, my paragraph 14 there, with all of these 

points in there [gesturing to copy of Complaint, ¶14 7–15],℘7–15],  that’s what he 

was relying on — all those points were false. OK. The point being, so, why 

do I — since it’s already been talked about, that they’re false, why am I rais-

ing that the banning is a big deal? Because that’s the kiss of death on the 

Internet. And if you get banned from something, you’re automatically 

thought to be, “Oh, a terrible person.” Remember, all these people reading 

his website? 9,000,000 users, as he just said a few moments ago. OK. All of 

a sudden, that’s defaming me. Falsely. I did not do anything for personal 

agenda here. By “personal agenda,” by the way, he means this business 

about theft of professional services, in this context, just read it, that’s what 

is says. My personal agenda was: “Hey, Jack, this would be great for you to 

write about — Ethics Alarms, on your website — because here’s a judge ly-
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ing about a case. She picked this case, at Summary Judgment, where by 

rule and by law, the judge has to credit — automatically credit, without 

thinking — the Plaintiff’s Statement of Facts. Instead, she writes, in black 

and white: ‘I am crediting the Defendant’s Statement of Facts.’” That’s 

something that a lawyer should care about.

Last point. He mentioned Mass. Rules of Professional Conduct 8A. I 

think he sh– — Er, 8, what is it called?

Marshall 42:06.2

[Background voices, speakers unidentified.] It’s 8.2.

Tuvell 42:11.4

8.2, right. I think he should have quoted Mass. Rule of Professional Con-

duct 8.3. And I quote it right here (it’s the last thing I’ll say): “A lawyer who 

knows that a judge has committed a violation of applicable rules of judicial 

conduct that raises a substantial question at to the judge’s fitness for office 

— “office” here meaning being a judge — shall inform the appropriate au-

thority.”139

My proof of that is a little snippet out of her decision. I call it the Smok-

ing Gun — it’s published on my website, I pointed him explicitly to it — 

which proves that she explicitly said: “I, the judge, at Summary Judgment, 

am going to credit only the Defendant’s Statement of Facts. Not the Plain-

tiff’s.”

8.3.
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Judge 42:57.9

All right.

Marshall 42:59.9

Your honor.

Judge 43:00.3

Mr. Marshall, if you want sixty seconds to respond, I’ll give you sixty 

seconds.

Marshall 43:02.9

Sixty seconds, all right, sixty seconds.

“A,” I have had 9,000,000 users — views, not users. Users are much — 

I’m sorry, I apologize, my mistake [speaking to the Clerk, who had gestured 

for him to stand up], I was feeling faint [joking] — the users are much 

smaller than that. I have 2,000 people who officially follow my website every

day.140 So that is just, you know, that’s just wrong.

Basically, I don’t know how to — As far as I can see, that monologue ba-

sically supports what I’ve been saying. I mean, essentially what the Plaintiff 

is saying is, “Opinion is fact.” Opinion’s not fact. It’s — opinion’s not fact 

when anyone else is free to look141 at all the evidence, every bit of evidence 

in which I said, “From what I saw of the website, this is a single-issue web-

site.” That’s not a statement of fact. That’s my analysis.142
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Judge 43:53.4

You would say that when you — one of the things about the Internet, 

where it’s so easy to link to things, is that when you state what you say is an

opinion, and then …

Marshall 44:03.6

Link to the website.

Judge 44:03.6

… link to the basis for that statement, it’s almost free from being defam-

atory, because any reader can exercise their own mind to see if they agree 

with your statement or not.143

Marshall 44:18.7

That’s correct, they can come back and say, “He’s wrong. He’s full of 

bulljunk.” But that’s, nonetheless, it’s still an opinion.

The stealing professional — basically, my statement was that I was 

brought into the Plaintiff’s ambit by a suggestion that I — why don’t I look 

into more Judicial Misconduct.144 As a matter of fact, your honor, I think I’ve 

written more than forty or fifty145 pieces about Judicial Ethics and Judicial 

Misconduct. And I don’t — I have to say, I don’t understand the argument 

that Judicial Misconduct and Judicial Ethics are completely different, at 

all.146 I mean, you know, I teach this stuff. Judicial Misconduct is a breach of 

the canons. It’s Judicial Ethics. I don’t understand the argument.
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And as far as the insults can — Every single item that I listed and rebut-

ted in my Complaint — were taken directly off of the original Complaint. So,

if — I don’t know what Mr. Tuvell is talking about there.147

And that’s more than my sixty seconds. I’ve done — I think it’s pretty 

clear that these are all opinions being represented as fact.

Judge 45:31.8

All right. So, I want to take the matter under advisement. These things 

usually take a week or two. And you should expect a decision from me in the

next couple weeks. And I appreciate your arguments. You’ll hear from me 

soon.

Marshall 45:45.5

Thank you, your honor.

Tuvell 45:46.4

Judge, would you entertain further business at this moment? It’s not a 

lot. What it is, is he recently this week put in a motion for costs. I have an 

opposition to that. I have filed it downstairs earlier today.

Judge 46:01.7

I’m gonna rule on costs on the papers. I don’t need to hear argument on

it.
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Tuvell 46:08.2

Fine.

Judge 46:08.5

So if you submitted something, I will be sure to look at it before I make 

a decision.

Tuvell 43:13.3

Fine.

The other thing I made a motion on, just today — motion with memo — 

is that I would like him to communicate by email with me. He has blocked 

me. He refuses to communicate by email. For example, I would like to have 

PDF copies of his filings, so I can do a search, and do an easy quote [refer-

ring to “cut-and-paste”], stuff like that. He refuses to give that to me. I’ve 

tried to give it to him, he refuses.

Judge 46:39.7

So you’ve asked for that …

Tuvell 46:41.3

I have indeed …

Judge 46:41.8

… permission in your motion?
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Tuvell 46:42.2

… it’s a motion in your box.

Judge 46:42.8

All right, I will consider it when it reaches my desk, which is usually a 

little while. OK.

Good. Thank you. And you should expect a decision in the next couple 

weeks.

Other than those motions you just mentioned that are already on file, 

typically while a motion-to-dismiss is pending, I don’t expect there to be 

other action in the case. So that, you get a decision on this motion first. OK.

Marshall 47:08.1

Thank you, your honor.

Judge 47:09.2

All right.

Tuvell 47:09.5

I do understand that, but I wanted to cover my bases, because you just 

said “typically.” So I don’t think what you just said is a rule, and I don’t even

know your particular operating style. That’s why I filed the motions.

Judge 47:19.6

Yeah, I’m saying, the things that are already filed, that’s fine.
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Tuvell 47:22.8

OK.

Judge 47:23.1

And now I’m saying, O– — So I’ll be more explicit. While the motion-to-

dismiss is pending, other than the things that are already filed, I don’t want 

any discovery, or other motions in the case.

Tuvell 47:36.0

Totally agree.

Thank you.   
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ENDNOTES/ANNOTATIONS

1 [Tuvell] We have much to say about “opinion” throughout these endnotes/an-

notations, but at a minimum here, we note the word/concept doesn’t even 

occur at all in the “hornbook” definitions of cause-of-action for defamation: 

see ℯ3 infra. It’s a secondary/derived/after-invented concept.

2 [Tuvell] The Judge’s use of the word “forum” is nonstandard in the law of 

defamation (to placate the Judge, the Defendant and Plaintiff at oral argu-

ment fall in line and use his nonstandard word “forum” too). But from con-

text, we assume what he means is “audience,” the standard terminology for 

the recipients of defamatory communications.

The Judge’s concern here focuses on the size of the audience. Elsewhere

in the Judge’s questioning (see ℯ5,72,143 infra), he has other concerns about

the audience.

 The Judge’s concern about the size of the audience is wholly nonstan-

dard/irrelevant (i.e., “false,” in the sense of “bad faith,” possibly/probably 

aiming to bamboozle/hoodwink/swindle the pro se Plaintiff, and “trigger” his 

PTSD, see Note at the bottom of this endnote/Annotation). For, as long as the

size of the audience is ≥ 3 (namely, the Plaintiff, and Defendant, and at least 

one other audience member, which has indisputably occurred, namely, dur-

ing this very oral argument, Defendant himself estimates “probably close to 

250” people saw the defamation at the time of events, see ℘18 (see ℯ14), the size of 

the audience is simply not a factor as an element/criterion of a cause-of-ac-

tion for defamation generally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss 

time (though it may be relevant in a damages discussion) — according to ev-

ery “hornbook” (see ℯ3 infra). And indeed, as the Defendant himself has al-

ready explicitly pointed out to the Court, Massachusetts law agrees with the 

hornbooks on this point (Brauer v. Globe Newspaper Co., 351 Mass. 53, 217 

N.E.2d 736 (1966); https://  law.  justia.  com/  cases/  massachusetts/  supreme-  

court/  1966/  351-  mass-  53-  2.  html  ), at Opp 7¶2, which we repeat here (with di℘18 (see ℯ -

rect quotation and enlargement, emphasis added, internal cites omitted): 

“There is no requirement in an action of libel ‘that the defamatory matter be
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communicated to a large or even substantial group of persons. It is enough 

that it is communicated to a single individual other than the one defamed.’”

Note: Even though the Judge’s concern about size of the audience is to-

tally bogus, the Defendant and Plaintiff were “obliged” (because judges can 

be bullies/abusers-of-power, noting that such bullyism/abuse-of-power is a/

the major “trigger” for Tuvell’s PTSD, which the Judge well knew Tuvell suf-

fered from, because Marshall attacks it in OppExhA 16, see ℘18 (see ℯ ℯ25 infra) to ad-

dress it at this oral argument (and they did so).

3 [Tuvell] The Judge doesn’t specify which “hornbook” he’s referring to, which

is OK (though it does indicate his general interest in “hornbooks”), because 

at this basic level it doesn’t really matter (they all essentially agree on the 

fundamentals). (i) The “standard” “hornbook” is the Restatement (Second) 

of Torts (https://  www.  jstor.  org/  stable/  25761080  , https://  scholarship.  law.  duke.  

edu/  cgi/  viewcontent.  cgi?  article=  1016&  context=  faculty_  scholarship  ), but it’s

now rather dated (http://  wake  forest  law  review.  com/  2011/  01/  the-  vast-  domain-  

of-  the-  restatement-  third-  of-  torts/  ). Up-to-date specialized treatises include: 

(ii) Sack’s Sack on Defamation (we reference herein the 3rd edition, 10th re-

lease, Apr 2009 (the most recent available in the Middlesex Law Library)); 

(iii) Smolla’s Law of Defamation; (iv) Collins’ The Law of Defamation and the

Internet.

For the record (since the Judge raised the point), we list here the Re-

statement’s standardized list of four elements/  criteria of cause-of-ac  -  

tion for defamation/libel/slander reputational damage (as languaged here by

Sack §2.1, but which can be found in the other “hornbooks” as well — none 

of which mentions “opinion,” which is an after-invention):

(α) A false) A false† and defamatory statement concerning another.

(β) An unprivileged publication to a third party.) An unprivileged publication to a third party.

(γ) Fault amounting at least to negligence on the part of the publisher.) Fault amounting at least to negligence on the part of the publisher.

(δ) Either actionability of the statement irrespective of special harm or ) Either actionability of the statement irrespective of special harm or 

the existence of special harm caused by the publication.

In Massachusetts, in all cases of libel (including “cyberlibel,” as in the 

instant case), the first clause of (δ) Either actionability of the statement irrespective of special harm or ) obtains: that is, no claim/proof of “spe-
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cial harm” is required (this is captured/summarized by the catch-phrase 

“all libel is per se”). This has already been explained at Comp 17ƒ3 and ℘18 (see ℯ

Opp 19ƒ15 (and crops up again at ℘18 (see ℯ ℯ143‡ infra); it’s also mentioned in Sack 

§2.4.17 (“courts in [Massachusetts] presume that reputation harm flows 

from words that are actionable per se”), and again at §2.8.3 (“in Massachu-

setts, all libelous communications are libelous per se, and are actionable 

without proof of special damages” (paraphrased)).

{†・One must be very careful about the word “false” here, because in 

the law of defamation it doesn’t mean “strict/rigid/logical” falsity, but rather 

“material falsity.” See 18 ℯ infra.}

4 [Tuvell] The judge speaks falsely here. In the law of defamation, there is sim-

ply no requirement for “(actual) discredit” as an element of a cause-of-action

for defamation generally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time 

(though it may be relevant in a damages discussion). Instead, there is only a 

requirement for “potential/tendency to discredit.” (Though, in the actual 

event, it is plainly clear that Marshall’s defamations did indeed have a de-

tectable/measurable deleterious effect on Tuvell’s reputation, in the estima-

tion of the blog’s audience, as is immediately obvious from any casual pe-

rusal of OppExhA.) See ℯ5 infra.

5 [Tuvell] In Sack §2.4.3, the “(potential) effect of communications on the audi-

ence,” is discussed in these ways (emphasis added; notes and internal quota-

tion marks omitted):

“The Restatement view is that it is enough that the communication 

would tend† to prejudice [there being no requirement to consider whether 

prejudice actually occurred to any audience member] the plaintiff in the eyes

of a substantial and respectable minority of the community as a whole.” {†・
“The focus on whether a communication would tend to injure the plaintiff’s 

reputation, rather than whether it did in fact cause such injury, is [an oddity 

unique to defamation law, compared to other areas of tort law — because, 

damage/injury/harm to reputation is so difficult-to-impossible to detect/quan-

tify, obviously].” Sack §2.4.1.}

“Although it has often been said that a communication is to be consid-
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ered on the basis of its effect upon the ‘average’ person, it is the nature of 

the audience for the particular statement in issue that determines whether 

the speech is defamatory [rather than an ‘average’ member of the general 

population].”

“Communications are judged on the basis of the impact that they will 

probably have upon those who are likely to receive them, not necessarily the

ordinary ‘reasonable men.’”

“For a specialized audience [e.g., in the instant case-at-bar, the people 

following the discussion (OppExhA) are assumed to be somewhat ac-

quainted/interested — though largely/wholly non-lawyers, and not-necessar-

ily-well-educated in legal matters — in law and ethics, noting that Marshall 

calls it a “very narrow audience” on ℘18 (see ℯ14], the statement’s defamatory mean-

ing is to be judged by the average and ordinary reader acquainted with the 

parties and the subject matter.”

“[T]he law is stated in terms of what the reader might reasonably under-

stand the offending words to mean, [and not] what the author of the words 

intended [or pretended] them to mean [in particular, not whether the author 

tried to inoculate/immunize the audience/himself by proclaiming/pretending 

everything he wrote was ‘pure/fact-free opinion,’ see ℯ72 infra].”

6 [Tuvell] The Judge’s conjecture about “only two members” is an absurd/

meaningless nullity, given that the filed papers/evidence (esp. OppExhA, 

which the Judge himself ostentatiously waved around at this oral hearing, 

ℯ68) conclusively prove conclusively.

7 [Tuvell] Classic “damning by faint understatement.” The elements/criteria of

cause-of-action for defamation (listed in ℯ3 supra) do not include anything 

like “the feelings of Plaintiff being hurt” (as Marshall of course knows well).

8 [Tuvell] MGL Pt.I Tit.XV 93A, specifically its provision for a demand letter, 

§9(3).

9 [Tuvell] “Registered mail” (which provides end-to-end security in locked con-

tainers; https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  Registered_  mail  ) is not required for 

service of a Complaint in Massachusetts (nor, probably, in any other jurisdic-
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tion in the United States or world). Plaintiff used “certified mail,” with con-

temporaneously provided proof of such to the Court, as is fully compliant 

with the relevant court rules (esp. MRCP 4(e)(3)). Opp 9–10.℘18 (see ℯ

10 [Tuvell] It’s unclear here what “technical flaw” Marshall is referring to, 

though both candidates are entirely bogus, as argued/proven by Plaintiff al-

ready in his Opp (so it’s false for Marshall to keep beating those drums here 

at oral argument): (i) If he’s referring to “registered mail,” see ℯ9 supra. (ii) 

If he’s referring to “demand letter,” see Opp 9ƒ11 where it’s additionally ℘18 (see ℯ

noted that in any case Tuvell certainly   did in fact   send a “demand letter,”   via

email.

11 [Tuvell] But of course, whether the “twenty years” here or the “nine years” 

on ℘18 (see ℯ4,7,14 is the correct number, no such longevity measurement is re-

motely relevant/exculpatory for a charge of defamation. (… see ℯ12 infra)

12 [Tuvell] (… see ℯ11 supra) For example, the five instances mentioned here 

(and others unmentioned) may very well have been actionable for defama-

tion.

13 [Tuvell] No, it’s not a “threshold issue” in the standard legal sense. Marshall

here uses the phrase “threshold issue” in a colloquial sense (namely, claim-

ing Defendant could/would have pacified Plaintiff, without the necessity of 

filing a formal lawsuit), not in the standard legal sense (where the phrase 

refers to a “punch list” of legal prerequisites that must be satisfied before 

further proceedings can be sustained).

14 [Tuvell] Mitigation of damages is irrelevant here. It’s simply not a factor 

(e.g., it’s not in any “hornbook”) as an element of a cause-of-action for 

defamation generally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time 

(though it may be relevant in a damages discussion).

Besides which: What Marshall says is ridiculously false anyway, because 

the material posted on Tuvell’s own website reflects precisely his arguments

in the instant lawsuit anyway (i.e., documenting the truth of events, and ex-

posing Marshall’s defamation) — hence it does amount to “mitigation of 

damages” (it does not amount to “repeating/supporting the defamation”).
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See also the criticism of the “mitigating damages” at Opp 18–19.℘18 (see ℯ

15 [Tuvell] By speaking of “increased circulation,” Marshall here appears to be 

“agreeing” with the Judge’s focus on the “size of audience” issue, but as al-

ready explained in ℯ2 supra that issue is an irrelevant non-sequitur in 

defamation cases generally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time.

16 [Tuvell] But of course, there’s not need whatsoever to discuss damages here,

because that’s irrelevant at Motion-to-Dismiss time.

17 [Tuvell] It’s not entirely clear where Marshall gets his count of “33 separate 

instances of defamation” from. That number doesn’t correspond, for exam-

ple, to the number of pages or of paragraphs in the Comp. Marshall does 

partially explain where the count of 33 comes from, by the six sub-counts he 

mentions later (see ℯ28,31,36,40,57,61 with sub-counts of 5+3+11+4{?}+

7+3 = 33), but he doesn’t fully explain where he gets those sub-counts from.

In Comp, Plaintiff uses the symbol “†” ~57 times to tag “statements and 

actions complained-of” (Comp¶17), but not all of those indicate “separate/

distinct instances of defamation” (there is some overlap/duplication). A cate-

gorization of the “Top Five Defamations” was given at oral argument (and 

hence recorded in this very transcription, see ℯ133 infra). It seems inappro-

priate/tedious to provide here a “free-standing (that is, apart from the Comp 

itself) complete/exhaustive listing,” in the sense of a table explicitly mapping

each of those ~57 occurrences to their corresponding “Top Five Defama-

tions” (or other defamations not amongst the top five) — though, that exer-

cise could readily/easily be accomplished.

18 [Tuvell] There are two (related) 1993 cases referred to as “Lyons v. Globe 

Newspaper:” (i) “Lyons I,” 415 Mass. 258 (http://  masscases.  com/  cases/  sjc/  

415/  415mass258.  html  ). (ii) “Lyons II,” 415 Mass. 274 (https://  law.  justia.  com/  

cases/  massachusetts/  supreme-  court/  volumes/  415/  415mass274.  html  ). Since 

Marshall speaks about “quoting a 1983 case,” he’s referring to Lyons I, 

where the language Marshall cites appears on 263, as follows (internal ℘18 (see ℯ

cites and quotation marks omitted, emphasis added):

“In order to receive protection under these principles, a challenged 
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statement first must qualify as an expression of opinion. If the statement un-

ambiguously constitutes either fact or opinion, this issue is a question of 

law for the court to decide. The court must examine the statement in its to-

tality in the context in which it was uttered or published. The court must 

consider all the words used, not merely a particular phrase or sentence. In 

addition, the court must give weight to cautionary terms [and, the “caution-

ary terms” published on Marshall’s About page by no means suffice: they’re 

only vague labels, not crisp proofs, of opinionatedness] used by the person 

publishing the statement. Finally, the court must consider all of the circum-

stances surrounding the statement, including the medium by which the 

statement is disseminated and the audience to which it is published.”

The problem, though, is that Marshall falsely omits (and the Judge 

falsely ignores) the crucial precondition of this quotation: “If the statement 

unambiguously constitutes either fact or opinion, this issue is a question 

of law for the court to decide.” In the real world, many/most(/all) statements 

are of a mixed/  intertwined   character   (Sack §4.3.2ƒ149.1: “Opinions imply-

ing facts are sometimes referred to as ‘mixed opinions’;” Sack §4.1: “Analysis

is complicated because communications commonly consist of intertwined al-

legation of fact and opinion”) — part fact, part opinion (and not “unambigu-

ously only/pure fact or only/pure opinion”), and/or containing defamatory 

implication, a.k.a. defamation-by-implication/imputation/insinuation/

innuendo (see esp. the hornbook quote from Restatement (Second) of Torts 

at the end of this endnote/Annotation; also see Sack §2.4.5 generally) — es-

pecially when taken in context (cf. the tag “CTXDEFIMPL” mentioned in ℯ116

infra). For example, for an ignorant person to say “the moon is made of 

green cheese” (whether or not prefacing it with a “cautionary term,” such as

“I think,” so that linguistic trickery/fakery doesn’t count)† is a statement of 

both opinion and fact (in this example, a false fact). According to the terms 

promulgated by Lyons I (preceding paragraph supra), such mixed opinion/

fact statements are not   eligible for court/  judge decision as a matter of law at  

-dismiss time. The statements that are subject to defamation protection are 

statements of fact, whether or not they are also statements of opinion. It is 
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only statements of pure (unmixed) opinion (i.e., zero factual content) that 

are exempted from defamation protection (but: true “pure” “opinion” (vs. 

“fact”) essentially doesn’t even exist — it’s a continuum, not a dichotomy

— according to the quotation from Sack given just below in this endnote/An-

notation).

And that (“mixed/intertwined opinion/fact statements”) is what’s at 

stake in the case-at-bar (and in the vast majority of defamation cases, for 

that matter). For, indeed: Marshall himself explicitly admits that he ac-

tually believes the factual content of everything he writes as opinion 

(ℯ96 infra).

Note that this very fact-vs.-opinion issue has already been explicitly ad-

dressed by Plaintiff at Opp 3–5 — where, in fact, Plaintiff also quotes the ℘18 (see ℯ

very same teaching that Defendant does (Lyons I, supra), but does so via the

intermediary of Yohe v. Nugent (see Opp 5 for citation), which crucially also ℘18 (see ℯ

adds consideration of the essential, more modern/advanced, component of 

defamatory implication‡ — which Marshall and the Judge are now pre-

tending to ignore.

In this connection, note especially the quote in Plaintiff’s footnote at 

Opp 4ƒ5, regarding the ℘18 (see ℯ fact/opinion (that is, objective/subjective) di-

chotomy :— “Despite decades of modern first amendment [defamation] liti-

gation, courts continue to struggle with the basic distinction between fact 

and opinion.” Or again (Sack §4.1): “No task undertaken under the law of 

defamation is more elusive than distinguishing between fact and opinion. 

Analysis is complicated because communications common consist of inter-

twined allegations of fact and opinion … Indeed, there is some opinion in 

any assertion of fact, and some factual content in every statement of 

opinion [i.e., truly ‘pure’ opinion doesn’t even exist].”

Example of defamation-by-implication: The Alex Jones / Sandy Hook 

case, cited in ℯ143 infra (see the referenced Motion-to-Dismiss cited there).

{†  ・ “[I]f the statement ‘John is a thief’ is actionable when considered in 

its applicable context, the statement ‘I think John is a thief’ would be equally

actionable when placed in precisely the same context. … Even if the context 
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suggests a statement is opinion [as Marshall pretends to claim, with his pre-

tended over-arching all-encompassing About-page “opinion disclaimer”], it 

may be a statement of fact. Merely cloaking an allegation of fact in the garb 

of an opinion — ‘I think that Ernie had too much to drink’ — does not assure 

that it will not be held to state or imply a provably false and therefore poten-

tially actionable statement of fact.” — Sack §4.3.1.1. The Supreme Court’s 

own way of saying this same thing is presented in ℯ19 infra.}

{‡・  (i) To quote the “hornbook” on “defamatory implication” (Restate-

ment (Second) of Torts §566, emphasis added): “Expression of Opinion. A 

defamatory communication may consist of a statement in the form of an 

opinion, but a statement of this nature is actionable only if it implies the al-

legation of undisclosed [or, disclosed but false] defamatory facts as the ba-

sis for the opinion.” (ii) The classic sample instance of defamatory implica-

tion is the “Captain sober today” case (Google search that; see http://  volokh.  

com/  2012/  05/  20/  an-  interesting-  defamation-  case/  ) — which should now be an-

alyzed in the light of Air Wisconsin v. Hoeper, 571 U.S. ____, 134 S.Ct. 852 

(2014), that is, the Supreme Court’s newly revived defamation concept of 

“material falsity” (as opposed to literal language used), i.e., “effect on rep-

utation of defamee in the context/minds of the relevant audience/readers/lis-

teners.” (iii) “By statute, Massachusetts permits a plaintiff to recover for a 

truthful defamatory statement published in writing (or its equivalent) with 

actual malice, G.L. c. 231 §92 …” — See Phelan v. May Department Stores 

Co., 443 Mass. 52 n.4 (2004) (emphasis added).}

19 [Tuvell] This is Marshall’s primary argument: “stated as opinion.” Over and 

over again, Marshall thumps his claim/pretension (paraphrasing): “All the 

speaker/writer needs to do is one-time prophylactically pre-label ‘all’ his ut-

terances as ‘opinion” — that ‘pre-inoculates’ his audience, and ‘pre-immu-

nized’ himself against defamation liability.” But that’s a ridiculous argument,

as argued/proven in ℯ5,25,72,77 …

… and to those arguments we here also add the ruling of Milkovich v. 

Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1 (1990) (see also https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  

Milkovich_  v._  Lorain_  Journal_  Co  .) — which rejects the pretension that a 
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separate opinion privilege (Constitutional or otherwise) exists 

against defamation, as follows (emphasis added):

“If a speaker says, ‘In my opinion John Jones is a liar,’ he implies a 

knowledge of facts [true or false] which lead to the conclusion that Jones 

told an untruth. Even if the speaker states [‘discloses’] the facts upon which 

he bases his opinion, if those facts are either incorrect or incomplete, or if 

his assessment of them is erroneous, the statement may still imply a false 

assertion of fact [hence be defamatory]. Simply couching such statements in 

terms of opinion does not dispel these implications; and the statement, ‘In 

my opinion Jones is a liar,’ can cause as much damage to reputation as the 

statement, ‘Jones is a liar.’ As Judge Friendly aptly stated: ‘[It] would be de-

structive of the law of libel if a writer could escape liability for accusations 

of [defamatory conduct] simply by using, explicitly or implicitly, the words

“I think.”’”

20 [Tuvell] https://  ethicsalarms.  com/  about/  .

21 [Tuvell] https://  ethicsalarms.  com/  comment-  policies/  .

22 [Tuvell] No, “everything” is not “covered by that,” because Marshall here ig-

nores that many/most of the statements under discussion are mixed fact/

opinion statements, not pure/  unmixed   opinion — and hence, such mixed 

statements are not “covered,” by the discussion of ℯ18 supra.

23 [Tuvell] Marshall refers here to his post of 6:07 p.m. Aug 28 2017, at 

OppExhA 15–16, which is analyzed at Comp 7–15¶14.℘18 (see ℯ ℘18 (see ℯ

24 [Tuvell] No, this is false: Marshall didn’t say this “at the beginning of the pri-

mary post,” and he didn’t “frame the entire thing that way” (that is, he didn’t

intend it to apply to that whole primary post). He said it in the midst (not “at

the beginning”) of that post, and intended it to apply only to his comment 

about Tuvell’s PTSD. See ℯ25 infra.

25 [Tuvell] Marshall is lying/misleading here. He’s speaking about the following

passage (OppExhA 16), where he wrote:℘18 (see ℯ

“I read as much of the entry on his blog [referring to the webpage http://  
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judicial  misconduct.  us/  Case  Studies/  WETvIBM   on Tuvell’s website (which is, 

incidentally, not a so-called ‘blog’)] — which purports to be about judicial 

misconduct in summary judgments generally, but is in fact only about his 

case — as I could stand, and realized that Walt is, in technical terms — this 

is an opinion, Walt, not an assertion of fact, you can’t sue me: put down the 

banana — a few cherries short of a sundae.”

Marshall’s purported pre-inoculation/immunization (“opinion … you 

can’t sue me”) is referring specifically only to the language, “a few cherries 

short of a sundae.” That language per se, without more, is indeed obviously 

a mere/trivial opinionated/rhetorical/exaggerated/hyperbolic insult/ridicule/

abuse, not an assertion of fact — and Plaintiff does not, in fact, anywhere 

complain about such “merely-insulting” language as an element of a cause-

of-action for the instant lawsuit. See also the criticism of Marshall’s “opin-

ionation” at Opp 3–5.℘18 (see ℯ

The things Plaintiff does complain about, here and elsewhere, are other 

things, which are false statements of fact, and/or involve defamatory impli-

cation. In this instance: (i) the false statement just quoted that “Tuvell’s 

website is not about judicial misconduct generally, it’s in fact [not opinion]

only about his case” (paraphrasing, emphasis added); (ii) the false statement

of fact (by defamatory implication) that Tuvell is somehow “mentally defec-

tive” (“a few cherries short of a sundae,” which is factually falsely defamato-

rily implicative, to the extent that it depends on the predicate false state-

ment that “Tuvell’s website is only about his case,” and/or that Tuvell’s web-

site claims about Judicial Misconduct in the case Tuvell v. IBM); (iii) the false

statement of fact (by defamatory implication) that Tuvell’s PTSD somehow 

renders him “mentally defective” (which is defamatory per se, see ℯ134(β) An unprivileged publication to a third party.) 

infra).

In addition to which: Any such attempted inoculation/immunization is in-

effective anyway, in any defamation case. For, what matters is whether or 

not a challenged statement really is a statement of fact (wholly or partially, 

directly or indirectly, including “defamatory implication”) — not whether the 

author attempts/pretends to characterize it as “opinion only.”
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26 [Tuvell] No, Marshall did not “frame the entire thing that way.” Instead, he 

only framed the explicit language “a few cherries short of a sundae” that 

way, as explained in ℯ25 supra.

27 [Tuvell] Actually, there appear to be six categories. See ℯ60 infra, and the 

sub-count calculations in ℯ17 supra.

28 [Tuvell] Exactly which five instances? (It’s important to know what he’s talk-

ing about!)

29 [Tuvell] Except that, no such “disruptive and insulting comments” ever oc-

curred, instead they were “invented” by Marshall (as argued in Opp).

30 [Tuvell] No, Plaintiff does not argue that the “mere administrative act” (with-

out more) of “banning” was defamatory. Instead, it is argued that Marshall’s 

stated reasons for banning: (i) were false (and defamatory); and/or (ii) 

were not the actual reasons for banning (that is, the actual reasons for ban-

ning were undisclosed, with defamatory implication, as discussed in ℯ18 

supra).

31 [Tuvell] Exactly which three instances?

32 [Tuvell] For Marshall to pretend, as he does here, that he made “only three 

false statements” is a blatant asinine lie. He made (and/or hinted, via re-

peated contextual defamatory implication) dozens. See Comp & Opp, pas-

sim.

33 [Tuvell] The discussion referred to here occurs at OppExhA 1–2,6–8. But ℘18 (see ℯ

note, Marshall’s crazed attribution of academicism, while both false and 

defamatory, is not even one of Plaintiff’s complained-of instances of defama-

tion (as explained at Opp¶12ƒ18). This “academicism” incident does, in any 

event, demonstrate Marshall’s knee-jerk “actual malice” (in the technical 

sense of defamation law, see Sack §1.3.1) towards Tuvell.

34 [Tuvell] Yes, that attribution of “academicism” was defamatory (in the pre-

vailing context, of (i) the composition of the audience, and (ii) Marshall’s 

accompanying/explanatory verbiage), as explained at Comp 5¶8.℘18 (see ℯ
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35 [Tuvell] Marshall is here trying to invoke the received teaching that “state-

ments of opinion based upon disclosed facts cannot be defamatory.” But he 

falsely (in bad faith) misstates/misuses that teaching. Namely, the teaching 

actually refers to: “protected statements of (i) pure opinion, based upon (ii) 

true/accurate/correct known/disclosed facts.” Plaintiff’s complained-of 

defamations are all based upon (i′) mixed opinion/fact statements, and/or 

based upon (ii′) false and/or undisclosed fact-statements.

For (i′) proof of falsity (to the extent required at this Motion-to-Dismiss

time, i.e., pleading, not evidence), see Comp & Opp, passim.

For (ii′) false and/or undisclosed facts, an excellent example is given 

by the “theft of professional services” incident (see ℘18 (see ℯ27). As argued at 

Opp 7ƒ7, there simply were ℘18 (see ℯ no disclosed facts anywhere (within the range/

context of the audience, see OppExhA) that could conceivably indicate to 

anyone that Marshall provided any professional/paid services on his blogsite 

(https://  ethics  alarms.  com  ), much less that Tuvell sought to steal such ser-

vices. (Marshall does peddle his “professional/expert” services on his other/

business website, https://  proethics.  com  , but Tuvell never had any interest in 

or discussed that site with Marshall.) So, however it was that Marshall con-

cluded that Tuvell was trying to wheedle “free, expert assistance,” it must 

have been based upon some kind of false and/or undisclosed facts (which 

remain to this day unknown to Tuvell, and to all other audience members).

36 [Tuvell] Exactly which eleven instances?

37 [Tuvell] (i) The quoted passage occurs at OppExhA 15, and is discussed at ℘18 (see ℯ

Comp 18–19¶I. (ii) “The reason Walt is interested in judicial misconduct” is ℘18 (see ℯ

not that “the judge decided his case was lousy” (which she did not do, be-

cause she did not reach/decide “his case” at all), but rather that “the 

judge lied and obstructed justice, by falsifying the facts of Tuvell v. IBM (as 

explained on Plaintiff’s website, at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  Case  Studies/  

WETvIBM, especially the ‘Smoking Gun’ screenshot thereat).”

38 [Tuvell] Marshall may claim the statement he discusses here was “his char-

acterization and his belief,” implying that it therefore could not be defama-
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tory, because it was “based upon known/disclosed true facts.” But, what he 

says/believes is false. Namely, Marshall’s statement of opinion (“Tuvell’s 

case was lousy”) was actually based upon a false “disclosed fact” (that the 

“judge decided Tuvell’s case”), as explained at Comp 10p¶I (the meta-com℘18 (see ℯ -

ment there attached to the word “lousy”), and defamatory.

39 [Tuvell] While it is true, to some degree (depending on degree of interest, 

time available, investigatory savviness, knowledge/skill in the underlying 

subject matter (legalistic technicalities, involving Summary Judgment, Judi-

cial Misconduct, etc.), etc.), that “anyone who wanted to check it out, could 

check it out,” that’s irrelevant here.† Because, the ability of anyone to “check

out” a defamer’s statements is simply not an element of a cause-of-action for

defamation, either generally or (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time. ℯ143 

infra.

{†・Even though the observation “anyone could check it out” is irrele-

vant, it is indisputable that in the instant case-at-bar, (some/most/all of) the 

participants involved in the blog discussion (OppExhA) in fact did not “check

it out.” In fact, Marshall himself admits to being guilty of this (as quoted to-

ward the end of ℯ143 infra).}

40 [Tuvell] Exactly how many instances of this does Marshall claim? (I’m guess-

ing it’s four, given the discussion of sub-counts in ℯ17.)

41 [Tuvell] The passage from Yohe v. Nugent Marshall apparently refers to is 

this:

“In sum, the statements challenged by Yohe all fall into one of three cat-

egories: (1) unrefuted statements of fact; … As none of these types of state-

ments provides a basis for a defamation cause-of-action, Yohe’s defamation 

claim … fails.”

Really, there’s no need to cite any specific case (such as Yohe v. Nugent) 

for the proposition that neither (i) true statements of fact (disputed or not), 

nor (ii) undisputed (stipulated, agreed upon) statements of fact (true or 

false), provide an element of cause-of-action for defamation — because it’s 

“hornbook” (provided as always, and as Yohe itself explicitly acknowledges 
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(as noted in ℯ18 supra), that no “defamatory implication” is involved). But, of

course, Plaintiff in the instant case nowhere complains about any “unrefuted

statements of [true] fact.”

42 [Tuvell] OppExhA 15.℘18 (see ℯ

43 [Tuvell] The quoted passage occurs at OppExhA 16. The “personal agenda” ℘18 (see ℯ

Marshall speaks of here is also explained at OppExhA 16, namely:℘18 (see ℯ

“I’m sorry for Walt’s troubles, but he was not honest, and misrepre-

sented his purpose by the charming device of insulting my integrity. Obvi-

ously, he wanted to check and see whether my sympathies would be with his 

cause before submitting it for consideration. As I tell my clients, I can’t be 

bought, and you take your chances. Walt was also obviously looking for a 

cheap, as in free, expert opinion that he could use in his crusade against the 

judge.” — Which are statements of fact (possibly mixed with opinion), 

and/or opinions with defamatory implication, and all of which are 

false (hence cannot be adjudicated by a judge at Motion-to-Dismiss time, 

but must be decided by a jury at trial).

44 [Tuvell] BUT, IT IS FALSE! This is explained at Comp 12–14¶O.℘18 (see ℯ

Note, incidentally but very importantly, that Marshall here admits — by 

explicitly/emphatically formulating his statement, “I believe that is true” — 

to promulgating “(mixed/intertwined) fact” (albeit false fact), as opposed 

to his pretended “(pure) opinion:”

                        I believe {opinion}  that is true {fact}.

And here’s another ready example, where Marshall admits he’s dealing 

with facts (at least in his mind), not opinions: “the fact  that the entire 

American Left, along with its sycophants and familiars, the universities, 

show business and the news media, have gone completely off the ethics rails

since November 8, 2016” (OppExhA 1, emphasis added). The point being, of℘18 (see ℯ

course, that since much of Marshall’s audience view him as “God” (ℯ130 in-

fra), they automatically/blindly believe as fact anything he calls “fact.”

Opinions are, by definition, statements that are subjective/indefinite 
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judgments/viewpoints/beliefs/perspectives/positions/stances/attitudes/as-

sessments/conceptions/conjectures/estimations/persuasions/etc. — hence, 

they are incapable of being described as “true/false/correct/incorrect/accu-

rate/inaccurate/verifiable/falsifiable/provable/disprovable” (it is only objec-

tive/definite statements of facts, about such things as historical events or 

mathematical theorems, that are capable of being “true/false/etc.”). The 

most one can assert about opinions is that they’re “right/wrong” (in the 

moralistic sense of “righteous/unrighteous/virtuous/wicked,” or similar lan-

guage, but certainly not “true/false/etc.”), because it’s those kinds of words 

that convey “degrees of opinionation/judgmentalness.” As already noted (ℯ18

supra), the opinion/fact spectrum is a continuum — there can be many “opin-

ions,” but only one “fact” — “you’re entitled to your own opinions, but not to 

your own facts.”

More generally, see ℯ96,97 infra. Marshall’s admission of belief in the 

truth of the facts underlying his opinions (some such facts always existing, 

ℯ18 supra) falsifies Marshall’s earlier assertion (see ℯ22 supra), to the effect 

that “everything on his blog is ‘covered’ as being opinion, not fact.” And re-

member: Marshall is a lawyer, so he knows/understands these niceties of nu-

ance, and hence he can’t pretend “it was just a slip of the tongue.” [Thank 

you, Jack.]

45 [Tuvell] By admitting here, as Marshall does, that the act of banning was 

not a mere “administrative act” (see ℯ30), but rather was based upon his 

false statements about “abuse for personal agenda” (based on blatantly false

and/or undisclosed facts), Marshall hereby demonstrates/proves precisely 

Plaintiff’s claim (in ℯ18 supra) that the banning did indeed have defamatory

implication. [Thank you, Jack.]

46 [Tuvell] By this language — “he contacted me” — Marshall is saying/imply-

ing that he’s speaking about Plaintiff’s original/initial email of Aug 26 2017 

(at OppExhA 7). But what he says about it is false, because that email said ℘18 (see ℯ

nothing about Marshall’s lack of coverage of Judicial Misconduct.

47 [Tuvell] This is false. Plaintiff never said anything of the sort.
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Judicial Misconduct was first mentioned, briefly, in Plaintiff’s first post 

to the Ethics Alarms blog on Aug 27 2017 (also at OppExhA 7), and that ℘18 (see ℯ

post did mention nothing about Marshall’s lack of coverage. The context in 

which Judicial Misconduct first did appear substantively was Plaintiff’s later 

post (at OppExhA 13), but it also did ℘18 (see ℯ not say anything resembling “Why 

don’t you ever write about Judicial Misconduct?” What it observed, simply/

straightforwardly/correctly, was that Marshall (and/or his blog participants) 

hadn’t picked up on Plaintiff’s discussion-thread issue concerning his experi-

ence with Judicial Misconduct in the sense of institutional abuse of Summary

Judgment:

“I was initially attracted to you because you’re trained/savvy in the law, 

and I wanted to ask you[r] opinion about the ethics of Judicial Misconduct, 

specifically in the sense of institutional abuse of the Summary Judgment 

process (e.g., http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  Case  Studies/  WETvIBM#  

smokinggun). You’ve done nothing to address that, and nobody on this site 

appears to have any inclination to [do] so.” — Which Marshall later falsely 

misparaphrased/mischaracterized (OppExhA 15) this way: “[Tuvell] posted ℘18 (see ℯ

a comment saying that the blog advertised itself as covering judicial miscon-

duct and doesn’t.”

The closest Plaintiff came (but it’s not very close) to saying about Mar-

shall’s lack of coverage of Judicial Misconduct came in the post where he 

wrote (OppExhA 10,13): “I tuned into this site in the hope/℘18 (see ℯ expectation of 

finding a discussion of ethics, without the smokescreen of partisan politics 

clouding the air. I even proposed a topic, Judicial Misconduct, with examples

(http://  Judicial  Misconduct.  US  ). But no takers. Such things appear not to be 

what this site is about. … Oh, and another thing: Why in the world did I ever 

think Jack (and by extension this blog/website) might be interested in Judi-

cial Misconduct? Why, it’s advertised on the About page, of course: ‘I [Jack] 

specialize in legal ethics …’”

48 [Tuvell] Marshall appears to be referring to his post to the effect that 

(OppExhA 15, emphasis in original): “there are ℘18 (see ℯ dozens of judicial ethics 

posts.”
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49 [Tuvell] Marshall writes falsely, where he pretends to conflate/confuse Judi-

cial Misconduct (which was/is Plaintiff’s concern) with Judicial Ethics 

(which is Marshall’s concern (one of them), or so he claims). But these two 

are distinct/different realms of concern (with indeed some mutual relation-

ship, whereas Marshall falsely pretends they are identical). Namely, as docu-

mented on Plaintiff’s website, which Marshall had been pointed-to by Plain-

tiff (at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  Introduction  , under separate successive 

subheadings): (i) Judicial Ethics is “softly/fuzzily aspirational,” governed by

The Code of Conduct for United States Judges (USCC, CodCon) and the ABA

Model Code of Judicial Conduct (ABAMC); whereas (ii) Judicial Miscon-

duct is “solidly/rigidly statutory,” governed by the Judicial Conduct & Dis-

ability Act (JCDA, 28 USC §332(d)(1),351–364) and the Judicial Conduct & 

Disability Rules (JCDR). No competent professional legal ethicist (as Mar-

shall pretends/advertises himself to be) would ever legitimately conflate/con-

fuse these two realms of concern.

50 [Tuvell] It is false for Marshall to pretend he was not aware (“constructive 

knowledge”) of Plaintiff’s website and its concerns, because Plaintiff had by 

this point explicitly pointed him to it (OppExhA 7).℘18 (see ℯ

51 [Tuvell] To clarify, yet once again (since Marshall persists in falsely misrep-

resenting Plaintiff’s arguments): (i) Judge Casper did not “dismiss ‘his case’”

(she dismissed a case she invented, by falsifying the facts of Plain-

tiff’s case, ℯ37 supra); (ii) Plaintiff’s claims of Judicial Misconduct against 

Judge Casper are based on her violation of judicial/legal rules of Summary 

Judgment, Falsification of Facts, Obstruction of Justice, etc. (and not in the 

mere fact of “dismissing the case”).

52 [Tuvell] Marshall speaks falsely here (“slyly … without me knowing it”), be-

cause Tuvell had expressly informed him of his concerns earlier, at the be-

ginning of their interaction (OppExhA 7).℘18 (see ℯ

53 [Tuvell] OppExhA 15. See ℘18 (see ℯ https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  Sandbagging   for the

(defamatory) definition of “sandbagging.”

54 [Tuvell] Rule 8.2 of the Massachusetts Rules of Professional Conduct (which 
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embodies the rules of “Legal Ethics,” in the sense that Marshall teaches it) 

states (in relevant part): “A lawyer shall not make a statement that the 

lawyer knows to be false or with reckless disregard as to its truth or falsity 

concerning the qualifications or integrity of a judge or a magistrate …”

The corresponding Rule 8.2(a) of the ABA Model Rules of Professional 

Conduct (ABAMRPC) (which is the document Marshall holds in his advertis-

ing/publicity photo at https://  proethics.  com/  , with a “fair use” copy at http://  

judicial  misconduct.  us/  Case  Studies/  TUVELLv  MARSHALL  ) states: “A lawyer 

shall not make a statement that the lawyer knows to be false or with reck-

less disregard as to its truth or falsity concerning the qualifications or in-

tegrity of a judge, adjudicatory officer or public legal officer …”

But of course, Plaintiff never asked/wanted Marshall to do any such 

thing.

55 [Tuvell] Why, exactly? Where/what, exactly, is the “falsity” that Tuvell pub-

lishes on his website?

56 [Tuvell] And where exactly was the “trickery,” given that Tuvell had been 

everywhere straightforward/truthful/above-board in all his dealings with 

Marshall?

57 [Tuvell] Exactly which seven instances?

58 [Tuvell] See ℯ21. As long as Marshall is plumping his comment guidelines 

here, we note that those very guidelines are quite clear that insults (by him-

self or others) are disindicated. So, by admitting here his insulting of Mr. Tu-

vell, we see that Marshall was violating how very own guidelines.

59 [Tuvell] And, of course, Plaintiff nowhere improperly cites “mere insult/epi-

thet/name-calling/hyperbole” as defamatory — except insofar as it properly 

involves defamatory implication (ℯ18 supra), and thereby furthers fans the 

flames of reputational damage.

60 [Tuvell] This seems to introduce a sixth category, above and beyond the five 

Marshall spoke of at ℘18 (see ℯ6 supra.

61 [Tuvell] Exactly which three instances?
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62 [Tuvell] Apparently referring to Marshall’s “33 separate instances,” see ℯ17 

supra.

63 [Tuvell] Marshall fails/refuses to list “disability” here. And that’s significant, 

given that he clearly does discriminate/abuse on the basis of disability — 

specifically with respect to Tuvell’s PTSD, which he characterizes as “a few 

cherries short of a sundae” (ℯ25,26 supra). Note that PTSD is covered by the

ADA, for example: https://  www.  eeoc.  gov/  eeoc/  foia/  letters/  2008/  ada_  

disability_  employee_  misconduct.  html  .

64 [Tuvell] Multiple things need be said here:

(i) In the first place, Tuvell’s main/initial “question/observation” (not 

even a “complaint,” as it was done in private email to Marshall, see ℯ46 

supra) about Ethics Alarms was that it seemed to be mostly about “petty po-

litical/partisan harangue/ax-grinding,” as opposed to the “purely ethical dis-

cussion/debate” apparently promised by the About page (ℯ20 supra).

(ii) In the second place, the secondary observation, concerning bias/

slant (and in which direction, namely, Left-to-Right), of the said political/par-

tisan discussion environment was only ever a parenthetical comment (in the 

introductory preliminary private email, not as a website discussion topic), 

never a proposed topic for discussion.

(iii) Tuvell never even considered the issue of whether “Left is ‘better’ 

than Right, or vice versa.” It was only the fact of partisanship, not its propri-

ety, and the dissonance of such partisanship with the website content (“de-

sign vs. implementation of website”) that was ever observed.

(iv) Marshall’s “over and over again” is a blatant lie. Tuvell lodged his 

question/observation only a single time (in the introductory private email). It

was others on the blogsite, not Tuvell, who kept trying to re-raise it (the 

trumped-up/false charge) “over and over again,” with Tuvell always trying to

disavow it and tamp it down.

(v) A conversation involving “political partisanship” in no sense rises to 

the level of the sort of “race, religion, sexual orientation, gender, etc.” abu-

siveness that Marshall states he finds objectionable.

(vi) Even if Tuvell had raised a Left-vs.-Right discussion topic (as op-
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posed to the mere presence of political/partisan debate), that would have 

been a perfectly valid topic to be raised/discussed on Marshall’s website — it

was not a reason for him to become “angry.”

(vii) As for the correctness/validity of the preceding items ((i)–(vi), this 

list): Tuvell continues to stand by them, and they’re a matter for a jury to de-

cide, not a judge at Motion-to-Dismiss time. So they certainly do not belong 

in the present proceedings, and hence it’s inappropriate for Marshall to even

raise them here.

65 [Tuvell] Marshall’s “primary post,” see ℯ23 supra.

66 [Tuvell] But, Marshall’s “explanation why” is all false. Comp 12–14¶O.℘18 (see ℯ

67 [Tuvell] See ℯ25 supra.

68 [Tuvell] Here the Judge gestures towards his copy of OppExhA.

69 [Tuvell] Tuvell’s usage here of “single” was an inadvertent slip-up/tongue-

stumble. He should have said “certain.”

70 [Tuvell] Tuvell’s usage here (twice) of the phrase “as opposed to” was a lin-

guistic slip-up. He should have said “as concerning.” The reason for the slip-

up can be seen by ℯ71 infra.

71 [Tuvell] The “much more [as opposed to the bare facts]” Tuvell has in mind 

here are his own website, along with all the laws/cases/etc. attendant there-

unto.

72 [Tuvell] This new question about the “forum”/audience is separate/different 

from two other of the Judge’s concerns (about the size of the audience at ℯ2 

supra, and about the investigative responsibilities of the audience at ℯ143 in-

fra), but it joins one other of his concerns (about the effect on the audience 

at ℯ5 supra). The issue here — “prophylactically labeling as opinion, pre-in-

oculating the audience, immunizing himself” — is just as bogus as his earlier

focus on the size of the audience (ℯ2 supra). For, this new question is simply 

not a factor as an element of a cause-of-action for defamation generally (ℯ3 

supra), much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time: because, “mere   la  -  

beling  ” as opinion is not sufficient; it must “actually   be  ” (pure, fact-free)   
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opinion (and in the case-at-bar, it isn’t, because it everywhere carries a com-

ponent/connotation of factuality, falsely).

73 [Tuvell] There is no reason in the world for the Judge to bring up “newspa-

pers” here. Defamation by news media is a specialized subspecies of general

defamation, which is totally irrelevant to the case at bar. So why muddy the 

waters? Attempting to bamboozle/hoodwink/swindle the pro se Plaintiff?

74 [Tuvell] Short answer: No, it doesn’t matter (see ℯ77 infra).

75 [Tuvell] Marshall here refers to the well-known so-called “litigation privi-

lege,” whereby statements made pursuant to official judicial proceedings are

granted absolute immunity from civil liability for defamation (the rationale 

being that the integrity of the adversary judicial system outweighs the repu-

tational interest of any party).

76 [Tuvell] Internet anonymity can be problematic in the defamation context. 

See Gotelaere, Defamation or Discourse, https://  scholarly  commons.  law.  case.  

edu/  jolti/  vol2/  iss1/  3/  .

77 [Tuvell] This is an absurd conclusion, as it is based upon a false equivalence 

with the litigation privilege (ℯ75 supra). Namely, the litigation privilege 

serves an important public policy (integrity of the judicial system), while 

“pre-‘warning’ a victim (by “pre-‘inoculating’ an audience”) that you feel free

to commit future defamation by pretending to label everything you say as 

‘opinion’” serves no such purpose. Indeed, such a concept has no precedent/

support in the law of defamation, and effectively neuters it: “prophylactic in-

oculation” is simply not a factor as an element of a cause-of-action for 

defamation generally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time.

In any case: merely/unilaterally labeling/declaring a statement — 

whether past, present, or future — as (pure, unmixed) “opinion” does not 

make it actual opinion (in the eyes/ears of the victim/law/jury). See again the

quotes toward the bottom of ℯ18 supra).

78 [Tuvell] Thankfully Marshall does not bother “going there” with his First 

Amendment musings (for they certainly do not apply to the instant case, 
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there being no federal/state/governmental question involved).

79 [Tuvell] No, he can’t do that. The technology doesn’t exist (see ℯ140 infra). 

Even apart from that impossibility, Marshall has no way to determine how 

many others learned about the defamatory posts (such as blog readers read-

ing or forwarding screenshots to others).

See also the criticism of the “250” figure at Opp 17–18. To which we ℘18 (see ℯ

now note that Marshall himself revised that figure to “≤ 488,” in a Notice of 

Errata he filed with the Court on Jun 1 2018, in preparation for this Oral Ar-

gument.

80 [Tuvell] But of course, “tiny percentage” is utterly irrelevant. See ℯ2 supra.

81 [Tuvell] Literally, Marshall said “visitors” instead of “users,” but these terms 

are synonymous (meaning “unique/distinct individuals visiting a website”) in

the standard terminology of “Internet analytics” — as distinct from other re-

lated terminologies, such as “registered accounts”, “pageviews,” and “ses-

sions.” See, e.g., https://  blog.  hubspot.  com/  marketing/  guide-  to-  web-  analytics-  

traffic-  terms  .

82 [Tuvell] See https://  ethicsalarms.  com/  2018/  06/  06/  afternoon-  ethics-  warm-  up-  

6-  6-  18-  special-  dont-  sue-  me-  these-  are-  just-  opinions-  edition/  . That post speaks

inconsistently of “9,000,000 views,” as opposed to the “9,000,000 visitors/

users” Marshall reported at this oral hearing (so it’s impossible to tell which 

interpretation is intended/correct).

83 [Tuvell] Tuvell doesn’t “frequent/follow” Marshall’s blog (in the standard 

sense of “regularly actively reading and paying attention to it”), but in 

preparation for this oral hearing (Jun 7 2018) he did check it the preceding 

day, and there saw Marshall’s post advertising the 9,000,000 figure (without 

noting whether the post spoke of “visitors/users” or “pageviews”).

84 [Tuvell] See ℯ20 supra.

85 [Tuvell] https://  proethics.  com/  .

86 [Tuvell] Technicalities about this terminology (what’s a “blog” vs. a “forum,” 

etc.), is discussed at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  forum/  How  To  Use  Forums  .
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87 [Tuvell] Hence, defamatory   per se  . ℯ134(α) A false) infra. In Comp¶18, instead of 

“vocation,” Tuvell used the synonymous words, “position/job/calling/field.”

88 [Tuvell] The concepts of “pubic figure” and “limited-purpose public figure” 

are significant in defamation law, and are currently in flux in the Internet 

context. See Diss 8¶A, Opp 11.℘18 (see ℯ ℘18 (see ℯ

89 [Tuvell] See ℯ20 supra.

90 [Tuvell] See ℯ21 supra.

91 [Tuvell] See ℯ77 supra.

92 [Tuvell] Boy, do we ever “know that’s true” (calling something “opinion” — 

even via immediate/direct prefacing, such as “I think,” or “in my opinion,” or

Glenn Beck’s slimy disclaimer “I’m just saying” — does not make it “opin-

ion”): see the citations to Sack and Milkovich in ℯ18,19 supra.

93 [Tuvell] This kind of “satiricism/parody inoculation” is valid/effective, and 

very different from the “opinionism inoculation” discussed at ℯ25,72,77 

supra. Satiricism means: “What I say has false factual content.” Opinionism 

means: “What I say has no factual content” — which is basically impossible.

94 [Tuvell] https://  www.  snopes.  com/  .

95 [Tuvell] See https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  Category:  Fact-  checking_  websites  .

96 [Tuvell] At https://  ethicsalarms.  com/  about/  , Marshall writes (emphasis 

added): “The objective isn’t to be ‘right,’ though if I post an   opinion,   I   be  -  

lieve   it  ” — including, presumably, vouching for the correctness/truth of the 

facts underlying the opinion.

97 [Tuvell] We now know, by Marshall’s language “I believe that is true” (ℯ43 

supra), that his blanket affirmation of “belief in his opinions” (ℯ96 supra) re-

ally entails “belief in the truth of the facts underlying the opinions.” Of 

course, this is not unique to Marshall (see ℯ18,44 supra and passim): it’s uni-

versally the case that when people “give their opinions,” they’re basing them

on some underlying stratum of (explicit and/or implicit) facts, which they as-

sume are true. Otherwise, they’re giving their opinions in a vacuum — which
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is insipid.

98 [Tuvell] That list, which Tuvell compiled in the hour preceding this oral hear-

ing, can be viewed at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  sites/  default/  files/  2018-  07/  

Notes.pdf.

99 [Tuvell] At Diss 7¶2, Marshall falsely cites case law that deals with ℘18 (see ℯ slander, 

as opposed to libel. This is pointed out and rebutted at Opp¶10.

100 [Tuvell] Referring to OppExhA.

101 [Tuvell] The “99%” here refers, in context, to the immediate instigating facts

of the case (as opposed to the additional “much more” mentioned in ℯ71 

supra). Namely, Marshall deleted two of Tuvell’s posts (see Opp 14ƒ21), and ℘18 (see ℯ

those comprise the remaining/missing “1%.”

102 [Tuvell] These notes can be viewed at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  sites/  

default/  files/  2018-  07/  Notes.pdf  .

103 [Tuvell] See ℯ8,10 supra.

104 [Tuvell] The inapplicability of Ch. 93A has already been argued at Opp 9. ℘18 (see ℯ

So, it’s unclear why Defendant pretends to uphold that false fiction here.

105 [Tuvell] See ℯ9 supra.

106 [Tuvell] The bogosity of registered mail has already been argued at Opp 9–℘18 (see ℯ

10. So, it’s unclear why Defendant pretends to uphold that false fiction here.

107 [Tuvell] This is an explicit dead giveaway, that the Judge is falsely consid-

ering “damages” at Motion-to-Dismiss time. That is a false misstatement of

the law. “Damages” is simply not a factor as an element of a cause-of-action 

for defamation generally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time; 

it’s not in any standardized “hornbook” list, see ℯ3 supra. — Damages are 

especially irrelevant in this Massachusetts jurisdiction, where all li-

bel is per se (ℯ3 supra).

108 [Tuvell] “Rule 12” refers to “Motion-to-Dismiss,” MCRP 12. Opp 2.℘18 (see ℯ

109 [Tuvell] Comp 17¶19.℘18 (see ℯ
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110 [Tuvell] See ℯ37 supra.

111 [Tuvell] This is the “Smoking Gun,” see http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  Case  

Studies/  WETvIBM#  smokinggun  .

112 [Tuvell] Tuvell misspeaks/misremembers what Marshall said here. Instead of

the word “asshole,” Marshall used the word “jerk,” see ℘18 (see ℯ9 supra. (Tuvell was

conflating this with Marshall’s use of the word “asshole” on his website, 

OppExhA 16.)℘18 (see ℯ

113 [Tuvell] Concerning the dangers of quoting out-of-context: “If you give me 

six lines written by the hand of the most honest/honorable of men, I will find 

something in them which will hang him.” See http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  

sites/  default/  files/  2017-  04/  01_  Pet  Writ  Cert%2B  Apx_0.  pdf#  page=32  .

114 [Tuvell] I.e., “defamatory implication,” see ℯ18 supra.

115 [Tuvell] Namely, what it says/implies (“contextually defamatory implication,”

“CTXDEFIMPL,” ℯ18 supra) is that the whole case/website are incorrect/

wrong/mistaken/false/invalid/lies/etc. — all of which are statements of fact 

(and false ones, at that), which can be adjudicated only by the ultimate fact-

finder (jury) at trial, not the judge (in a non-bench trial).

116 [Tuvell] Referring to the tag “CTXDEFIMPL” (“Contextualized Defamatory 

Implication”) used throughout Opp.

117 [Tuvell] See ℯ48 supra.

118 [Tuvell] See ℯ49 supra.

119 [Tuvell] See ℯ49 supra.

120 [Tuvell] Tuvell here started to discuss some of the recent history of Judicial 

Misconduct (JCDA, JCDR, see ℯ49 supra), but was interrupted by the Judge.

121 [Tuvell] The Judge here (“proving things false for the sake of proving things 

false”) completely misstates (innocently or maliciously) Tuvell’s argument in 

this area, so Tuvell had a hard time deciphering the depths of the judge’s off-

the-wall misunderstanding in real-time. Tuvell eventually was able to dredge
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up a response (as recorded in this transcription), ultimately calling it “a fine 

point,” so it may also help to recapitulate it again, here/now, as follows:

(i) The point is not that Defendant miscounted the number of times he 

wrote about Judicial Misconduct (and/or Ethics); nor even, without more, 

that (ii) Defendant conflates the concepts of Judicial Misconduct and Judicial

Ethics. (iii) Plaintiff does not, in any event, anywhere even complain directly 

(that is, out-of-context) about these items (i–ii), without more. (iv) Instead, 

the point is that Defendant makes defamatory/false statements of facts 

(“Plaintiff’s case/website are lousy,” in various manners/locutions), whilst, 

in-context, falsely portraying himself as an expert on legal/judicial ethics/

misconduct — thereby harming Plaintiff’s reputation. (v) And so, what is be-

ing proved by Plaintiff’s argument in this area is this: By (genuinely or pre-

tendingly) not even apprehending/appreciating/acknowledging the funda-

mental distinction/difference between Judicial Misconduct and Judicial 

Ethics, Defendant is not   actually the “legal ethics expert/  professional” he   

portrays himself to be — thereby committing the element of cause-of-action 

for defamation of being “grossly/  inexcusably negligent/  antipathetic about   

truth/  falsity,”   with regard to critiquing/defaming Plaintiff’s case/website 

(and, in addition, he’s guilty of falsely inflating his own standing in the pres-

ence of the audience/community of interest, in order to pump-up his credibil-

ity to defame Plaintiff — which may become eventually relevant as a consid-

eration in a damages/punishment discussion).

122 [Tuvell] “Strictly … the whole Judicial Misconduct proceedings” referring to 

the JCDA and JCDR, see ℯ49 supra.

123 [Tuvell] Referring to Tuvell v. IBM.

124 [Tuvell] Again, the Judge falsely misstates the law here: (i) “actual” defama-

tion (as opposed to “potential tendency”), see ℯ4 supra; (ii) “damages,” see 

ℯ107 supra.

125 [Tuvell] No, it doesn’t “gotta hurt you,” it’s only “gotta have the potential/

tendency to hurt,” etc. See ℯ4,124 supra.

126 [Tuvell] See ℯ125 supra.
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127 [Tuvell] See ℯ125 supra.

128 [Tuvell] See ℯ125 supra.

129 [Tuvell] Tuvell here sees the Judge is forcing him to play the Judge’s false 

game (“did actually harm,” as opposed to “potential/tendency to harm”), and

so must try to play along as best he can.

130 [Tuvell] That is, “easily swayed by someone self-proclaimedly/seemingly au-

thoritative,” namely Marshall. Because, recall, the audience/forum consists 

largely/wholly of non-lawyers, generally incapable of detecting truth/falsity 

of legal assertions from a lawyer such as Marshall.

131 [Tuvell] The “context” here being the ambient environment wherein “Mar-

shall asserts he’s an expert on the subject of Judicial Misconduct, and his 

readers blindly/automatically believe everything he says (including his self-

assertion that he’s an expert).”

132 [Tuvell] See ℯ129 supra.

133 [Tuvell] The sense in which the two lists are “totally different” is that they’re

based upon entirely different organizational principles, and hence are dis-

joint/incommensurable from one another (Marshall’s “list” is very vague/

handwavy, never addressing the real/complained-of issues in Tuvell’s list):

Marshall’s non-specific non-defamatory areas:

#1(℘18 (see ℯ6): Unrelated to libel/defamation.

#2(℘18 (see ℯ7): False, but not libelous.

#3(℘18 (see ℯ7): Opinion based upon disclosed facts.

#4(℘18 (see ℯ8): Unrefuted statements of fact.

#5(℘18 (see ℯ9): Mere insult.

#6(℘18 (see ℯ9): Mere inaccuracy.

Tuvell’s specific defamatory categories (“Top Five Defamations”):

#1(℘18 (see ℯ27): Theft (attempted) of professional services.

#2(℘18 (see ℯ28): Started divisive thread of Left vs. Right.

#3(℘18 (see ℯ29): Website is single-issue, not Judicial Misconduct platform.

#4(℘18 (see ℯ29): Dishonest sandbagging.
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#5(℘18 (see ℯ30): Abuse of blog for personal agenda; banning.

134 [Tuvell] Note that, in Massachusetts, “Imputation [without the requirement 

of successful accomplishment] of criminal conduct is defamatory per se.” 

McAvoy v. Shuffrin, 401 Mass. 593, 597–598, 518 N.E.2d 513 (1988, empha-

sis added ; this case was already cited by Defendant in his Opp).

In this connection (and also in-line with the Judge’s concern/respect for 

“hornbooks”), we note that the hornbooks generally support a standardized

list of four “defamations   per se,  ”   as follows (languaged here by https://  

en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  United_  States_  defamation_  law  , emphasis added; 

Wikipedia may comprise a “non-traditional hornbook,” but it is accurate in 

this detail, as can be seen by consulting the traditional hornbooks):

(α) A false) Allegations or imputations “injurious to another in their trade, 

business, or profession.” [A.k.a. occupation or vocation = “calling/sum-

mons” = “grand purpose in life” (see https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  Vocation  ),

as Tuvell twice emphasized at oral argument, see ℘18 (see ℯ15,29 supra. The “mak-

ing-of-money” aspect is not relevant in this regard, as that would get into a 

damages discussion, which is assumed/unnecessary in a libel-per-se jurisdic-

tion generally, much less at Motion-to-Dismiss time. All that’s involved re-

garding cause-of-action for defamation is the aspect of injury to reputation.]

(β) An unprivileged publication to a third party.) Allegations or imputations of “loathsome disease” (historically lep-

rosy and sexually transmitted disease, now also including mental illness). 

[Such as PTSD, see ℯ25,63 supra.]

(γ) Fault amounting at least to negligence on the part of the publisher.) Allegations or imputations of “unchastity” (usually only in unmar-

ried people and sometimes only in women). [Not relevant here.]

(δ) Either actionability of the statement irrespective of special harm or ) Allegations or imputations of criminal activity (sometimes only 

crimes of moral turpitude). [Such as “theft of profession services,” see 

℘18 (see ℯ27 supra. For which, see generally https://  en.  wikipedia.  org/  wiki/  Theft_  of_  

services, which explains that such theft of services constitutes a crime/mis-

demeanor/felony, typically prosecuted as larceny (this general Wikipedia ref-

erence — as opposed to legalistic citations to cases/treatises — being suffi-

cient for our purpose here, which is to adumbrate the connotation of 

defamation in the mind of the audience).]
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135 [Tuvell] Tuvell’s point here — “provided that the underlying facts are true” 

— is precisely what the Supreme Court is talking about in the quotation 

taken from Milkovich in ℯ19 supra.

136 [Tuvell] Now seven, with more planned (see http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  

Case  Studies  ).

137 [Tuvell] “Other stuff” such as an introductory short-course in-a-nutshell 

about the relevant legal laws/rules (http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  

Introduction), a compilation of resources (http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  

Resources), information about the logo (http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  About/  

Logo), and some forums (http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  forum  , newly added 

since the events at issue in the instant case).

138 [Tuvell] Hence, defamatory   per se  . ℯ134(α) A false) supra.

139 [Tuvell] Actually, Tuvell was here quoting (accurately) Rule 8.3(b) ABA 

Model Rules of Professional Conduct. The corresponding Rule 8.3(b) of the 

Massachusetts Rules of Professional Conduct states: “A lawyer having 

knowledge that a judge has committed a violation of applicable rules of judi-

cial conduct that raises a substantial question as to the judge's fitness for 

office shall inform the Commission on Judicial Conduct.” It would have been 

inappropriate for Tuvell to quote the latter, because Judge Casper is a First 

Circuit Federal (not Massachusetts) judge, so the “appropriate authority” to 

be informed is the federal First Circuit Judicial Council (not the Massachu-

setts Commission on Judicial Misconduct).

140 [Tuvell] This cannot be accurate. It is information Marshall cannot possibly 

know, because the technology/tools (“Internet analytics”) don’t exist capable

of providing it. (i) His “official” number of “2,000” may, perhaps, reflect 

some collection of “officially registered users” (in some unspecified sense, 

such as email subscribers, or RSS feed subscribers, or website accounts, 

etc.; though he claims 3,200 on his website, see Comp 4¶5), but (ii) Mar℘18 (see ℯ -

shall cannot possibly know how many of those “follow his website every 

day,” because the technology doesn’t support that. Marshall may, perhaps, 

know (via some Internet analytics tool his website uses) (iii) approximately 
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the number of visitors/sessions/pageviews (all different numbers) his website

receives per day, but he cannot possibly know (iv) how many of those are 

amongst the aforesaid 2,000 registered users, or are unregistered users, or 

indeed are human at all (as opposed to automated bots/spiders). Finally, he 

cannot know (v) how many users actually “follow” his website (in the sense 

of actively read and pay attention to it, see ℯ83 supra), as opposed to “idly 

let the words flow past their eyes, whilst daydreaming of other things.”

141 [Tuvell] This is absurd/insane. Marshall is here saying, “opinion is not fact as

long as the audience can check/investigate it and determine the truth of the 

matter.” There has never been any such thing ever said in the whole history 

of defamation law. Indeed, just the opposite is true: statements that have the

mere potential/tendency (as opposed to the “check-it-out-for-yourself look-

up-ability”) to defame are actionable. See also ℯ143 infra.

142 [Tuvell] This is absurd (an invalid/nonsensical legal argument). To say “the 

website is single-issue,” when in actuality it is not, is very obviously a false 

statement of fact (whose truth/falsity only a jury at trial is competent to de-

cide, not a judge at Motion-to-Dismiss time). Marshall cannot immunize him-

self by pretending (as he does here at oral argument, though he did not do 

so at the time of events, see OppExhA) that “it’s his opinion/analysis,” be-

cause such “analytic error/falsity” is ineffective for avoiding defamation lia-

bility: see (i) the discussion concerning “I think”-like circumlocutions in ℯ18 

supra, and (ii) the discussion concerning “gross/inexcusable negligence/an-

tipathy about truth/falsity” in ℯ121 supra.

143 [Tuvell] The judge here picks up (falsely) on Marshall’s absurd/insane theory

in ℯ141 supra. For the Judge to grant any credence at all to this invalid/non-

sensical legal argument bizarrely returns to his obsession/bugaboo (see also 

ℯ2,5,72 supra) about the “responsibility” of the “forum”/audience to some-

how “avoid/thwart defamation,” by exploring parameters/barriers around 

the “requirement and/or difficulty for listeners/readers to investigatively de-

termine the truth/falsity of a statement of fact.”† That’s crazy.

(i) While that may be mildly interesting as a theoretical discussion, it is 
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simply not a factor as an element of a cause-of-action for defamation gener-

ally, much less (a fortiori) at Motion-to-Dismiss time. Namely, it puts a new, 

never-before-heard-of, burden on the third-party listeners/readers of the 

defamatory material — whereas all the actual/known elements of cause-of-

action for defamation involve only the two principal parties themselves (de-

famer and defamee). There is simply no requirement — at cause-of-action 

Motion-to-Dismiss time (as opposed to, in particular, jury-decision/damages 

time) — for considering the actual (as opposed to potential) impact of defam-

atory statements on the third-party listening/reading audience/community. 

Defamation law just doesn’t work that way.‡ A false statement of fact is a 

false statement of fact. Period.

(ii) Beyond the bogus addition of a third-party requirement to the cause-

of-action (just discussed in item (i) supra), the degree of difficulty of deter-

mining truth/falsity is even further totally extraneous/irrelevant. For, the 

same discussion could be framed in terms of a listener/reader who has the 

investigative resources of the New York Times, or the FBI: “If you can even-

tually figure out, by hook or crook (correctly, considering “fake news!”), the 

truth/falsity of a statement of fact, then it’s non-defamatory.” And, it’s not 

enough for just one listener/reader to possess this investigative capability — 

they all must have this capability. That’s transparently ridiculous.

Example: Consider the various currently active high-profile defamation 

case involving Alex Jones (InfoWars), concerning the 2012 massacre at 

Sandy Hook Elementary School (Newtown, Conn.). Jones has published/pro-

mulgated “conspiracy theory” claims/“opinions” to the effect that the shoot-

ings/murders were an elaborately staged hoax, that the events/shootings/

murders didn’t occur, and affected family members were paid actors. Audi-

ences can trivially research the matter, and discover that Jones is lying 

(Jones portrays himself as a “journalist questioning the narrative”). Obvi-

ously. (One newspaper headline reads: “Alex Jones’s Attorneys Argue That 

No Reasonable Person Would Believe What He Says” (https://  www.  texas  

monthly  .com/  politics/  alex-  joness-  attorneys-  defamation-  suit-  argue-  no-  

reasonable-  person-  believe-  says/  ).) So does that mean the defamation law-

suits against him should be dismissed? No. Obviously. (As judges in the cases
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are currently in the process of ruling.) Reference (Motion-to-Dismiss; warn-

ing, IMHO: legalistic/double-talk shark-attack, see https://  above  the  law.  com/  

2018/  07/  just-  because-  youre-  defending-  nazis-  doesnt-  mean-  you-  have-  to-  be-  a-  

prick-  about-  it/  ): https://  drive.  google.  com/  file/  d/  1kxMDB  H1QVV_  tlceTs  

vrF1Jw_  QVd14xAr/  view  .

{†  ・We’re distinguishing here, of course, between (i) “audiences al-

ready knowing the truth of the matter at (or before) the time of events,” and 

(ii) “audiences hopefully searching-out the truth of the matter at some inde-

terminate time afterwards.” The former (i) is exempt from actionability (be-

cause “tendency/potential to harm reputation” does not reasonably occur, 

not even for an instant); the latter (ii) is not exempt (because “even ‘tempo-

rary’ tendency/potential harm” is still “tendency/potential harm”). The stan-

dard example of (i) is “inline cards-on-the-table side-by-side comparison,” 

that is, where the facts upon which opinions/conclusions are based are ex-

plicitly/immediately exhibited in the course of the discussion itself — as op-

posed to an unstated implicit/prospective hope the audience will later “look 

up” out-of-band vague handwaving opinion-like generalities, which is what 

occurred in the case-at-bar (noting that Marshall himself admits to not 

“looking up” the truth (a.k.a. “actual malice,” ℯ33 supra), in his 

Diss 4: “I did not check his website at first, nor did I read it.”).}℘18 (see ℯ

{‡・In this regard, recall (per ℯ3,134 supra) that under Massachusetts 

law, “all libel is per se” (as opposed to per quod, see Comp 17ƒ3 and ℘18 (see ℯ

Opp 19ƒ15). The very instant a defamatory statement is uttered, defamation ℘18 (see ℯ

attaches — there simply is no concept of “waiting for awhile, then polling 

the readers whether they’ve scoured the Internet and determined (cor-

rectly!) the truth/falsity of the statement.”}

144 [Tuvell] No, there was never any “suggestion that Marshall look into more 

Judicial Misconduct.” Instead, Tuvell assumed from the beginning that Mar-

shall had some interest in Judicial Misconduct (since it is a subspecies of Ju-

dicial Ethics), and offered up his own experiences (as documented on his 

own website) as fodder for mutual discussion by Marshall (as a friendly kin-

dred spirit with some similar interests).
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145 [Tuvell] Compare the “thirty-forty” mentioned earlier, in connection with ℯ49

supra.

146 [Tuvell] No, Tuvell has never argued that they’re “completely” different. In 

particular Judicial Misconduct is a subspecies of Judicial Ethics (it is unethi-

cal to commit misconduct, obviously). But they are certainly significantly 

different/distinct, as discussed in ℯ49 supra.

147 [Tuvell] Actually, I don’t know what Marshall is talking about here. To repeat

yet again, the Comp makes no complaints about “mere insults” per se (only 

about their defamatory implications, see ℯ18 supra).   
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COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

MIDDLESEX, ss. SUPERIOR COURT
CIVIL ACTION
No. 1781CV02701

WALTER TUVELL

y_s_.

JACK MARSHALL

DECISION AND ORDER 0N DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS

This plaintiff, Walter Tuvell (“Tuvell”), is a Massachusetts resident. Among other

' things, Tuvell maintains a website, titled “Judicial Misconduct USA," a topic in which Plaintiff

is deeply interested. The defendant, Jack Marshall (“Marshall”), is a Virginia resident. Among

other things, Marshall maintains a website, titled “Ethics Alarms." On that website, Marshall

holds himself out as an ethics expert and offers commentary, in the form of blog postings, on a

variety of issues from his perspective as an ethicist. On August 26, 2017, Tuvell sent an email to

Marshall. On August 27 and August 28, Marshall published on his website a handful of postings

that concerned Tuvell and the email Tuvell had directed to Marshall‘ Marshall also “banned”

Tuvell from the Ethics Alarms website, and explained his reasons in one of his postings on

August 28. A few weeks later, Tuvell filed this civil action for defamation, arising out of

Marshall’s posts to his Ethics Alarms website and his banning of Tuvell from that site. Before

the court is Marshall’s motion to dismiss Tuvell’s complaint for failure to state a claim. For the

reasons set forth below, Marshall‘s motion to dismiss the complaint is allowed.
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1. Standard

A motion to dismiss may be granted where a party fails to state a claim on which relief

can be granted. Mass R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). “For purposes ofdeciding a motion to dismiss, [the

court] accept[s] as true the allegations in the complaint, and draw[s] all reasonable inferences in

favor ofthe party whose claims are the subject of the motion.” Fairneny v. Savagran Ca, 422

Mass. 469, 470 (1996). The court, however, “do[es] not accept legal conclusions cast in the

form of factual allegations.” Schaer, 432 Mass. at 477. In order to survive a motion to dismiss,

a complaint must contain factual allegations “plausibly suggesting” that the pleader is entitled to

relief. Iannacchino v. Ford Motor Co., 451 Mass. 623, 636 (2008), quoting Bell All. Corp. v.

Twombly, 550 US. 544, 548 (2007). When evaluating a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, the court may

take into consideration not only the allegations in the complaint but also matters ofpublic record,

items appearing in the record ofthe case, exhibits attached to the complaint as well as documents

relied upon in framing the complaint. See Schaer, 432 Mass. at 477; Golchin v. Liberty Mut. Ins.

Co., 460 Mass. 222, 224 (2011). See also Watterson V. Page, 987 F.2d 1, 3-4 (1993) (observing

that “documents the authenticity of which are not disputed by the parties” may be considered on

a motion to dismiss).

11. Facts1

On August 26, 2017, Tuvell, who recently started visiting a website entitled “Ethics

Alarms” (ethiesalanns.com), sent an email to Marshall, the website’s operator. On the website,

Marshall holds himself out as an ethics expert and offers commentary, in the form of blog

‘ Attached to Tuvcll's opposition brief is a printout of the webpage from the Ethics Alarm website which contains
the statements alleged to be defamatory. The webpage was heavily relied upon and quoted by the plaintiff in
dmfling the complaint, and Marshall does not appear to contest that the attached printout is an accurate
representation ofthe webpage. Thus, the Court may rely on this printout without convening the motion to one for
summary judgment. See Golcln'n, 460 Mass. at 224; Walrersan, 987 F.2d at 3—4.

2
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postings, on a variety of issues from his perspective as an ethicist. Tuvell sent the email to the

address listed on the website’s “About” section.

Marshall did not reply directly to Tuvell’s email. Instead, he addressed the email in the

first part ofa long post titled “Morning Ethics Warm-Up: 8/27/17.” The relevant portion of

Marshall’s post, which did not refer to Tuvell by name, stated:

1. I received a nice, polite e-mail from a new reader here who
accused me of engaging exclusively in “partisan/political rants."
“Further,” he wrote, “everything you say appears to be entirely one-
sided (right/conservative/republican is good, Ieft/liberal/democrat is
bad)”

The man is an academic, so one might expect a little fairness and
circumspection, but then, the man is an academic. His description is in
factual opposition to the contents ofthe blog (I’m trying to think ofthe
last Republican leader, conservative or otherwise, I designated as
“good”), but I know from whence the impression arises: the fact that the
entire Amen’ean Lefi, along with its sycophants and familiars, the
universities, show business and the news media, have gone completely

. offthe ethics rails since November 8, 2016. I don’t know how else I am
supposed to address that. It would have been nice, for balance’s sake, if
a conservative cast ofwhite actors in, say, a hit musical called “The Ray
Coniff Story” had stepped out of character and harassed, say, Chuck
Shumer, but this didn’t happen. If it had, I would have treated that
breach of theater ethics exactly as I did the cast of Hamilton’s
harassment of Mike Pence. (I would not, however, have been attacked
for doing so by my theater colleagues, and no, I haven’t forgotten, and
I’m not forgiving.)

If a GOP figure working for CNN as an analyst, say, Jeffrey Lord, had
used his connections at the network to forward debate questions to
Donald Trump and then lied about it when he was caught red-handed, I
would have eagerly written about it in highly critical terms—but the
Republicans didn’t cheat. Donna Brazile and the Democrats did.

IfHillary Clinton had been elected President and Donald Trump and the
Republicans formed an anti-demoeratic movement called “the
resistance,” tried to use a single Federalist paper as a rationalization to
change the rules of the election and then pressured performers not to
allow the new President the privilege of a star-studded, up-beat
inauguration to unify the nation, and if a large contingent ofRepublican
Congressmen had boycotted the ceremony, saying that they did not
consider Hillary as “legitimate President,” Ethics Alarms would have
been unmatched in expressing its contempt and condemnation. If

3
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conservatives were trying to limit free speech according to what they
considered “hateful,” a step toward dictatorship if there ever was one, I

would be among the first to declare them a menace to society. They

haven’t advocated such restrictions, however. Progressives have. The
Mayor of Portland has called for a “hate speech’ ban. What party is he
from? Howard Dean said that “hate speech" wasn’t protected. What
party was he the Chair of? I forget. What was the party—there was just
one— ofthe mayors who announced that citizens holding certain views
should get out oftown?

“Need I go on? I could, because the uniquely un-American, unfair and
destructive conductfiom Democrats, progressives and the ami-Trump
deranged has continued unabated and without shame for 10 months
now. That’s not my fault, and I don’t take kindly to being criticized for
doing my job in response to it. I have chronicled this as unethical,
because it is spectacularly unethical, and remains the most significant
ethics story ofthe past ten years, if not the 21 st Century to date.

And the reluctance and refusal of educated and usually responsible
liberals and Democrats to exhibit some courage and integrity and
vigorously oppose this conduct as they should and have a duty as
Americans to do—no, I am not impressed with the commenters here
who protest, “Hey, I don’t approve of all of this! Don’t blame me!” as
if they bear no responsibility—is the reason this execrable conduct
continues. It is also why I have to keep writing about it.

(bold and italics in original). The post then went on to discuss other topics at some length in

a similar fashion. Tuvell responded in the comment section of“Morning Ethics Warm-Up:

8/27/17" a few hours later, writing:

Walter E. TuveIl

I am the author of “Item #1” in Jack’s Morning Ethics Warm-Up for
Aug 27 2017. For the record, here is the content ofthe email I sent him,
which instigated Jack’s response:

Jack — I’ve been following your website (httpszll
ethicsalarrns.com) since I “discovered” it a couple of months
ago. Its About page is especially lucid and luring.

The problem is, your posts don‘t live up to the About
advertisement. Specifically, the About page speaks only about
whole-life ethics (a very laudable goal, what I was looking
for), but says nothing about partisan/political rants. Yet, it
seems like that’s what the website does, and only that. Further

everything you say appears to be entirely one sided
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(right/conservative/republican is good, left/liberaI/democrat is
bad).

Is that the way you really see things? 01' I am missing
something? Thx. — Walter Tuvell (PhD, Math, MIT &
U.Chicago — i.e., “not-a-crank”)

I counter-iespond as follows:

First: I am not an “academic” (well-educated, yes, but worklife has been
in the computer industry). Nor am I an American leftist, sycophant,
familiar, university, show business, news media, etc. Rather, I’m just a

guy looking for serious ethical guidance in uncertain times, of the sort
Jack mentions/advertises on his About page (httpszllethnicsalamiscom/
M)-

Second: My note was not, I think, an “accusation,” but rather an
“observation," based on the deviance of the website’s content vs. the
wording ofits About page. Granted I’m a relatively new reader, so don’t
have the benefit of Iong-ten'n familiarity, but from what I’ve seen to
date, everything has decidedly political/partisan, in one particular
direction (from left to right). That seems biasedly unbalanced (black-
and-white, no gray) to me.

Third: I maintain a website documenting a major cultural/govemmental
(but not “political/partisan”) phenomenon affecting many thousands of
Americans yearly, namely Judicial Misconduct (httgzll
JudicialMiscoduct.US). THAT’S the sort of thing I wonder what an
non-politicaI/partisan (though legally trained/savvy) ethicist thinks
about. Start, say, with the “Smoking Gun” at http://

JudiciaIMisconduct.US/CaseStudies/WETVIBM/Stogflsmokinggun.

Following this response, Marshall and Tuvell engaged in the following conversation in the

cement section:

Jack Marshall

Thanks, Walter. I was hoping you would post.

Jack Marshall

And sorry for the mistake regarding your erudition. I come from a
tradition where only scholars and academics attach their degrees and
alma mater to their name. I know I don’t.
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walttuvell

Right, Jack, you don’t “wear you credentials on your sleeve,” to your
credit, which I generally agree with (though your bio does indicate
you’re a “Harvie (Harvard),” whereas I’m a ”Techie (MIT)”). I only
appended the “not-a-crank disclaimer” as a prophylactic, because “on
the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog” ( iltps:// en.wikipedia.org[
wiki/On the lntemet. nobody knows vou%27re a dog).Tbe point
being, that some sort of cred-establishment is more-or-less required
upon an initial encounter, esp. on the Internet, where “everybody is a
troll, until proven otherwise” (just like in Court, “everybody is a liar,
until proven otherwise”).

Jack Marshall

I know. Sorry, I was teasing. I am unusually anti-credentials. Some of
the wisest, smartest people I know have none, and some of the biggest
fools have an alphabet after their names. I am also disgusted with
scholars, academics and alleged smart people right now. I shouldn’t
have taken it out on you.

I apologize, Walt; you didn’t deserve the snark,

Just for that, you can call me partisan again.

The next day, on August 28, 2018, Tuvell, other readers of the blog, and Marshall

engaged in a heated discussion in the “Morning Ethics Warm-Up: 8/27/17” post cement

section. This conversation, which was essentially in two discussion threads, lasted until Marshall

banned Tuvell from the website later that afiemoon. The first discussion thread contained the

following posts:

Red Pill Ethics

I mean it’s nice of you to respond Walter, but Jack very clearly
presented his case for why the ethics criticisms have been so one way ~—
a large and sustained breakdown of ethics and reason in the lefi with
many supporting examples. If you respond to anything I’d be most
interested in hearing your response to that. Maybe something along the
lines of an equivalent large and sustained breakdown of ethics and
reason in the right with many supporting examples. If you can provide
a good argument for that, then I’d 100% agree that the one sided
coverage appears to show an ideological bent. If you can’t... then
maybe an apology is in order.
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walttuvell

Red Pill Ethics: You say I should “apologize” if I don’t provide a case
for (an examples of) large and sustained breakdown ofethics and reason
on the right.

1 have no idea what you’re talking about. It is not ME who supports OR
denies any breakdown of ethics/reason on the lefi 0R right. Thought,
that appears to be what (all?) others here care about.

With the few short notes I‘ve posted here, I’ve made it clear (but I’ll

repeat again) that I care nothing about panisan politics, be it under the
guise of “ethics” or just plain naked pot-calling-kettle—black. And I
certainly won’t apologize for that.

To the contrary, I tuned into this site in the hope/expectation of finding
a discussion of ethics, without the smokescreen of partisan politics
clouding the air. 1 even proposed a topic, Judicial Misconduct, with
examples (httgzllludicialMisconducLUS). But no takers. Such things
appear not to be what this site is about.

texagg04

“Such things appear not to be what this site is about.”

Then you should take the time to avail yourself of the 10005 of posts
Jack has composed over the decade plus of his discussion group.

Jack isn’t partisan or biased. It’s just demonstrative of how far off the
rails the Lefi has gone in it’s unethical conduct post election. And Jack
IS frank about his view their their current insurrectionist and counter-
constitutional mindset and conduct ARE the gravest threat to our nation.

So of course they seem to get more coverage. But that isn’t a bias
problem ofJack’s.

walttuvell

I’ve already disclaimed my inexperience with this site, being a new—ish
user of only a couple months’ standing. Unfortunately, from what I’m
seeing, it’s doubtful that “taking the time” of absorbing the whole past
of the site, as you suggest, will disabuse me ofmy initial assessments.

For, what you just wrote (and which you claim is representative of the
site) is itself quintessential troll-like partisanship: “Everything Jack/we
say is non-partisan, because the Lefi has gone unethically off the rails
in their insurrectionist/counter—constitutional mindset/conduct,
representing a grave threat to the nation.”
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texagg04

So you’re not going to even try?

Good strategy.

walttuvell

Correct. The whole partisan politics thing is tiresome/boring, and I have
no dog in that fight. I just don’t care about that whole “I-am-not, you-
are-so” scene, from any direction. Silly.

texagg04

Suit yourself.

Jack Marshall

KABOOM! If it is silly, why did you choose that precise issue to begin
with?

walttuvell

Oh Come On, Jack, I did NOT “choose that precise issue,” and you
know it. I wrote a private note to you about “am I missing something,"
in thinking I was seeing mostly partisan-politics-pretending—to—be—
ethics. THAT’S the “topic” I chose (expecting a simple private
response). Instead, it got twisted (intentionally?).

The topic of THIS (“silliness”) subthread is that some people think I
should give some son of apology, and/or some sort of
arguments/examples about how the Lefi is better than the Right in some
sense —— “as if” I’m some kind of Leftist and believe that — because
somehow I got tagged with being some sort of Lefiist in some sense.
But I’ve made no proclamations/hints whatsoever about being any such
thing. Perhaps this happened because I was misperceived initially as an
“academic,” and some people somehow lump “academics” into the Lefl.
Though in fact I’ve long disavowed being either Right or Left, and care
nothing about it, because it’s a silly tempest-in—a-tcapot.

Why are you (and others) pretending otherwise?

Chris

Walt, some advice fmm one ofthis blog’s leftists: Move on. Jack’s blog
is very valuable to me, and has taught me a lot about ethics. From my
perspective most of his posts lately have been about politics, but that’s
because politics are a great window into the ethics of a country,
especially at this moment in time. I *do“ agree with you that Jack, like
all people, has a bias, and I think he’s been less careful about mitigating
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that bias lately. But I’ve made a case for that when I’ve seen it, whereas
you have just repeated it without really citing evidence for it. If you
choose to stick around I hope you will do the same, but right now you’re
going in circles trying to justify your original comment, which, to me,
was overly broad and unsupported.

The second discussion thread contained the following posts:

Jack Marshall

Walt, I’m not obligated to do this, but just for you, I picked the last full
month of the blog, and kept score, running backwards, regarding
whether a post criticized the left or the right. In doing so, I ignored the
Daily updates, since they are mixed topics, and also decided to place
criticism of President Trump down as criticism of the right, as he is
technically a Republican. I did not score posts that did not involve
politicians, government, new reporting or public policy debates.

I stopped after checking 16 posts, when the score was 8 to 8. I have done
this before, with similar results. I’m sure, indeed I know, that there are

periods when the balance is not this close, but I picked July 2017 at
random. My survey simply does not support your claim. Neither would
your own survey.

People are wedded to their own world view, come here, see that i
designate some position that they have an emotional attachment to as
based on unethical principles, and default to bias as an explanation.

Your claim is simply unsupportable on the facts, as is the claim that the
blog is primarily political in nature. As I often note, the fact that the Left
has inexplicably bundled issues and made it part of its cant does not
make rejection of one of those issues partisan or political. Saying that
illegal immigrants should get a free pass to the benefits of citizenship
isn’t liberal, it’s idiotic and wrong. Holding that gay Americans
shouldn’t have all attendant rights of citizenship isn’t a conservative
position, it’s an ignorant position.

You can believe what you choose; most people do. But I work extremely
hard to avoid exactly the kind of bias you accuse me of, and I stand by
the results. I am not always right, but when I am wrong, it is not because
ofpartisan bias.

walttuvell

Unfortunately, you’re misrepresenting me (see initial email) again,
because all you doing is “keeping Left/Right score.” I don’t care about
Left/Rjght anything! What I care about is Ethics per se, as opposed to
partisan political rants of any kind, which is what appears to dominate
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this site (and seemingly from the Right=Good point of view, but that’s
a sub-observation, not the main theme ofmy interest).

I was initially attracted to you because you’re trained/savvy in the law,
and I wanted to ask you opinion about the ethics ofJudicial Misconduct,
specifically in the sense of institutional abuse ofthe Summary Judgment
process (e.g., http://iudicialmisconduct.us/ CaseStudies/WETleM
ISlofismokinggun). You’ve done nothing to address that, and nobody
on this site appears to have any inclination to so.

Fair enough. But at least please be straightforward about it, instead of
twisting what I’m saying beyond all recognition.

walttuvell

Oh, and another thing: Why in the world did I ever think that Jack (and
by extension this blog/website) might be interested in Judicial
Misconduct?

Why, because it’s advertised on the About page, of course: “1 [Jack]
specialize in legal ethics . . .”

Jack Marshall

Or, you could search forjudicial ethics, or judges, right on the blog! The
last judicial conduct post was almost exactly a month ago. They come
up when they come up.

texagg04

You sound more and more like another incarnation of a guy who would
frequent this blog beating on ONE topic and ONE topic only...every
thread that guy began seemed “new” but ended up ALWAYS
redirecting to Supreme Court malfeasance and Judicial misconduct. ..

Hm.

He’d always get banned...

Then he’d always come back under another name.

walttuvell

Oh, yes. Damnation by (invalid) innuendo. Trying to twist my one-and—
only post into a multiplicity of “threads.” Very clever/subtle/bogus.
NOT

Jack Marshall

Ijust banned Walt. Read my post about it. He’s special.
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Jack Marshall

I have already spammed two more posts by the jerk.

Marshall’s post discussing the ban, which immediately followed the above thread, read as

follows:

ATTENTION: Walt Tuvell is banned from commenting here.

I don’t even care to spend any more time on him, but I’ll give some
background. He sandbagged me. He submitted nothing but whiny posts
denying that he had accused Ethics Alarms of being obsessed with
partisan political topics, then denied he had done that, then said the all
he was looking for was a discussion of ajudicial conduct issue (but did

this initially with a link in a comment to another commenter, causing
me to miss it) then just posted a comment saw'ng that the blog advertised
itself as covering judicial misconduct and doesn’t (there are dozens of
judicial ethics posts), and THEN, when I finally get the link to the ethics
issue he says he was seeking a reaction to—HINT: if you want a
reaction to a specific issue, the best way is to write me at
iamproethics@verizon.net, and ask, “What do you think about this?” If

it’s a good issue, I’ll respond like a good little ethicist and jump through
your hoop.

But no, Walt began by accusing me of pure partisan bias, and issued
bitching comment after bitching comment until, finally, he actually
revealed his agenda, and GUESS WHAT?

Come on, guess!

Walt’s “issue” is about his own case, and the link goes to his single
issue website, which you can try to wade through here1

The case is Tuvell v IBM, and skimming his messy post that teeters on
the edge of madness, I discern that the reason Walt is interested in

judicial misconduct is that the judge decided that his case was lousy,
and dismissed it. That obviously means that thejudge is unethical.

I was going to, as a favor to Walt, because i am a nice guy, show my
good faith by addressing his issue even though he didn ‘l have the
courtesy or honesty offairness to come right out and say what he
wanted. Then I read as much ofthe entry on his blog—which purports to
be about judicial misconduct in summaryjudgments generally, but is in
fact only about his case—as I could stand, and realized that Walt is, in
technical terms—this is an opinion, Walt, not an assertion of fact, you

1 ln Manhall’s post, a hyperlink to Tuvell‘s Judicial Misconduct USA website was at the word “here."
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can’t sue me: put down the banana— a few cherries short of a sundae.
This became clear in this passage.

Tuvell suflered severe shock/dismay/devastalian, and worse.
For, TuveII was/is a Iong—lerm victim of whistleblowing/
bullying—instigated PTSD, stemmingfrom previous defamatory/
abusive workplace incidents he 'd experienced more than a
decade previously while at another employer, but which was
since in remission (‘passive”/“dormant" phase). Knabe/
Feldman's accusation immediately camed/“triggerea'” Tuvell
Io reexperience an acute “active” PISD ‘flashback ’Vrelapse.

I used to get letters from people like this, long rambling things with
court cites and exclamation points. I answer phone calls from people
like Walt, and try to help them if possible, but it’s usually futile, and
ofien they keep calling and calling until I have to just duck the calls.
And I get e-mails with long, rambling court documents. This is the first
time, however, someone has abused Ethics Alarms for a personal

agenda.

I’m sorry for Walt’s troubles, but he was not honest, and misrepresented
his purpose by the charming device ofinsulting my integrity. Obviously,
he wanted to check and see whether my sympathies would be with his
cause before submitting it for consideration. As I tell my clients, I can’t
be bought, and you take your chances.

Walt was also obviously looking for a cheap, as in free, expert opinion
that he could use in his crusade against the judge.

What an asshole! The fact that he may be a desperate asshole doesn’t
justify wasting my time, and others who responded to him and
misrepresenting his motives.

For this, Walt earns the ultimate ban. He will not be re-instated, and if
he submits one more comment having been so warned, I will delete
every one of his comments so the stench of his abuse no longer lingers
here.

Canyou tell that I’m ticked ofi?

(bold and italics in original).

III. Discussion

In his complaint, Tuvell brings a single claim for defamation based on statements

Marshall made in his “Morning Ethics Warm-Up: 8/27/17” post (hereinafter, “Initial Post”) and

in the post’s comment section (hereinafier “Marshall’s Comments"), particularly the comment
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titled “ATTENTION: Walt Tuvell is banned from commenting here.” Tuvell asserts that the

I Initial Post falsely accused him ofbeing an “academic” (a term Tuvell claims was intended as

derogatory) and falsely attributed negative partisan traits to him, and that Marshall’s Comments

mischaracterized his email to Marshall, his own continents, the Judicial Misconduct USA

website, and his lawsuit against IBM, and otherwise leveled inappropriate insults against him.

As explained below, nothing in either in the Initial Post or Marshall’s Comments can serve as a

basis for Tuvell’s defamation claim.

To withstand a motion to dismiss a defamation claim, a complaint must put forward

allegations establishing four elements: (1) the defendant made a statement “of and concerning”

concerning the plaintiff to a third patty; (2) the statement could damage the plaintiff’s reputation

in the community;3 (3) the defendant was at fault for making the statement; and (4) the statement

caused economic loss or is one ofthe specific circumstances actionable without economic loss.

See Scholz v. Delp, 473 Mass. 242, 249 (2015); Driscoll v. Trustees ofMilton Academy, 70

Mass. App. Ct. 285, 298 (2007); EyaI v. Helen Broadcasting Corp., 411 Mass. 426, 429 (1991).

Moreover, the alleged statement must “be one of fact rather than opinion." Scholz, 473 Mass. at

249. An expression of opinion “no matter how unjustified or unreasonable the opinion may be

or how derogatory it is” is inactionable unless it “impl[ies] the existence of undisclosed

defamatory facts on which the opinion purports to be based.” Id. at 249—250, 252-253 (internal

quotes omitted).4 See also Lyons v. Globe Newspaper Co., 415 Mass. 258, 267 (1993) (“Our

3 Put differently, the plaintiff must allege that defendant made a statement that “would tend to hold the plaintiff up to
scorn, hatred, ridicule or contempt, in the minds of any considerable and respemable segment in the community.”
Phelan v. May Dept. Stores Co.. 443 Mass. 52, 56 (2004), quoting Slone v. Essex County Newspapers, Inc., 367
Mass. 849, 853 (I975).

‘ In other words, a statement which neither contains nor refers to objectively verifiable facts, and therefore cannot be
proved false, is not actionable. Schulz, 473 Mass. at 250.
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cases protect expressions of opinion based on disclosed information because we trust that the

recipient ofsuch opinions will reject ideas which he or she finds unwarranted by the disclosed

information”).5 Rhetorical flourish or hyperbole is likewise inactionable. Bulgarian v. Stone,

420 Mass. 843, 850—851 (1995); Lyons, 415 Mass. at 266-267. In analyzing whether a statement

is a fact or opinion, the court “examine[s] the statement in its totality in the context in which it

was uttered," taking care to consider “all the words used, not merely a particular phrase or

sentence,” any “cautionary terms used by the person publishing the statement,” and “all ofthe

circumstances surrounding the statement, including the medium by which the statement is

disseminated and the audience to which it is published.” Downey v. Chutehall Cons!r., 86 Mass.

App. Ct. 660, 664 (2014).

With these principals in mind, the Court turns to Tuvell’s allegations ofdefamation. To

the extent Tuvell’s claim is based on any ofthe statements in the Initial Post, the claim fails to

satisfy the first element of a defamation claim - the alleged statement published by the defendant

was “of and concerning” the plaintiff. This element can be satisfied by showing that “either that

the defendant intended its words to refer to the plaintiff and that they were so understood [by a

third patty], or that the defendant’s words reasonably could be interpreted to refer to the plaintiff

and that the defendant was negligent in publishing them in such a way that they could be so

understood.” Driscoll, 70 Mass. App. Ct. at 298, quoting Eyal, 411 Mass. at 430. Here, the

Initial Post did not mention Tuvell by name or provide any other identifying information about

5 Lyons provides a helpful example of the difference between actionable and inactionable opinion: “[1]f I write,
without more, that a person is an alcoholic. 1 may well have committed a libel prima facie; but it is otherwise if 1
write that 1 saw the person take a martini at lunch and accordingly state that he is an alcoholic." Id. at 262, quoting
Restatement (Second) Torts, § 566 (I 977).
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him, and Tuvell has not put forward allegations indicating that the readers of Ethics Alarms

understood the post to be referring to him specifically at the time it was published.6 Indeed, the

allegations in the complaint and readers’ comments to the Initial Post, indicate that readers only

learned that Tuvell was the author ofthe email discussed in the Initial Post afier Tuvell himself

voluntarily disclosed this information. Accordingly, the statements in the Initial Post cannot be

the subject ofa defamation claim. See Driscoll 70 Mass. App. Ct. at 298 (no claim for

defamation where plaintiff not mentioned by name in communication); Cf. Reilly v. Associated

Press, 59 Mass. App. CL 764, 777 (2003) (statement was “of and concerning” plaintiffwhere

plaintiff “only person identified in the article”).7

As for Marshall’s Comments, those statements likewise cannot serve as a basis for

Tuvell’s defamation claim because they can only be reasonably understood as expressions of

opinion rather than fact. Given the language Marshall employed and the medium in which

Marshall’s statements were made — a personal blog where Marshall shares his views on ethics,

politics and other matters, his remarks about Tuvell's email, comments, Judicial Misconduct

USA website, and lawsuit against IBM plainly expressed his opinions. See Scholz, 473 Mass. at

252 (fact that statements made in an entertainment news column indicated that they were

 

‘ Marshall’s reference to the email he had received from a reader served only as a means for Marshall to transition
to a much broader discussion, namely, the perceived ethical lapses of the political lefi. a topic unrelated to Tuvell.

7 Tuvell takes particular issue with Marshall’s statements in the Initial Post that the author of the email was an
“academic" and that the “American Len" (which includes academics) “have gone completely off the ethics mils
since November 8, 20l6." Even if Tuvell had been identified as the author ofthe email, these statements could not
serve as a basis for a defamation claim. The term “academic," even when used in this context, cannot be properly
viewed 25 a statement that “would tend to hold the plaintiff up to scam. hatred, ridicule or contempt, in the minds of
any considerable and respectable segment in the community" and is therefore not defamatory. Phelan, 443 Mass. at
56 (emphasis added). Moreover, Marshall's assertion that the American Lefl has “completely gone off the ethics
rails" is protected rhetorical hyperbole and opinion. It is an observation that can neither be proven true nor false in
any definitive sense.
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opinion). Furthermore, these opinions were based on disclosed information. Tuvell’s email ahd

comments were in the comment section when Marshall made these statements, as was a

hyperlink to Tuvell’s website, which discusses his lawsuit against IBM. Marshall’s readers,

therefore, were fully aware ofthe basis for Marshall’s opinions on these topics and were able to

assess whether Marshall’s opinions were warranted.B See Scholz, 473 Mass. at 253-254

(statements in articles that allegedly insinuated that plaintiff was responsible for a suicide

constituted inactionable opinion because articles “lay[ed] out the bases for their conclusions" and

therefore “clearly indicated to the reasonable reader that the proponent of the expressed opinion

engaged in speculation and deduction based on the disclosed facts") (internal quotations

omitted); Lyons, 415 Mass.- at 264-266 (article stating that plaintiffs’ picketing held a political

convention “hostage” and which advanced various explanations for picketers’ motives was

inactionable opinion because it was based on nondefamatory facts disclosed in the article).9

Accordingly, because the statements are nonactionable opinion, Tuvell cannot prevail on his

defamation claim in so far as it is based on Marshall’s Comments.

' Marshall’s statement that “the judge [in Tuvell v. IBM] decided that his case was lousy" is clearly based on the
information found on Tuvell’s Judicial Misconduct USA website, rather than his reading ofthe judge's rulings in the
case.

9 To the extent Tuvell complains about Mmhall‘s statements that he was “special,” “a jerk,” an “asshole," “a few
cherries short ofa sundae,” and the like, those statements were also opinions based on disclosed infomation, or
constituted rhetorical hyperbole that could not be reasonably interpreted to state an actual fact. See Tech Plus. Inc.
v. Ansel, 59 Mass. App. Ct. 12, 25 (2003) (statement that plaintiff was “sick,” “mentally ill” and “lived with two
hundred cats“ was, in context, protected as rhetorical hyperbole); Fleming v. Benzaquin, 390 Mm. 175, 180<I8l
(I 983) (statements that state trooper was a “little monkey," “tough guy," “absolute barbarian," “lunkhead,”
“meathead,” and “nut” were non-actionable); Phanlom Taming. Inc. v. Afliliared Publications, 953 F.2d 724, 728
(lst Cir,), cert. denied, 504 US. 974 (1992) (description oftheater production as “a rip—off, a fraud, a scandal, a
snake-oiljo " was “obviously protected hyperbole").
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IV. Conclusion

For the reasons set forth above, Tuvell has failed to state a claim for defamation and

Marshall’s motion to dismiss is allowed.

Christopher K. Barry—Smith
Justice of the Superior Court

DATE: August 13, 2018
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ANNOTATIONS

1A・ The full story of this case (with all documentation, including this in-

stant Annotated Opinion, which we denote OpAnn), is available 

online at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  Case  Studies/  TUVELLv  

MARSHALL. Herein we use these abbreviations:

Comp = Plaintiff’s Complaint (Sep 13 2017).

Diss = Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss (Oct 16 2017).

Opp = Plaintiff’s Opposition to Diss (Oct 25 2017).

OppExhA = Opp Exhibit A (Oct 25 2017).

OA = Oral Argument (Jun 7 2018).

OATAnn = OA Transcription, Annotated.

Op = Judge’s Opinion (Aug 13 2018).

OpAnn = Op Annotated (this very document).

AnnNL = Annotation Number=N Letter=L in this very OpAnn.

1B・ That original email of Aug 26 2017 — as (i) originally sent via email, 

and as (ii) reproduced/posted on Marshall’s website, and (iii) at 

Op 4–5 — is discussed in detail at Ann2A ℘ infra.

All the postings on Marshall’s blog relevant to this action — ex-

cept for the two that Marshall peremptorily/unilaterally destroyed, 

apparently unrecoverably, see Opp 14ƒ21 — were filed with the ℘

Court (and hence properly included in the record on this Appeal), in 

the document called OppExhA (34 pages). See Op 2ƒ1.℘

1C・ “Failure to state a claim” = Massachusetts Rules of Civil Proce-

dure (MRCP) 12(b)(6), as mentioned at Op 2.℘

Marshall’s two other pretended arguments presented for dis-

missal — regarding MRCP 12(b)(5) “registered mail,” and MGL 93A 

“demand letter” — were utterly false/bogus, as proven at Opp 9–10 ℘

and OATAnn 18.℘
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2A・ Concerning the original email of Aug 26 2017: The body content of 

that initial private email from Tuvell to Marshall — but missing its 

subject-line (and its signature-line improperly absorbed into the 

final paragraph) — is reproduced at Op 4–5℘ .

But in the OppExhA 7 version of the original email submitted to ℘

the Court (which the Op purported to be reporting), the initial 

email’s signature-line is properly included separately, and it reads:

“— Walter Tuvell (PhD, Math, MIT & U.Chicago — i.e., ‘not-a-

crank’).” This language signals that the important part of this signa-

ture-line, i.e., the very reason Plaintiff included it at all, is the part 

that reads, “i.e., ‘not-a-crank’.” Thereby, Tuvell established to Mar-

shall his credentials as “not just any old random nut on the Inter-

net,” as Tuvell did explain to Marshall, see OppExhA 32.℘

The initial email’s subject-line was never included on Mar-

shall’s blog (OppExhA). That original subject-line read: “I can’t fig-

ure you you” (in the “first original” email, dated 2:09 p.m. Aug 26 

2017). However that was a typographical error, which was proac-

tively corrected by Tuvell (in the follow-up “second original” email, 

dated 4:56 p.m. Aug 26 2017) to the intended wording: “I can’t fig-

ure you out.” It turns out, unexpectedly, that this subject-line has 

some importance, as it helps establish Tuvell’s approaching Mar-

shall as motivated by inquisitiveness, not animus (which “goes with-

out saying,” and wasn’t recognized as important until just now).

The full/verbatim original email (both first and second versions) 

is now included in this OpAnn, in the Appendix at ℘23 infra.

3A・ OppExhA 1–2. Called Marshall’s “Initial Post” at Op 12℘ ℘ .

4A・ OppExhA 6–7.℘

5A・ OppExhA 8,32.℘
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6A・ OppExhA 8,9–12.℘

9A・ OppExhA 12–13,14–15.℘

11A・ OppExhA 15–16.℘

12A・ OppExhA 1–2. See Op 3℘ ℘ .

12B・ OppExhA 5–34. This includes the excerpts at Op 4–12℘ ℘ .

13A・ By critiquing Marshall’s Initial Post, in any manner, the Judge is 

“posturing” himself, falsely stating Plaintiff’s claims. Namely, while 

the Plaintiff does make (correctly) the assertions mentioned by the 

Judge here regarding Marshall’s Initial Post (in particular, that the 

“academic” attribution was intentionally derogatory/defamatory in 

the context of that particular audience, hence marked with a “†” tag

at Comp 5¶8), ℘ no claim of actionable defamation has ever 

been made by Plaintiff as to that Initial Post (because that Initial 

Post was not identifiably “of and concerning” him, as Plaintiff al-

ready stated explicitly at Opp 12ƒ18). Instead, the importance of the℘

Initial Post is that it promulgated false facts (defamatory, albeit 

non-actionable) to the audience, which the audience “believed,” 

thereby intentionally polluting/sliming/prejudicing Plaintiff in the

eyes of (certain/most members of) the audience — and upon that ba-

sis (certain/most members of) the audience (Marshall and others) 

then committed other actionable defamations upon Plaintiff.

We can say more about Marshall’s “academic” thing. Namely, 

why did Marshall attribute the “academic” characteristic to Tuvell 

at all? Marshall himself proffers this answer (OppExhA 8): “I come ℘

from a tradition where only scholars and academics attach their de-

grees and alma mater to their name.” But that is transparently false 

(he’s making it up on the spot), for at least two reasons. (i) One rea-
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son it’s false is that no such “tradition” exists (academics never ad-

vertise their degrees and alma mater, say on the walls of their of-

fices, but doctors and lawyers usually do). (ii) But the other reason 

it’s false is Marshall’s absurd “PhD implies academic” implication. 

For, while definitive numbers are difficult to come by, no reliable 

source I can find estimates that as many as 10% of PhD’s enter/re-

main in academia. This vast disparity (10-to-1 ratio) falsifies Mar-

shall’s implication, and is too wide to chalk up to an “innocent mis-

conception” on Marshall’s part. So there must be some other expla-

nation. And the only explanation I can think of is that Marshall 

“Googled” Tuvell, visited his Judicial Misconduct website, and de-

cided for some reason (perhaps because he likes rampant Judicial 

Misconduct, because that generates more wealth for lawyers like 

himself) to attack Tuvell. So, he decided to “slime” Tuvell on his 

blogsite, by pretending he was a hated “academic,” thereby “forc-

ing” him to be a member of the dreaded American Left in the eyes of

his audience. And that amounts to defamation (albeit non-actionable

per se). (This conjectured explanation cannot be proven at this Mo-

tion-to-Dismiss time, but must await further interrogatories/discov-

eries/depositions for its explication/resolution.)

13B・ These are the standardized four “hornbook” elements/criteria 

of a cause-of-action for defamation (though languaged according to 

the cases cited by the Judge). See OATAnn 3.ℯ

13C・ Tendency/potential of harm to reputation is all that’s required (ac-

tual damage to reputation is not necessary to allege or prove).

13D・ The “fact vs. opinion” issue (vis-à-vis defamation) is discussed at 

great length in OATAnn passim. It gets very tricky, and remains the 

biggest sticking point in all of defamation law (see Opp 4ƒ4,5).℘
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13E・ This is misleading/incorrect/untruthful (absent additional context/ar-

gument), even though the Judge relies upon it in his Op. Namely, it 

is not the case that “actionable opinion must be based upon undis-

closed defamatory facts” (though it will often/usually be). The cor-

rect statement is: “to be actionable as defamation, an opinion 

must be based upon some underlying defamatory facts, be 

they either (i) disclosed or (ii) undisclosed, whether true or 

false.” Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co. (see OATAnn 19).ℯ

Example: Suppose John has never stolen a car. Then the naked 

(false) statement “I opine John is a car thief” is an actionable opin-

ion based upon (ii) undisclosed defamatory facts. But a speaker also 

utters an actionable defamatory opinion statement based upon (i) 

disclosed facts by: first saying “I saw John steal a car” (which is an 

actionable defamatory fact statement); and second saying “There-

fore I opine John is a car thief.” (Because, the second statement re-

peats the defamatory content of the first, thus satisfying the four 

standard hornbook criteria of Ann13B supra.)

13F・ This is misleading/incorrect/false (absent additional context/argu-

ment). Namely, the clause “and therefore cannot be proved false” is 

unsupportable/wrong — because, in the common brief paraphrase: 

“You can’t prove(/disprove) a negative.”

Example: Continuing the same example from supra, suppose 

John is not a car thief. Then the statement “John is a car thief” is 

defamatory, even though it “cannot be proved false.” For, there ex-

ists no universal/trusted/queryable database that completely 

records/proves all of John’s life acts/events, such as “nonstealing of 

cars.”

14A・ “Information” here means “true facts.” That is: “false factual state-

ments” do not constitute “information” for purposes of defamation 
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law. The defamer/opinionator cannot be permitted to rely upon 

“false facts (disclosed or undisclosed),” as discussed in Ann13E 

supra.

14B・ This long citation about “analyzing a (fact or opinion) statement in 

context” can be short-circuited (that is: context need   not   be consid  -  

ered) if the statement is an objectively/provably false statement of 

fact, or is an opinion based upon an objectively/provably false state-

ment of fact. Because: “objectively/provably” means “independently 

of (i.e., ‘in every’) context.”

14C・ Oh my God, why do I have to keep repeating this? There was never 

any contention that the Initial Post was actionable (Ann13A supra). 

So why does this Judge persist in self-puffing himself up, by pretend-

ing to scotch something that was never even claimed?

15A・ The Judge writes falsely here, twisting/distorting/falsifying 

Tuvell’s pleadings. Far from “taking particular issue” (as the Judge

falsely pretends), and as already noted (Ann13A,14C supra), there is

of course no claim that Marshall’s Initial Post per se is actionable. 

Instead, the claim is that Marshall intentionally infected/polluted/

poisoned the audience, by propagating false facts 

(“academicism”), which he negligently/falsely/maliciously pre-

tended-to-assume about Plaintiff, to an audience (mostly of “right-

wing wing-nuts,” as opposed to “left-wing moon-bats,” in the slang 

vernacular) that he knew to be predisposed to viewing “academi-

cism & Left Wing” very negatively (and which he himself expressly 

admits/explicates, see Ann15B infra). That this latter claim (“the au-

dience viewed ‘academicism & Left Wing’ very negatively”) is true/

correct is quite clear/plain, upon any casual perusal of OppExhA as 

a connected whole (“in context”).
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15B・ The (false) attribution of the concept/term “academic” to Tuvell is 

key to these events (independently of whether it is actionably 

defamatory; see the concept of “material falsity” infra in this An-

n15B), because it started everything off on the wrong foot, strongly 

“setting the tone” for everything that followed — and, the Judge’s 

whole sentence here is untruthful, and he misstates/falsifies 

Plaintiff’s argument. For, here’s what the Judge writes (emphasis 

in original): “The term ‘academic,’ even when used in this context, 

cannot be properly viewed as a statement that ‘would tend to hold 

the plaintiff up to scorn, hatred, ridicule or contempt, in the minds 

of any considerable and respectable segment in the community’ and 

is therefore not defamatory.” That is provably false. Proof (in 

three steps): (i) Using the Judge’s same “community/segment” lan-

guage, the “community” involved here is “the membership/reader-

ship/followership of Marshall’s Ethics Alarms blog” (not to mention 

the “searchship/Googleship of the Internet at large”), and the “seg-

ment of the community” is “the commentership of the blog entry in 

question;” and the Judge does/can not offer any evidence/proof that 

either of these is “inconsiderable and/or disrespectable” (see the nu-

merical estimates of community size at OATAnn 14 79, which, al℘ ℯ -

beit inexact/imprecise, are certainly not “inconsiderable and/or dis-

respectable,” by any reasonable/rational definitions). (ii) Many/most/

all members of the just-stated commentership segment did indeed 

clearly/plainly/obviously “actually (not just ‘tendency/potentially’) 

hold the Plaintiff up to scorn, hatred, ridicule or contempt in the[ir] 

minds,” as any causal perusal of OppExhA shows. (iii) The charac-

terization of “being an academic” is “defamatory when used in this 

context (viz., ‘this Ethics Alarms community/segment’),” because 

Marshall did not only/merely “use” “the term academic” (without 

more, it just means “member/professor/researcher of the academy/
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university/college/teaching professions,” see https://  en.  wikipedia.  

org/  wiki/  Academy  ), but rather he did “supply more” by actually go-

ing further and expressly explicating his intended (defamatory) con-

textual implication of “academicism, thusly:” “the fact  [he claims,

not ‘opinion,’ and his followers/  acolytes happily   believe it!] 

that the entire American Left, along with its sycophants and famil-

iars, the universities [hence the “academic” connection], show 

business and the news media, have gone completely off the ethics 

rails since November 8, 2016” (OppExhA 1–2, emphasis added). ℘

This is hate speech: “incitement to riot.”

In fact, this is exactly the kind of thing the Supreme Court is 

talking about, by recently reviving its defamation concept of mate-

rial falsity (“effect on reputation of defamee in the context/

minds of the relevant audience”) in Air Wisconsin v. Hoeper (see 

OATAnn 18‡): the concept of “academics being members of the ℯ

American Left, hence ‘bad’” is very much endemic throughout Mar-

shall’s blogsite, and it directly caused Tuvell’s hardships there. That 

is obvious, just by any casual perusal of OppExhA in its entirety/con-

text.

In particular, in the quotation the judge cites, he explicitly adds 

emphasis to the phrase “considerable segment of the audience.” 

That word refers to the “quantitative numerical/percentage mea-

sure/fraction” (see the quotation from Ingalls v. Hasting & Sons in 

Ann15C infra, which speaks of a “considerable part” of audience) of 

the relevant audience/community, and it’s a very weak hurdle, basi-

cally meaning “not just one/two/few extreme ‘eggshell skull’ outliers

who may profess to be ‘shocked, shocked’ by even the most mild of 

criticisms/defamations.” In our case, the “relevant audience” is “the 

people following/reading/commenting the website/blogpost 

(OppExhA)” — and not “the whole entire world.” Again, just by casu-
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ally reading/perusing OppExhA, it can be seen that Marshall’s “aca-

demicism” attribution/slur did indeed infect/pollute/poison a “con-

siderable” fraction (all but one/two/few) of that audience. (Anyway, 

that “considerable amount” is a fact question, which a judge cannot 

“guess” at Motion-to-Dismiss time.) So the Judge is lying.

As for the “respectable” part of “considerable and respectable” 

audience: Sack §2.4.3 speaks of this as “Right-Thinking People.” I 

presume the Judge will grant that criterion is satisfied. Alternatively,

does he really want to argue that Ethics Alarms consists of Wrong-

Thinking People?

15C・ It’s obvious to me, and seemingly to the Judge, that Marshall’s 

“observation” about the American Left is “mere observation/opin-

ion,” hence not actionable as defamation. However, this is not the 

case with the audience/community of interest here: Marshall ex-

pressly portrays his observation as true fact (see Ann15B supra), 

and his audience accepts it as such (noting that Marshall “is God” 

to his followers, see OATAnn 24, 130), to deleterious effect upon ℘ ℯ

Plaintiff’s reputation. But in any case, Plaintiff has never given any 

hint of a scintilla of an iota of complaint/actionability of defamation 

about Marshall’s harangue against “the American Left.” This is very 

obvious, by reading everything Plaintiff has ever written about this 

case. In particular, Plaintiff was at pains to very explicitly disassoci-

ate/abjure himself from any interest whatever in politics/partisan-

ship of any kind in the original blog interactions (as a casual perusal

of OppExhA shows). So, again, why is this Judge abusively puffing 

himself up here, pretending to “defeat” Plaintiff in some ridiculous/

nonexistent sense?

BUT … THAT (“American Left has gone completely off the ethics 

rails”) is not even the point of what Plaintiff is complaining about. 

I.e., the Judge is lying, (intentionally) misstating/falsifying 
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Plaintiff’s argument. Because, instead (as the Judge knows well), 

Plaintiff’s argument has been given already in Ann15B supra, and 

we repeat it here again, as a syllogistic implicatory sequence, as in-

tended by Marshall and as received/accepted by his audience: (i) 

Plaintiff is an academic. (ii) All academics are “sycophants/familiars/

members” of the American Left. (iii) The entire American Left has 

gone off the ethics rails. (iv) Therefore, Plaintiff has gone off the 

ethics rails. That is defamatory (read as a whole, in context). 

For, (i–iii) are all “facts” (so portrayed/declared/disclosed by 

Marshall, and received by his audience), while (iv) is “defama-

tory ‘opinion’ based upon those facts” — at least one of which,

(i), is certainly false (and (ii-iii) are almost-certainly false, if 

there were measurable), hence the opinion is unprotected/ac-

tionable.

And finally, not only was the Judge wrong here (as just proven), 

but we further note the Judge cheated/swindled Plaintiff, in the 

sense that the Judge is incompetent/powerless to decide† the 

defamatory effect upon the community/audience, which is what the 

Judge has done here. That authority/competence resides only in the 

audience/community itself (and later, the jury). As Sack §2.4.3 puts 

it (emphasis added): “Communications are judged on the basis of 

the impact that they will probably have on those who are   likely to   

receive them, not necessarily the ordinary ‘reasonable man’.” Or 

again, as Massachusetts put it: “[A] writing is a libel if, in view of all 

relevant circumstances, it discredits the plaintiff in the minds, not 

of the court, nor of wise, thoughtful and tolerant men, nor of ordi-

narily reasonable men, but of any ‘considerable and respectable 

class in the community.’ The emotions, prejudices and intolerance of

mankind [including “mob/herd/riot mentality” situations, as with the

case-at-bar] must be considered in determining the effect of a publi-
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cation upon the standing of the plaintiff in the community. The ques-

tion, therefore, whether a publication is defamatory or not, being 

dependent upon the effect produced upon the public or a consider-

able part of it, is one particularly fit for trial by jury [not for the 

judge].” — Ingalls v. Hastings & Sons, 304 Mass. 31, 33 (1939, cites

omitted, emphasis added). And, it’s all the more improper for this 

particular judge to be dismissing this case, given his blatantly bi-

ased conduct the Oral Hearing on this Motion to Dismiss (to which 

we now insistently draw the attention of this Appellate Court; see all

the annotations in OATAnn). {†・We do note, however, that it is a 

threshold question of law whether a statement is possibly capable of

defamatory import (as opposed to the actual effect on the audience).

In the instant case, at Ann15B supra, the judge spoke of the effect 

on the audience, which was forbidden for him to do; while in this 

Ann15C he speaks of the possibility of “defamatory impact upon the 

‘American Left’,” which is an irrelevancy (as we’ve noted), and we 

have no quarrel with it. The affirmative possibility/potentiality of 

defamatory impact upon the Tuvell audience is demonstrated by the 

syllogism supra. In this connection, we note too that defamation per

se (such as Plaintiff’s “theft of professional services” charge, see 

OATAnn 27, 134) is ℘ ℯ exempt from these potentiality-of-defamability 

considerations, because defamability can/must be automatically 

granted/assumed for per se defamatory statements.}

15D・ This (“only reasonable understood as expressions of opinion rather 

than fact”) is stupidly false. The statements Plaintiff complains-of 

are all based upon (i.e., “imply,” as precedent) underlying 

facts (disclosed or undisclosed, true or false).

This whole “opinion vs. fact” thing has always been the trickiest 

area of defamation law, and has been extensively (though it can 
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never be exhaustively!) discussed at the Oral Argument and in its 

annotations (OATAnn, passim, to which we insistently refer this Ap-

pellate Court). See particularly the discussion there of Plaintiff’s 

Top Five Defamations (summarized briefly at OATAnn 133) — ℯ

which the Judge in this Op sneakily refuses to address individually/

directly, instead breezily/falsely broad-brush handwaving/wishing 

them away by pretending “they’re all about pure opinion, with zero 

factual content/foundation/implication, hence protected from action-

ability.” He’s lying.

15E・ It’s only a “personal blog” in the limited/cramped/colloquial sense 

that Marshall runs it and is responsible for the content he himself 

posts. But to call it “personal” doesn’t use language the way the In-

ternet uses it. In Internet language, Marshall’s blogsite allow wide 

commentation, which is not “personal” — it is instead an interactive/

collaborative membership/comment-based shared/nonpersonal 

blogsite (albeit with Marshall as the primary owner/leader/bigdog, 

as is typical for such blogsites).

15F・ Yes, Marshall does “share his views on ethics, politics and other 

matters,” but that’s not what we’re talking about here, is it? The 

“matters” Marshall wrote concerning Plaintiff, which Plaintiff com-

plains-of in this case-at-bar, are instead very targeted to-the-person 

(ad hominem) attacks, and have nothing whatever to do with 

“ethics, politics, etc.”

15G・ Well, in one sense, Marshall’s statements did “express his opinion” 

— but only in the loose/naïve sense of everyday language, not in the

sense of defamation law or of legal ethics (Marshall’s specialty), 

which is what’s relevant here. Marshall’s statements are definitely 

not in the legally protected category of “pure/unadulterated/fact-
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free opinion, entirely devoid of any factual basis or contextual fac-

tual implication.” That’s essentially impossible anyway (see OATAnn 

passim, beginning with, say, OATAnn 18).ℯ

16A・ This assertion by the Judge (“opinions were based on disclosed in-

formation,” recalling that “information” means “true/accurate 

facts,” Ann14A supra) is very false/untruthful (or at least very 

falsely misleading, depending on exactly what the Judge means, not-

ing that he “handwaves” rather than explaining himself). Namely, all

of Marshall’s opinions are based upon either (i) disclosed false facts,

or (ii) undisclosed facts — both of which render the opinion unpro-

tected/actionable (Ann13E supra). (Not to mention that the Judge is 

being falsely prejudicial here by using the word “information,” 

which is generally reserved in defamation law to mean “true facts,” 

see Ann14A supra).

The core problem here for the Judge is that he is being 

entirely “conclusory”  — “Expressing a factual inference without 

stating the underlying facts [or chain of inferential reasoning] on 

which the inference is based” (Black’s Law Dictionary 7th). Namely, 

the Judge makes a bald dispositive assertion — “opinions [~57 of 

them!] were based on disclosed information” — which requires 

proof (namely: what exactly was/  were the “disclosed information”   

upon which the “opinions” were based⁇) — but he doesn’t bother to

back it up by providing any detailed/underlying facts. Whatsoever. 

In the least. Not even a single detail. Not one. Even though the ~57 

instances of defamation (in Comp) each demand (by law) to be ad-

dressed individually. (Hint: No such “disclosed information” actually

exists, as proved infra. in this Ann16A.) This is clear abuse of ju-

dicial process. And, since the Judge is clearly quite false/un-

truthful about his conclusory assertions, this amounts to Judi-
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cial Misconduct. We prove this now.

As a prerequisite to the remaining discussion in this Ann16A, we

preliminarily refer to the discussion at Oral Argument concerning 

Plaintiff’s Top Five Defamations, OATAnn 133, which we implore ℯ

this Appellate Court to review at this point. That said, we now con-

tinue that discussion as follows, by zeroing in on the deep details of 

just one of those five (this example was called an “excellent exam-

ple” at OATAnn 35; another example, not one of the Five Top ℯ

Defamations, is addressed at Ann16D infra):

Here Is Just One Example (e pluribus unum): Consider Mar-

shall’s accusation of “theft (attempted) of professional services”

(which is defamatory per se, see OATAnn 134(δ)). It occurs at ℯ

OppExhA 16, in these words of Marshall:℘

“[Tuvell] was not honest, and misrepresented his purpose by the

charming device of insulting my integrity. Obviously, he wanted to 

check and see whether my sympathies would be with his cause be-

fore submitting it for consideration. As I tell my clients, I can’t be 

bought, and you take your chances. Was was obviously looking for a 

cheap, as in free, expert opinion that he could use in his crusade 

against the judge.”

Analysis/  Proof:   The above accusation by Marshall is not “pure/

fact-free opinion” as the Judge pretends (which would protect it 

from actionability), but rather contains the following seven factual 

bases (disclosed or undisclosed, true or false, see Ann13E supra) 

and/or implications, all of which are defamatory, which makes all 

seven of them actionable:

(i) To say “Tuvell was not honest” is a statement of fact. Namely,

it implies the existence of “something” Tuvell did/said/wrote that 

“was not honest.” What was that “something” exactly, and in exactly

what way was it “not honest?” Hint:   You can’t find it; a true/  correct/  
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factual basis doesn’t exist in OppExhA. (Note that accusations of dis-

honest are defamatory per se.)

(ii) To say “misrepresenting his purpose” is a statement of fact. 

Namely, it implies the existence of “something” that was Tuvell’s 

“purpose.” What was that “something” exactly, and exactly how did 

he “misrepresent” it? Hint:   You can’t find this; true/  correct/  factual   

basis doesn’t exist in OppExhA.

(iii) To say “insult my integrity” is a statement of fact. Namely, it 

implies the existence of “something” that Tuvell did/said/wrote to in-

sult Marshall’s integrity. What was that “something” exactly, and in 

exactly what way did it insult Marshall’s integrity? Hint:   You can’t   

find this; true/  correct/  factual basis doesn’t exist in OppExhA.  

(iv) To say “check where Marshall’s sympathies would be” is a 

statement of fact. Namely, it implies the existence of “something” 

Tuvell did/said/wrote that checked where Marshall’s sympathies 

(whatever that means) would be. Exactly what was that “something”

and how exactly did it “check his sympathies?” Hint:   You can’t find   

this; true/  correct/  factual basis doesn’t exist in OppExhA.  

(v) To say “I can’t be bought” is a statement of (implied) fact. 

Namely, it implies the existence of “something” Marshall was “sell-

ing,” and that Tuvell was somehow attempting to “acquire” it with-

out properly paying for it. What exactly was the “something” that 

Marshall was selling (was it “sympathies” as in (iv), or “expert opin-

ion” as in (vi), or something else?), and how exactly did try to ac-

quire it? Hint:   You can’t find this; true/  correct/  factual basis doesn’t   

exist in OppExhA. (Note that Marshall does peddle his expert/pro-

fessional services on his other/business website, ProEthics, see 

OATAnn 35, but does not do so on his Ethics Alarms blogsite.)ℯ

(vi) To say “looking for cheap/free expert opinion” is a statement

of (implied) fact. Namely, it implies (from context, see (v)) the exis-
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tence of “something” (presumably “expert opinion”) which Marshall 

was selling, but which Tuvell was underhandedly/improperly at-

tempting to acquire cheaply/freely. What exactly was that “some-

thing” (was it perhaps related to “expert witness” services, or to an 

expert amicus brief?), and in exactly what way was it for sale, and in

exactly what way did Tuvell attempt to underhandedly acquire it 

cheaply/freely? Hint:   You can’t find this; true/  correct/  factual basis   

doesn’t exist in OppExhA. Note that all of Marshall’s opinions on his 

blogsite (as opposed to his other/business website, but he doesn’t 

publish any opinions at all) are advertised only as “plain” opinion 

(not “expert opinion” — the word “expert” does not appear on his 

About page, and the word “professional” appears only in connection 

with a certain theater company). In fact, Marshall explicitly states, 

concerning his Ethics Alarms web/blogsite: “[N]one of the opinions 

here should be taken as legal opinions [presumably meaning “expert

opinions,” because Marshall certainly doesn’t produce what are nor-

mally called “legal/judicial/court opinions,” which employs an en-

tirely different meaning of the word “opinion” altogether, unrelated 

to defamation law], because they aren’t.”

(vii) To say “could use in his crusade against the judge” is a 

statement of fact. Namely, it implies the existence of “some way” in 

which the “something” that Marshall was selling could be “used” 

against the judge. Exactly what was that “some way?” Hint:   You   

can’t find this; true/  correct/  factual basis doesn’t exist in OppExhA.   

Note that at all times relevant here, Tuvell’s Judicial Misconduct 

proceeding against the judge was “closed,” that is, it was literally 

forbidden/impossible (under the Judicial Misconduct Rules) to inject/

intervene any third-party production of any kind into the proceed-

ings. (And too, Tuvell’s underlying case, Tuvell v. IBM, was “closed” 

in the even stronger sense of not being active at all, but of course 
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Tuvell was never interested in discussing that case with Marshall, 

he was only ever interested in discussing his Judicial Misconduct 

case.)

Conclusion: Look back at each of those phrases, just written: 

“Hint:   You can’t find this; true/  correct/  factual basis doesn’t exist in   

OppExhA.” What those mean is that, since the (true/correct/factual) 

answers to all of the questions above (by any reading of OppExhA, 

no matter how loose or close) just plain do not exist in OppExhA, 

then the (true/correct/factual) answers are implicit/unclear/conjec-

tural/undisclosed. Go ahead, please try this exercise for yourself, 

right now — the only raw data you need for this exercise is right 

there before your very eyes, in OppExhA. The “basis” sought/re-

quired must come from some one of Tuvell’s 10 posts, listed 

on the introductory page of OppExhA, “OppExhA 0” so-to-℘

speak. But the required basis just plain does not exist.

Given that such bases do not exist, if one further tries taking the

next exercise of conjecturing (as the Judge is not even permitted to

do at Motion-to-Dismiss time, because the Judge must blindly as-

sume all allegations and interpretations in favor of the Plaintiff, as 

the Judge says at Op 2) about what the ℘ potential/possible bases 

might conceivably be (inside or outside of OppExhA) for Marshall’s 

behavior, they all turn out to boil down to false statements of fact 

(as Plaintiff knows them to be, and as he can prove to an impartial 

jury, but apparently not to a partial Judge), (i) One such conceivable 

conjecture being that “Marshall inadvertently misread/misinter-

preted/twisted Tuvell’s writings/posts.” (ii) Another conjecture is 

that “Marshall intentionally misread/misinterpreted/twisted Tuvell’s 

writings/posts.” (iii) And yet another conjecture is that “Marshall in-

vented arbitrary answers, because that suited the ranting he wanted

to do that day”).
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Therefore (by the “opinions based on undisclosed and/or false 

defamatory facts” principle, see Ann13E supra), Marshall’s accusa-

tion(s) about “theft of professional services,” as listed/analyzed in 

this example, are all actionably defamatory. QED.

16B・ The Judge is saying here that “the audience was fully aware of the 

bases for Marshall’s opinions, because those bases were present in 

Tuvell’s comments on the blog (OppExhA).” THAT IS OBJEC-

TIVELY FALSE — as was just proven (for one example, in Ann16A

supra). Whatever the bases for Marshall’s statements were, they 

simply do not exist on the blog. Tuvell’s comments on the blog do 

not support/match Marshall’s defamation, period. So, whatever

Marshall’s bases are, they are/remain undisclosed. Period.

16C・ No, Marshall’s readers were not “able to assess Marshall’s opin-

ions,” because the underlying true/correct/factual bases for his opin-

ions were undisclosed, as just proved (Ann16B,C supra).

16D・ The “‘lousy’ case” example (OATAnn 19–21, 37–38).℘ ℯ  No. The Judge 

is engaging in ridiculous/nonlegal/false/untruthful (in bad faith) rea-

soning in his footnote 8. For multiple reasons:

(i) In the first place, the Judge is here explicitly putting a bur-

den on the audience that has never heretofore been imposed 

in defamation law. Namely, he’s saying, “a statement is not action-

ably defamatory provided that the audience can ‘just go look it up’ 

on the Internet (or elsewhere).” In other words, he’s expanding the 

concept of “disclosed facts” to encompass “discoverable facts, de-

pending upon the investigatory resources of the audience.” That’s 

absurd (it’s not at all what “disclosed facts” means in defamation 

law), and has been dealt with at OATAnn 143.ℯ

(ii) In the second place, even if audience members were to ac-

cess “the information found on” Tuvell’s website (as the Judge 
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thinks is incumbent upon them, see (i)), they would have no idea ex-

actly what parts of that website Marshall based his “lousy” opinion 

on. So, that means they’d have to comb through Tuvell’s website 

with a fine-tooth comb, trying to ferret-out the basis of Marshall’s 

“lousy” opinion. Which is a huge burden. And even then, they 

couldn’t be certain that the information they found was exactly the 

information Marshall relied upon for his “lousy” opinion.

(iii) In the third place, even if audience members were able to 

find the exact information information just discussed (in (ii)) that 

Marshall relied upon, they’d have no way of knowing exactly how he

interpreted that information (the Judge calls it “his reading”), and in

particular they’d have no way of knowing why Marshall called Tu-

vell’s case “lousy” (i.e., whether it was warrantedly justified, based 

upon a valid reasonable interpretation, or was just off-the-wall inten-

tional defamation — i.e., a “true/accurate/correct fact” or a “false/

defamatory non-factual misinterpretation”).

(iv) In the fourth place, we need to be careful about to whom 

Marshall is attributing the assessment of “lousy” (because Marshall 

doesn’t make it clear): is he saying that the District judge herself as-

sessed the Tuvell v. IBM case as “lousy,” or that Marshall himself is 

now assessing the case as “lousy?” That question is not “disclosed,” 

but it’s answerable, by noting that that judge in that case nowhere 

said anything close to “lousy” (such as “frivolous,” or “without 

merit,” or some other such judge-like language), therefore it is cer-

tainly Marshall himself who is now making the “lousy” assessment 

(and the instant motion Judge agrees with that determination, be-

cause he writes “Marshall’s statement … is clearly based … [not] on 

… his reading of the judge’s ruling in the case,” even though it is the

height of legal/ethical irresponsibility for an “ethical” lawyer like 

Marshall to call a case “lousy” without even reading-up on it). So 
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now, given that it’s Marshall who made the assessment of “lousy,” 

we need to ask about the factual basis upon which he made that as-

sessment (because, if there were no disclosed factual basis, his as-

sessment would be defamatory). Again, the instant motion Judge 

think it’s “clear” that the underlying factual basis of Marshall’s 

“lousy” assessment came from Tuvell’s own writings on his own 

website, not from the judge’s ruling. But that cannot be right (i.e., 

the judge is wrong), because Tuvell nowhere described his own Tu-

vell v. IBM case as “lousy,” and to the contrary he proved every-

where that his case had great merit (“was not lousy”). Therefore we 

can/must conclude, yet again, that Marshall’s “lousy” defamation 

has no true/accurate/factual basis. (And, this conclusion holds 

whether or not the Judge’s “clearness” conjecture is correct.) (Inci-

dentally, note that we have no need here to deeply parse the etymol-

ogy of the word “lousy,” because the only important aspect of the 

word is that all audience members perceived it as defamatory, as 

they certainly did.)

(v) In the fifth place, we observe that Marshall’s statement, “the 

judge decided that his case was lousy,” was objectively/demon-

strably/provably 100% false. For, that judge did not “decide Tu-

vell’s case” at all. Instead, that judge illegally fabricated/falsi-

fied the facts of Tuvell’s case (Tuvell v. IBM), by crediting IBM’s 

versions of the facts instead of Tuvell’s at Summary Judgment time 

(a clear violation of the Rules of Procedure, amounting to criminal 

Obstruction of Justice), and then proceeded to “‘decide’ that dif-

ferent/falsified case.” And indeed, it is precisely this falsification-

of-facts incident that forms the basis of Tuvell’s (very proper/cor-

rect) Judicial Misconduct charge against that judge. This has al-

ready been explained in Tuvell’s information provided in the instant 

case (Comp 9¶14·I; OATAnn 19–21, 37–38), and it’s obviously true;℘ ℘ ℯ
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so the fact that the instant motion Judge pretends it doesn’t exist or 

is wrong is flatly untruthful, and frankly constitutes an act of Judi-

cial Misconduct in itself.

(vi) In the sixth place, we come to the question of why Marshall  

bothered making any pronouncement at all about the Tuvell v. IBM 

case. That case had nothing to do with why Tuvell approached Mar-

shall in the first place. Tuvell had no motive to do that, because the 

Tuvell v. IBM case has nothing to do with Marshall’s field of legal 

ethics (instead, it’s a 100% employment case which presumably 

Marshall knows little-to-nothing about). Instead, Tuvell approached 

Marshall concerning his Judicial Misconduct case against the Tu-

vell v. IBM judge(s), and that case indeed has a large component of 

legal ethics attached to it (because Judicial Misconduct is a sub-

species of Judicial Ethics). Therefore, Marshall’s 180° turn away 

from the only reason Tuvell contacted him, for the sole purpose of 

sliming Tuvell’s other case as “lousy,” amounted to a wholly gratu-

itous non-sequitur. And, no, lawyers don’t make “innocent mistakes”

like confusing/mixing-up two distinct cases like this. Therefore, Mar-

shall’s “lousy” assessment of the completely irrelevant Tuvell v. IBM

case amounted to “actual malice” against Tuvell (in the technical 

language of defamation law, see OATAnn 33,143).ℯ

16E・ Misleadingly false/untruthful. As has been explained/proved over 

and over again (in Comp, Opp, and OATAnn, and now in this 

OpAnn), the various “negative language words” uttered by Marshall 

are complained-of — not because of their trivial/mere insult/

ridicule/hyperbole/etc. nature — but rather because of their contex-

tually defamatory implicatory nature (denoted “CTXDEFIMPL” in 

Opp).

The problem here is that the Judge misstates/falsifies the law 

(in exactly the same way he has done elsewhere, see Ann16A supra).
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Namely, he’s saying that “opinions based on disclosed information 

are not actionably defamatory.” That’s false. His falsity lies in omit-

ting the qualifier “true”(/nondefamatory) qualifying the infor-

mation being disclosed (and, also again, he’s misusing the word “in-

formation,” where he should be speaking of “statements of fact,” see

Ann14A supra). If the (disclosed or undisclosed) statements-of-fact 

which underlie opinions are themselves defamatorily false (as 

they are in the case-at-bar, as proven ad nauseam herein passim), 

then the opinions amount to actionably defamatory repetitions of

those defamatory statements-of-fact, and hence those opinions are 

indeed actionable as defamation. This is what “CTXDEFIMPL” 

means.
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APPENDIX

The original emails from Tuvell to Marshall (both first and second versions, 

Ann2A supra) are reproduced in this appendix infra, in their entirety. These 

are also available online at http://  judicial  misconduct.  us/  sites/  default/  files/  

2017-  09/  Ethics  Alarms  %2C  Emails  %3D  2017-  08-  26.  pdf  .
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Subject: I can't figure you you
From: Walt Tuvell <walt.tuve11@gmail.com>
Date: 08/26/2017 02:09 PM
To: jamproethics@verizon.net

Jack —

I've been following your website (httbs://ethicsa|arms.com) since I "discovered" it
a couple of months ago. Its About page is especially lucid and luring.

The problem is, your posts don't live up to the About advertisement. Specifically,
the About page speaks only about whole-life ethics (a very laudable goal, what I
was looking for), but says nothing about partisan/political rants. Yet, it seems like
that's what the website does, and only that. Further, everything you say appears
to be entirely one-sided (right/conservative/republican is good, left/liberal
/democrat is bad).

Is that the way you really see things? Or am I missing something?

Thx.

— Walter Tuvell (PhD, Math, MIT & U.Chicago — i.e., ”not—a—crank")
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Subject: Re: I can't figure you you
From: Walt Tuvell <wa1t.tuve11@gmafl.com>
Date: 08/26/17 16:56
To: jamproethics@verizon.net

Typo on the Subject line (sorry): It should read "I can't figure you out".

On 08/26/17 14:09, Walt Tuvell wrote:

Jack —

I've been following your website (https://ethicsa|arms.com) sincel
"discovered" it a couple of months ago. Its About page is especially lucid and
luring.

The problem is, your posts don't live up to the About advertisement.
Specifically, the About page speaks only about whoIe—Iife ethics (a very
laudable goal, what I was looking for), but says nothing about
partisan/political rants. Yet, it seems like that's what the website does, and
only that. Further, everything you say appears to be entirely one-sided
(right/conservative/republican is good, left/IiberaI/democrat is bad).

Is that the way you really see things? Or am I missing something?

Thx.

— Walter Tuvell (PhD, Math, MIT & U.Chicago — i.e., “not—a-crank") 

OpAnn (31/25)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

Pursuant to MRAP 13(d), I hereby certify, under the 

pains and penalties of perjury, that I have served noti-

fication of and access to this document upon Defendant, 

via email and first-class U.S. Mail.

Walter Tuvell, Pro Se
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867
(781)475-7254
walt.  tuvell@  gmail.  com  
http://  Judicial  Misconduct.  US  

Dec 12 2018
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